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Chapter 1
You always be my heart and mind
1.1 I do not wanna close my eye tonight
1.1.1 (Untitled)

1.2 On your mark
1.3 test 21
Dit is een test om te zien of ik wat inhoud in zo'n module kan krijgen

1.4 Jenn's 0.7 Test Module2
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nulla aliquam sollicitudin purus. Morbi tincidunt.
Proin egestas arcu eget metus.

Guanábana.

Mauris sagittis aliquam nibh.

In egestas.

Sed lectus orci,

posuere id, suscipit id, pharetra vitae, dui. Mauris varius, purus vitae faucibus condimentum, enim tellus
suscipit urna, ac malesuada tortor lorem et risus. Cras mattis ultricies nulla. Vestibulum tempor tincidunt
sapien. Fusce enim lacus, porttitor a, sodales id, convallis a, pede. Duis mattis, neque vitae auctor iaculis,
erat elit luctus diam, et sagittis enim ante eu ante.

Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per

conubia nostra, per inceptos hymenaeos. Nunc hendrerit rutrum neque. Suspendisse orci. Aliquam a metus.
Vestibulum auctor. Donec at neque. Donec condimentum enim eget ligula. Nunc eleifend consectetuer felis.
Sed id risus sed lacus vehicula malesuada.
Proin quam, gravida a, tristique eu, porta ut, diam. Nam vehicula lacus ut erat. Sed ac magna. Fusce
sed nulla. Aliquam ligula nulla, cursus bibendum, vehicula in, sagittis sed, urna. Aliquam dignissim eleifend
pede. Nunc eu dui nec eros fringilla fringilla. Donec non nisl pharetra metus vestibulum suscipit. Vestibulum
lacinia magna condimentum velit. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nulla non metus
a mi dictum varius. Maecenas vel lectus a massa laoreet cursus. Cras neque. Sed in metus vel dui dapibus
hendrerit. Vestibulum ullamcorper orci non odio. Nulla suscipit facilisis sem. Etiam vulputate ante sit amet
leo.

x
Nam ipsum dui, placerat quis, mollis vel, faucibus eget, ligula.

Listum

Ut et diam.; Donec sit amet

wisi.; Nunc ut dui id est venenatis laoreet. Sed justo nisl, vestibulum et, volutpat eget, aliquam id, magna.
Donec pulvinar facilisis mi. Quisque consequat tortor in nunc. Fusce ornare. Vivamus quis nisl vitae enim
vulputate gravida. In tortor augue, adipiscing eget, rutrum vitae, venenatis eget, nisl. Pellentesque habitant
morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Proin adipiscing urna.
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CHAPTER 1.

Duis convallis porttitor enim.

Donec est.

YOU ALWAYS BE MY HEART AND MIND

Mauris blandit dignissim magna.

Mauris rhoncus.

Etiam

laoreet mollis eros. Nulla imperdiet magna et lorem. Integer adipiscing laoreet eros. In sapien. Ut iaculis
vulputate lacus. Nam gravida vestibulum odio. Nam urna justo, volutpat ac, ornare luctus, imperdiet vitae,
nisl. Donec feugiat, lacus eu dignissim dictum, tortor nulla placerat metus, in porta ipsum sapien quis lectus.
Nulla nulla eros, ullamcorper eu, ultrices quis, nonummy sit amet, ipsum.
Mauris ac nisl nec arcu volutpat feugiat. Cras lacinia, mi id dapibus pellentesque, enim tortor pellentesque
urna, sed suscipit felis lectus in ligula. Suspendisse in ante eget orci commodo porta. Nullam nulla lacus,
nonummy sed, tempus at, pulvinar non, ante. Aenean convallis odio id dui. Donec ac justo ut wisi volutpat
vehicula. Etiam in est vitae est vestibulum lacinia. Duis at tellus. Etiam tempus pretium ligula. Pellentesque
habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Nulla blandit. Fusce urna
lacus, dapibus in, lobortis eu, ultrices eget, sem.

Donec cursus egestas arcu.

Nunc sit amet nisl sed est

blandit vestibulum. Duis non est. Cras dolor. Proin quam orci, tempor sit amet, sodales pharetra, egestas
vitae, arcu.

1.5 The Psychology Of Emotions, Feelings and Thoughts {Adv}3
There is an even more advanced version of this article online at

cnx.org/content/col10733/4

1.5.1 Emotion and Logic
Some things in life cause people to feel, these are called emotional reactions. Some things in life cause people
to think, these are sometimes called logical or intellectual reactions. Thus life is divided between things that
make you feel and things that make you think. The question is, if someone is feeling, does that mean that
they are thinking less? It probably does. If part of your brain is being occupied by feeling, then it makes
sense that you have less capacity for thought. [Saying "part of your brain" shows how feeling and thought
take up the same space, or might use the same abilities or similar processes in the mind. It shows how you
really can't do two things at once, especially since they are both cognitive processes.]

That is obvious if

you take emotional extremes, such as crying, where people can barely think at all. This does not mean that
emotional people are not intelligent; it just means that they might be dumber during the times in which
they are emotional. Emotion goes on and o for everyone, sometimes people cry, and sometimes they are
completely serious. [This could further mean that an emotional person might be less emotional if they are
doing serious thinking.]
Some things in life can identiably cause more emotion than other things.
1. Color causes more emotion than black and white. So anything with more color in it is going to be
more emotional to look at, whether it is the dierence between a gold or silver sword, or a gold or silver
computer. In both cases the gold is going to be more emotional. [That example with the sword makes it
obvious that color is more emotional than things with less color, it usually is hard to tell if each thing is
more or less emotional just based o of the color. It might be that something black is more emotional than
something colorful if they are dierent objects. Also, it seems like color is a shallow source of emotion, like
you can identify that color causes more emotion, but if you have an attachment to something if it has a black
and white color instead of being colorful, or something else is going on, then the black and white object
might be more emotional than its colorful version.]
2. Things that are personal are emotional, personal things that people like and that they feel are close
to them.

Things like home or anything someone likes actually.

That is a denition of emotion after all,

something that causes feeling. So if you like it, it is probably going to cause more feeling. Other things aside
from liking something could cause emotions from it, such as curiosity, but usually like is one of the stronger
emotions. You could say that the two are directly proportional, the more you like something, the more it is
going to cause feeling. [Or the more curious you are, or any other emotion, would probably generate more
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feeling. If you are emotional about something, that is saying that it is causing you to feel more. This is more
clear when the dierence between emotion and feeling is explained later in this section.]
But there are things that people like that cause thought. You could like something and it causes you to
think, and we previously dened emotion as feeling, not thought. That thoughts are separate from emotions
because thought is a period of thinking. What exactly is thinking then? You can think about emotions, how
did I feel then? etc. So is thought just a period of increased attention? Or is it a sharp spike in attention
focused on one particular thing that is clear? [Thought feels like you are paying clear attention to something,
whereas you aren't always paying as clear attention to your feelings.] It is hard to focus that much if you
are feeling a lot, however. This makes me conclude that there is an overlap of feeling and thought, like a
Venn diagram. But there are still parts of thought that don't have feeling or emotion in them, and parts
of emotion that don't have thought in them. [So thoughts are also going to inuence feelings, since they
overlap, not only would feelings inuence thoughts.] That means that thought requires more concentration
than feeling does, since we dened thought as a period of increased attention. You can be emotional and
have more attention, but usually if you are emotional you are going to be less attentive than you would be if
you were thinking more. [That ties into the idea that you can only do one thing at a time, if you are paying
attention to your thoughts (or thinking more) it is going to be harder to pay attention to your feelings (or
"feel" more) because you can only pay attention to a limited number of things at once.] Then again, if you
are emotional you are being attentive to your emotions, whatever they may be, and if your emotions are on
something like the sun, then when you see the sun you are going to be attentive to it, but not be thinking
about it. So you can pay attention to something and not be thinking about it at the same time. [If you are
paying attention to something but not thinking about it, what exactly is this increased attention doing? It
could be helping you process and understand what feelings that thing causes in you, or just make you feel
more about it, which would make you pay more or less attention to it. You could be feeling a lot about
something and be paying attention to something else, but that is clearly going to be harder (usually, based
on the circumstances) than if didn't have that emotion. That is a clear example of how emotion can be a
distraction (from thought and even other emotions). But you aren't going to be paying attention to anything
else. [That further shows how emotion can take up your attention, especially if you are paying attention
to the emotion, as in that example.]

It seems that thought is more attention than emotion, however.

If

you try to feel your computer you still don't give it as much attention as if you were thinking about your
computer.

Then again, it depends what you are thinking about your computer, if you are thinking that

your computer sucks, you are going to give it less attention than thinking that it is great. It also depends
what your feelings are about that computer.

If you feel that the computer is good, then you are going

to give it more attention than if you feel that it is bad (possibly). [Does this mean that when you think
about your computer your attention is on what it is you are thinking about your computer? Thinking about
your computer might generate emotions, which would then cause you to be feeling and thinking about your
computer. The thought of the computer might just pull up the general feeling of the computer (the feeling
from the computer you get when you usually interact with it or think about it, not some other feeling about
it which wouldn't then be "general", not necessarily the feeling of the computer that corresponds with that
particular thought. Those ideas raise the question, "when you have a feeling about something, what exactly
is that feeling causing you to feel and think (consciously and unconsciously).] The thoughts and the feelings
correspond, however. That is, if you are thinking it is bad, then you are going to feel that it is bad. Thus
thought and feeling are really one and the same. [It might be that if you think it is bad, you feel that it is
good, but that would only be if you are confused, like if you consciously think it is good but it really makes
you feel bad.] But thoughts are really clearer than feelings. Thought and feeling may result in the same
amount of attention to something, but thought is more precise. It is more precise for you to think that the
computer is good, then to feel that the computer is good. Who knows why you feel the computer is good,
but if you were thinking the computer is good then you would know why you thought that. Emotions and
feelings are more obscure.
So, the more you like something (or hate something, or have any strong emotional reaction to anything),
[Something shallow that doesn't generate a lot of feeling might not be called "emotional".] the more emotional
it is, but that doesn't mean that it might not also cause you to think about it. One can't label everything
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in life as either emotion or thought however. Life isn't a scale with emotion on one end and thought on the
other. There are other factors involved, things like adrenaline and physical action, which might also cause
increased attention that isn't either emotional or thoughtful. [You could be more specic with that scale and
mention which emotions, or which thoughts.] When you're running you have a lot of attention on the fact
that you are running, and you're not thinking about it or being emotional about it. This means that just
because you like something, doesn't mean that it is emotional. You might like running, but it doesn't cause
emotions in you. [But when you think about running it is going to cause more emotions in you since you like
it, and you are probably going to be experiencing better emotions when you are running if you like it then if
you don't, unless you enjoy pain then you could like something that generates bad emotions in you (it could
be generating negative short term emotions, but since you like it, positive emotions over the long term, or
positive emotions when you think about it (or even a mix of the emotions since it is more complicated that
you like it but it causes pain).] What does emotion mean then? Emotions must be thoughts that you can't
identify, when you feel something, it must be that you are thinking about something unconsciously. You just
have no idea what it is, usually. Emotions and feelings are thoughts then. By that I mean that they can be
broken down into parts and gured out what those parts are. And thoughts are just really parts that you
can identify. So the dierence between emotions, feelings and thoughts is that you know what thoughts are
about, but you don't have as good an idea of what emotions and feelings are, as they are more obscure and
harder to identify.
Thus once you nd out what is causing the emotion, it is no longer an emotion, but it is a thought (that
is, you now call the emotion a thought, so the thought is still probably generating emotion. In your mind
then there is still an emotion, but this emotion is now part of a thought, it becomes part of the thought
associated with it because you created this link, and hence you would call the emotion/thought just a thought
because while thoughts can generate emotions, emotions cannot generate thoughts (by themselves), unless
you realize what the emotion is (then you are generating the thought, not the emotion generating it), but
you are realizing it is a thought, not an emotion: so this realization takes over and now the emotion is part
of that realization (because you consider the emotion a part of you, and you generated the realization),
instead of the realization being a part of the emotion (and since it seems like the emotion belongs to the
realization (you), instead of vice versa, you call it a thought instead of an emotion, because you generated
the thought (and hence it also seems that you are now consciously also generating the emotion (the emotion
coming from the thought))). So that would mean that all emotions have route in real things, and these real
things can be explained with thoughts, so all emotions then are really thoughts that you haven't realized;
an emotion would just be a thought that you haven't identied yet, so the term emotion goes away when
you realize it is a thought (because that is what it really was all along, a thought) (though this thought
might still be generating a feeling). So, since you perceive the emotion as belonging to you, and you generate
thoughts consciously, you consider the emotion to be part of a thought, not vice versa (and hence call
identied emotions thoughts).

So when you identify an emotion, it is a thought because thoughts can

generate emotions, so if the emotion is still there after you identied it you would say it falls under the
category thought, because the thought is making it.

[That brings up the question, "do thoughts about

your emotions accurately represent what that emotion is?".

If the thought doesn't accurately represent

the emotion, then you would really need more thoughts to represent the entire emotion (show what that
emotion is).

Also, can you ever really perfectly explain emotion with thought?

Emotion seems innitely

complicated, nite and dynamic.] You might be lazy however and not want to spend time thinking, which
are what emotions are for.

Ah that gold sword is pretty might be the emotion, but to your conscious

mind you would have no idea that you like the sword because it is pretty, you might just know that you like
the sword and it is making you emotional about it. Therefore, emotional things are really any feelings that
cause unconscious or conscious thought. Feeling is also another word for unconscious thought. That then
leads to the conclusion that thought can be emotional (because thoughts are going to be about things that
can cause emotion). I think that emotions can be more emotional than thought, however, because emotions
can contain more than one thought (while thoughts are very slow consciously), therefore causing it to cause
more feeling, or be more emotional. [So thought is simpler than emotions and therefore they might cause less
feelings by themselves, but the feeling a thought brings up is probably going to be more complicated than
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the thought alone, since feelings are usually more complicated than thoughts.] While you can only express
a few thoughts a minute, your emotions can contain endless numbers of thoughts per minute  they are not
as exact and hence don't make as much sense as thoughts do.
So thought is just a lot of attention on one little thing. And emotion is attention on lots of individual
things, or possibly one thing. So things that are emotional are things that cause you to think, consciously
or unconsciously. [A conscious feeling would just be a feeling that you have identied (or recognized) more
than an unconscious one.] And therefore they would cause you to feel, consciously or unconsciously. So the
more you like something you can't consciously identify as to why you like it, the more emotional it is, and
the more you like something where you can consciously identify what it is, the more conscious thought it is
going to cause, and the more logical that thing is going to be. Emotion is just unconscious thought.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

Emotion goes on and o for everyone  this statement shows how there are degrees to which someone
can be focused on and feel thought, and degrees to which someone can be focused on and feel feeling.
That then also explains the next statement in the chapter some things in life can identiably cause
more emotion than other things.

•

Since there are parts of emotion that don't have thought (assuming that emotion and thought overlap 
but that is a logical assumption because thoughts generate feelings and are therefore less independent)
then emotion (especially emotion without any thought) is going to need less focus or concentration,
because emotion is a more pleasurable experience, but thought is one where concentration is usually
used.

•

Emotions can direct and control thoughts  if you are feeling that your computer is bad, then you
might then give it less or more attention, and conscious attention is a function of thought because
you need to think to start to focus on something. Or when you notice something you noticing it is
a conscious experience because you notice it and thoughts are things which you are aware of which
would then contribute to consciousness.

•

Next mentioned is how emotions and feelings are just harder to identify then thoughts, and that
therefore emotions and feelings are really thoughts themselves, or vice versa. If all thought is really
emotion, and all emotion really thought, then all intelligence could vary and be dependent on emotions.
This is further evidenced by the statement thus once you nd out what is causing the emotion it is no
longer an emotion, but it is a thought. That shows how an emotion is a thought that you just aren't
identifying. It is just a matter of denition of the terms. Thought is concrete things which are real in
the world, and emotion is something that you feel but can't visualize. So therefore intelligence is just
the ability to do things which are real, versus feeling something, which isn't as real as thoughts are.

1.5.2 Thoughts
Anything that is said or done is possibly followed by a long series of unconscious thoughts and
thought processes.
What is the dierence between emotion, feeling, thought, logic, and intelligence?

Use of any of them

requires a lot of attention. Even when you are feeling something emotional your attention is directed toward
that thing. The answer is that everything in life eventually results in a feeling. Even emotion results in a
feeling. Emotion is unconscious thoughts about things, and thoughts are conscious thoughts about things.
Thought results in feelings, so unconscious thought (emotion) is also going to result in feelings. [The question
is, do the feelings come from the thoughts simultaneously, or later on, or both (and if later on, when exactly).]
If you think about it that way, thought and emotion are both in part feelings, that is, to some extent you
feel them right away, in addition to them resulting in feelings later on. But that still means that feelings are
always the end result. Then again, thoughts might be the result of current thoughts. That is like emotion,
unconscious emotional thoughts are going to result in unconscious emotional thoughts later on. Even feelings
could be called unconscious thoughts, because thought is just focusing on one thing for a brief period of time.
[When thought about that way, what is the dierence between an unconscious thought and an emotion? Is
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the unconscious thought stronger, more specic, or just something that has more of an inuence on what
you are thinking than feeling. Thoughts might have a better inuence on other thoughts then they do on
emotions (and emotions might have a better inuence on emotion then they do on thought). Think of it this
way, if you are doing something, but you "feel" like you don't want to do it, that isn't going to stop you from
doing it as much as you thinking unconsciously over and over that you don't want to do it. The thinking in
that instance seems like it is just more intense than the emotion, but not necessarily "felt" as much since it is
just thought, not feeling. It has more of an inuence over your actions, however, and maybe would generate
anxiety instead of emotion. It is like the unconscious thought in that instead comes from your understanding
that you don't want to do that activity, and since understanding is a function of thought, you would say
that your unconscious thoughts are stopping you from doing it more than your emotions are stopping you.]
Therefore emotion, thought and feeling are really just periods of focus on certain things. With thought
you just recognize what it is that you are focusing on. With emotions you feel deeply about what you are
focusing on, and with feelings you are focusing on it less. Physical stimulus also results in feelings, and then
you focus on those feelings, you aren't necessarily focused on what caused the feelings (the physical stimulus
itself ) however. [This ties into the idea that someone can only pay attention to a few number of things at
once (including emotion and thought) because if you are focused on one thing, you are probably going to be
less focused on something else.]
Thus life is really just dierent types of feelings; you could categorize all of life as feeling. Even when
you think you are in a period when you're not feeling anything, you really are feeling something; you just
don't recognize what it is that you are feeling. Remember that feelings are thoughts you can't identify. And
since a thought is going to be about something, another way to think about life is just stu happening. Stu
happening results in feelings in your brain, where more stu happens. It is all-concrete. [And stu happens
all the time, so you are probably going to be feeling something more than you can recognize when you are
feeling something.]
The denition of intellect and thoughts is almost understanding (those concrete things).
feeling, completely separate from facts or information.

Emotion is

All facts and information are going to be about

things that cause feeling, however, since all things that happen cause feelings and all facts and information
are about things that happen. So facts and information are just feelings organized in a logical manner. [Unless
the fact doesn't generate feeling, but most things cause feelings.] Intellect and thought also generates feelings
when those thoughts are processed in your mind. Since thought is really only about feelings, it is logical that
thought actually has root in feelings. For example, all events are really feelings in the mind, so thoughts are
actually just comparing feelings. You take two feelings and can arrive at one thought. Take the feeling of
a frog moving and the feeling of a threat of danger. The two feelings combined equal the idea or thought
that the frog needs to move when there is danger  the thought is actually just understanding how feelings
interact. All thought is is the understanding of how feelings and real events interact with themselves. Feeling
is what provides the motivation to arrive at the answer (the thought). If you just had the facts, there is
a threat, and the frog can jump, you aren't going to arrive at the conclusion that the frog should jump
away. You need to take the feeling that there is a threat and the feeling that the frog can jump and then
combine the two sensory images in your head to arrive at the answer.

[It is like the feeling provides the

motivation, without emotion thought really wouldn't be possible because there would be no need to arrive
at any conclusions.]
That shows how all intellect is powered and motivated by emotion. It also shows that frogs have thoughts;
the frog has to have the thought to jump away when it sees a threat, as a thought is just the combination
of two feelings resulting in the resulting feeling of wanting to move away. That process of feelings is like
a thought process. Thoughts are a little dierent for humans, however, because humans have such a large
memory that they are able to compare this experience to all the other experiences in their life while the frog
only remembers the current situation and is programmed (brain wiring) to jump away. The frog doesn't have
a large enough memory to learn from new information and change its behavior. That shows how humans
are very similar to frogs in how they process data (in one way at least), and that one thing that separates
a human from a frog is a larger memory which can store lots of useful information and potential behavioral
patterns. [That brings up the question, exactly how good is a frogs memory? It can make its way around a
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pool without hitting the same spot over and over, so it lasts at least a few minutes. But that is memory for
simple things, it isn't smart enough (remember from the logic chapter) to process more complicated data to
remember. On the other hand, humans really don't do complicated stu most of the time, so we are very
similar to frogs).]
Thoughts, especially in humans, are not that independent  they can be much more complicated and it
can appear to be that nothing is as it seems. If someone says to you, I know x. He isn't just saying that
he knows x, but there is a chain of other thoughts that also occur in your mind. You analyze the statement
he made and it causes you to think automatically, Do I know x too?
he knows x?

Why does he think I care that

Is there anything else about x that is signicant that I am missing?

person is smarter than me?

What if this other

that doesn't lead to a feeling of being dumb (it might), instead it leads to

another concrete thing maybe I am stupid or the thought maybe that person is stupid interacting with
the thought because that thing he said was wrong. So one simple thought for a human can mean much
much more than that one thought. That example shows another way in which humans are dierent from
frogs  they are capable of more simultaneous thoughts. It is also the memory working hand in hand with
that capacity of simultaneous thought as well, if you had no memory then you wouldn't have information to
compare and bring up those simultaneous thoughts. [Remember that thoughts can lead to and are sometimes
emotions (unconscious ones), so that example of the unconscious thought process was really an emotion worry. It was worse than just worrying though, it was worrying about specic things, so the emotion was of
a more specic type then just worry. Thus there isn't just one emotion of "worry" but there is "worry about
your intelligence, etc".]
They can all be moving at the same time as well, not only does one thought follow another; but it occurs
instantaneously. If the thing the person said was something you didn't know, it might make you feel stupid,
thus the thought results in a feeling. But that feeling can be translated to a thought. So it isn't the feeling,
I am stupid it is the thought I am stupid. Feeling stupid might make you feel bad, but it isn't just that
you are feeling bad, you are also thinking over and over I am stupid unconsciously, and that is what is
making you feel bad. Or you are paying attention to the fact that you are stupid. Thus thought, feeling,
and emotion is just paying attention to dierent things in your head. Concrete things. [In other words, all
emotions are not only real things, but it could be said that all emotions have a source, since they are real
things.]
It is a little more complicated than that, however. It is going to be a mix of a lot of concrete thoughts
interacting with each other, not just the thought I am stupid repeated over and over but maybe also a less
intense idea of well I know x and y that that person doesn't, maybe this was just one event. So anything
that is said or done is possibly followed by a long series of unconscious thoughts and thought processes. [Or,
there might be many implications to any one thought. (there might not be, however, like you could relate
almost anything to sex, but in reality that isn't necessary).]
There were two examples of thoughts, one was with the frog and the danger of a threat, and the other
was a questioning of ones intellect relative to someone else. The example with the frog was an example of
a thought process that was simple, while the example with the person showed how some thought processes
can be much more complicated than they appear.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

It is stated rst that use of emotion and thought requires attention, and therefore they both cause
feelings, and if they both cause feelings then they are going to be similar in nature. Your intellect (or
ability to do things which are real) is going to generate feelings just like emotions do.

•

Feelings can result in thoughts  this was shown with the frog example, the frog has the thought jump
which comes from the feeling of a threat of danger, and the feeling of it's understanding that it can
jump. That shows how thoughts can be encouraged by feelings and mixed in with them.

•

Thought is also powered by feeling in other ways, as when you are nervous that you didn't understand
something, your feelings then cause you to think nervous things like do I know that too?, does he think
I care that he knows that?

Those thoughts are a function of intelligence, because they are causing

you to think about real things, which is what intelligence is. [Therefore feeling is also a function of
intelligence, since feelings are about real things, and intellect causes you to think real things, and
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feeling is unconscious thought.]

1.5.3 Emotions and Feelings and the Dierence Between them
Emotion is more similar to conscious thought than feelings are to conscious thought.

Although emotion

and feeling can be described as unconscious thought, one of them is going to be more similar to conscious
thought. Feelings are more like sensations, when you touch something you get a feeling. Therefore feelings
are faster than emotions and thought, because when you touch something there is a slight delay before you
can think of something about it (thought), or feel something deeply about it (emotion). Emotion is therefore
just unconscious thought. Actually it would better be described as unconscious feeling (so a feeling is like
a conscious emotion because you can "feel" it better and easier but emotion is a deeper, more unconscious
experience similar to unconscious thought, but emotions are also more similar to conscious thought because
thought is a deep experience while feelings are intense or shallow, but not deep). [So you feel emotions, but
you also feel feelings, only feelings are more tangible (since they relate more to physical things and sensations,
which cause feelings directly, not emotions). An emotion can come from something like a sight or sound or
touch, but only after you have felt it as a feeling, so it is really the feeling that is causing the emotion. That
also shows how the emotion is going to take longer to kick in, since it is a result of the feeling.]
One denition of emotion can be "any strong feeling". From that description many conclusions can be
drawn. Basic (or primary) emotions can be made up of secondary emotions like love can contain feelings
or emotions of lust, love and longing. Feelings can be described in more detail than emotions because you
can have a specic feeling for anything, each feeling is unique and might not have a name. For instance,
if you are upset by one person that might have its own feeling because that person upsets you in a certain
way. That feeling doesn't have a dened name because it is your personal feeling. The feeling may also be
an emotion, say anger. "Upset" is probably too weak to be an emotion, but that doesn't mean that it isn't
strong like emotions are strong in certain ways. Cold is also just a feeling. There is a large overlap between
how feelings feel and how emotions feel, they are similar in nature. So there are only a few dened emotions,
but there are an innite number ways of feeling things. You can have a "small" emotion of hate and you
could say that you have the feeling hate then, if it is large you could say you are being emotional about hate,
or are experiencing the emotion hate. You can have the same emotion of hate in dierent situations, but
each time the feeling is going to be at least slightly dierent.
You can recognize any feeling, that is what makes it a feeling. If you are sad that is a feeling, but if
you are depressed that isn't a feeling it is more like an emotion. You can't identify why you are depressed
but you can usually identify why you are sad.

Feelings are more immediate, if something happens or is

happening, it is going to result in a feeling. However, if something happened a long time ago, you are going
to think about it unconsciously and that is going to bring up unconscious feelings (the reason the things
that happened previously are going to be more similar to emotion than things that are happening currently
is that sensory stimulation (or things happening currently) is a lot closer to feelings than things that are less
linked to direct sensory stimulation (such as emotions which are therefore usually going to be about things
which require memory to gure out, things like thoughts that are less like feelings and more like emotion)).
So emotions are unconscious feelings that are the result of mostly unconscious thoughts (instead of feelings
 a feeling can trigger an emotion, but it isn't a part of it).

Feeling dened there as something you can

identify. Also, you can't identify the unconscious thought that caused the unconscious feeling, but you can
identify the unconscious feeling itself (aka emotion). [Memory isn't the only thing that is going to be more
similar to an emotion than a feeling. Any type of thinking, (emotional thinking or non-emotional thinking)
or using logic would be more like emotions since thought is deeper than feeling. Those things still generate
feelings, or are in part feelings. You can't say when you bring up a memory you don't feel anything, but
since this memory is less tangible than something which you are currently experiencing, it is going to be
more like an emotion. It requires thought to bring up, so that is a deep experience because thought is deep,
which makes it more like an emotion (because emotions are deep) but it is lacking a feeling of "realness"
or reality. Thought probably also lacks that feeling, because thought is just something in your head, not
something which you can feel like a physical object.]
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Another aspect of unconscious thought, emotion, or unconscious feeling (all three are the same) is that it
tends to be mixed into the rest of your system because it is unconscious. If it was conscious then it remains
as an individual feeling, but in its unconscious form you confuse it with the other emotions and feelings and
it aects your entire system. So therefore most of what people are feeling is just a mix of feelings that your
mind cannot separate out individually. That is the dierence between sadness and a depression, a depression
lowers your mood and aects all your feelings and emotions, but sadness is just that individual feeling. So
the reason that the depression aects all your other feelings is because you can no longer recognize the
individual sad emotions that caused it. The feelings become mixed. If someone can identify the reason they
are sad then they become no longer depressed, just sad. Once they forget that that was the reason they are
depressed however, they will become depressed again. [It is like the depressed emotion transfers to a sad
feeling. That makes sense since you can only concentrate on a few things at one time, so if you are feeling
it as a feeling, you are going to ignore it as an emotion.]
That is why an initial event might make someone sad, and then that sadness would later lead into
a depression, is because you forget why you originally got sad.
unconsciously you do.

You might not consciously forget, but

That is, it feels like you forget, the desire to get revenge on whatever caused the

sadness fades away. When that happens it is like you forgetting what caused it. You may also consciously
forget but what matters is how much you care about that sadness. It might be that consciously understanding
why you are depressed or sad changes how much you care about your sadness, however. That would therefore
change the emotion/feeling of sadness. The more you care about the sadness/depression, the more like a
feeling it becomes and less like an emotion. That is because the dierence between feelings and emotions is
that feelings are easier to identify (because you can feel them easier). [And if you care about something,
you are making it more important in your mind, so you are elevating that emotion into a feeling, the emotion
might still be there, but you can also feel it as a feeling. In fact, if you focus on one of your emotions it
becomes a feeling because you are then feeling it better since you're focused on it. This idea can be applied to
various degrees of focus, you can be focused long-term (hours, minutes, whatever) on an emotion or be caring
about that emotion (not just short term (seconds)), and you would "feel" it more. Or some circumstance
could occur that is negative or positive causing you to think about that emotion.]
The following is a good example of the transition from caring about a feeling to not caring about a
feeling. Anger as an emotion takes more energy to maintain, so if someone is punched or something, they
are only likely to be mad for a brief period of time, but the sadness that it incurred might last for a much
longer time. That sadness is only going to be recognizable to the person punched for a brief period of time
as attributable to the person who did the punching, after that the sadness would sink into their system like
a miniature depression. Aecting the other parts of their system like a depression. [Depressions are so deep
that they probably cause you to feel bad in many ways. Lowing of mood because of depression shows how
it can aect all your emotions and "depress" them.]
In review, both feelings and emotions are composed of unconscious thoughts, but feelings are easier to
identify than emotions.

Feelings are faster than emotions in terms of response (the response time of the

feeling, how fast it responds to real world stimulation) and it takes someone less time to recognize feelings
because they are faster. Feelings are closer to sensory stimulation, if you touch something, you feel it and
that is a fast reaction. You care about the feeling so you can separate it out in your head from the other
feelings. You care in that sentence could be translated into, the feeling is intense, so you feel it and can
identify it easily. That is dierent from consciously understanding why you are depressed or sad. You can
consciously understand why you are depressed or sad, but that might or might not aect the intensity of
that sadness. [That brings up the idea that although thought clearly aects how much you are feeling, how
much can thought aect emotion?

Since emotion is deeper it is going to be harder to aect it with just

thought than feelings are to aect.

But if the thought is signicant, or powerful, it could trigger strong

emotions. Any thought can trigger a feeling, since feeling is shallow, but to pull someone's emotions it might
take more.]
If the intensity of the sadness is brought up enough, then you can feel that sadness and it isn't like a
depression anymore, it is more like an individual feeling than something that aects your mood and brings
your system down (aka a depression). Also, if you clearly enough understand what the sadness is then it
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is going to remain a sadness and not aect the rest of your system. That is because the feeling would get
mixed in with the other feelings and start aecting them. The period of this more clear understanding of
the sadness mostly occurs right after the event that caused the sadness. That is because it is clear to you
what it is. Afterwards the sadness might emerge (or translate from a depression, to sadness) occasionally if
you think about what caused it or just think about it in general. [So when someone says "I'm sad" that is
dierent from saying "I'm depressed". Depression isn't like an emotion, it is something that is long term,
that you notice a lowered mood, or many individual instances of sadness, but you cannot "feel" a depression
like you feel an emotion, it isn't as real in real time.]
The dierence between emotion and feeling is that feelings are easier to identify because they are faster,
a feeling is something you are feeling right then. An emotion might be a deeper experience because it might
aect more of you, but that is only because it is mixed into the rest of your system. That is, a depression
aects more of you than just an isolated feeling of sadness.

In other words, people can only have a few

feelings at a time, but they can have many emotions at the same time. Emotions are mixed in, but to feel
something you have to be able to identify what it is, or it is going to be so intense that you would be able to
identify what it is. Emotions just feel deeper because it is all your feelings being aected at once. [At least,
that is what it feels like is happening. A feeling is isolated and strong, but an emotion is more complicated
and broad and far reaching.]
Since emotion is all your feelings being aected at once, emotions are stronger than feelings. Feelings
however are a more directed focus. When you feel something you can always identify what that one thing is.
When you have an emotion, the emotion is more distant, but stronger. All your feelings must feel a certain
way about whatever is causing the emotion. So that one thing is aecting your entire system. Feelings can
then be dened as immediate unconscious thought, and emotions as unconscious thought.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

Feelings are more direct than emotions and thought because they are more sensory  when you touch
something you get a feeling. That shows further how emotions are really about things in the real world,
only it is more like you are thinking about them instead of feeling them in real time. Things that come
from memory are going to be emotions and/or thoughts, not feelings because feelings are things which
are more tangible, those memories might result in new feelings, but the memories themselves are not
feelings because they are just thoughts. That shows how you can feel some things more than others, that
thought and feeling are indeed separate and intelligence is sometimes driven by feelings and emotions,
and sometimes it isn't. You can think about things and not have feelings guiding those thoughts, or
your feelings could be assisting your thoughts.

•

If you care about a feeling then it becomes easier to identify it  that shows how your feelings can help
you to identify other feelings, so your emotions contribute to your emotional intelligence.

•

If a certain emotion is larger than others then to your intellect it is going to be easier to recognize, and
easier to think about (that is why a depression feels like it does, because you don't know the individual
emotions contributing to it so you cannot feel a specic emotion of sadness from it.

1.5.4 Emotions are Dulled Feelings
Feelings are more immediate than emotions, they are easier to identify and are faster. You can also have
only a few feelings at a time but your emotions are possibly composed of many more components.

That

is, you can have a feeling about a Frisbee, and you can have a feeling about a Frisbee game as well. But
if you have emotions about the Frisbee game then in order to get those strong emotions there would have
to be many things you are feeling about the Frisbee game. [Since emotions are deeper, they are harder to
get to than feelings. The stronger the emotional experience, the deeper the emotion it is going to evoke. So
something like a Frisbee game might evoke emotions, but just sitting on a couch might not.]
So one could think of emotions as just more than feelings. Emotions are greater than feelings and therefore
they must have more parts in order to cause that greater feeling. Feelings are easy to understand because
they are simple, but emotions are harder to understand because they are more complicated. A moody person
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would be described as emotional because emotion is a component of mood. Emotion is something that aects
your entire system like a depression does. A feeling such as sadness is only an individual feeling and can be
identied as such. [So our person sitting on the couch might be feeling happy, but this happiness is going to
be limited because they aren't doing anything intense, so they might not be as emotional.]
If something is intense, then it is a feeling, emotions aren't intense they are deep. They aren't as intense
as feelings but you could call them intense. Feelings are more intense because that is how we dene feelings,
if you can feel something then it is a feeling because, well, you feel it. Emotion is just something that aects
you, your mood, how you are, etc. That is why feelings are easier to identify, because they are more intense.
Emotions are deeper, however, when someone becomes emotional you can't just snap out of it instantly, it
hangs around in your system. That is why they are probably made up of more parts than feelings are. [The
simpler the emotion, the faster it would probably take to process. You could dwell on something simple,
but you'd probably have to be more interested in it for it to stick, instead of it hanging around naturally
because you are trying to gure it out.]
The reason feelings are both more intense yet shallower than emotions is probably because your system
can only handle so much intensity at a time, so you can only experience shallow things intensely.

If you

compare it to a river, emotions would have a lot of water and be going slowly, and feelings would have less
water, but be going faster. The feeling is therefore going to touch more things in your mind shallowly, and
the emotion is going to touch more things in your mind deeply.
Why then do some simple things cause us to become more emotional if emotion is a deeper experience?
That is because the feeling must trigger emotions, the simple thing is actually a feeling itself, but it triggers
emotions.

Like how color can be more emotional than black and white.

It is actually that color causes

more feeling, and we become emotional then about that feeling. But while you are looking at the color it
is a feeling which you are feeling, not an emotion. The feeling made you feel good, however, and that good
feeling infects the rest of your feelings and emotions, and then you become emotional.
In fact, all feelings make someone more emotional. The only dierence between feeling and emotion is
that feeling is the immediate feeling you get from something.

It is the thing which you are experiencing

currently. Feeling is another word for current stimulation. You can only feel something that you are either
thinking about or experiencing. Otherwise you aren't really feeling it, and it is an emotion. That is why the
word feeling is the word feeling, because you can feel it intimately, closely.
How is it then that emotions are generally considered to be deeper? That is because with emotions you
are actually feeling more, you just aren't as in touch with what it is that you are feeling.

So you would

experience the eects of having a lot of feeling, such as heavy breathing, crying, laughing, they would be
things that make all your other feelings and emotions feel the same way. However your mind isn't intensifying
that experience because it would be too much for you to handle. Therefore emotion is just many feelings
(or one strong feeling) that is dulled down, and it would actually be a stronger feeling(s), you just can only
experience it fully as an emotion. You can also probably experience parts of that emotion as feelings since
parts of it are going to be less intense than the whole, and you can feel them then. [So if you're processing
something complicated, you are not capable of separating out individual aspects of that easily to make them
into feelings. You can't have feelings about everything in it since it is so intense, but you can have a dulled
emotion of the entire thing, which would be like a summary of all the feelings of it. It might be that an
isolated feeling from it arises, but too many can't arise at once because that just isn't possible. Humans can
only feel so many strong feelings at one time.]
So people can basically only feel or focus on small amounts of feeling. If it is a feeling that is very large
it becomes an emotion with more parts. It isn't that this emotion isn't as deep as the feeling, it is actually
deeper, but you simply cannot comprehend the entire emotion at once to feel it like you feel feelings. You
can bring up feelings from memory (by thinking about sensory stimulation) but those types of feelings are
going to be less direct and therefore more like emotions (less intense) than current, direct sensory stimulation
that you are feeling in the real world. [Since it is easier to focus on feelings, they are probably are going to
be easier to identify too. Maybe all emotion is really feeling. Maybe when you think about your emotions,
they become feelings because then you can feel them because you're thinking about them. And when you
think about emotions you were having in the past (not current real time) then you feel them too, and have
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the misconception that they were feelings and you were feeling them, but really they were more dulled down
because you weren't thinking about those emotions as much as you are now. So maybe emotion is more of
an unconscious experience than feeling, which is more conscious. Since feeling is more conscious, it is more
a function of conscious thought. Thought is a period of attention to something, and since you pay attention
to feelings, it is almost like you think about your feelings consciously. That diers from emotions, which,
since they are deeper and less "in touch" with your conscious mind, it is like you are thinking about them
unconsciously. So any feeling, emotion, you could say you "feel" it or "think" about it, the two are almost
the same. The dierence is that when you are "thinking" about it you are slightly more consciously aware of
it because you are paying it more attention then when you are just "feeling" it. That shows how feelings are
shallower than thought. However, emotions can be very deep and meaningful, they just aren't completely
consciously understood. In fact, since emotions are harder to gure out than feelings since they are more
complicated and deeper, most of what people see when you look at you are probably emotions, since you
are mostly made up of deep emotions, you're just not feeling them all the time. Someone would have an
"emotional makeup" that determines who they are, not a "feeling makeup", because feelings are more short
term and shallow, something like, "I felt that" versus "That is an important part of me".]
Just as feelings can generate emotions, emotions can also generate feelings. For example, something like
a y buzzing might generate the feeling of annoyance, and this feeling might generate the emotion sad. You
respond to the feeling rst because feelings are faster and more immediate than emotions. An example of
an emotion generating a feeling would be being sad that you are depressed. The depression is more of an
emotion than the sadness because it is deeper and "slower" but the sadness is more like a feeling because
it can be more immediate (it can also be an emotion, but in this example it is a feeling).

[Feelings and

emotions are going to be mixed in a lot too, like most feelings probably feel emotional to some extent.]
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

If emotions are dulled feelings then your mind is capable of taking feelings and making them into
emotions, and vice versa. That means that a part of intelligence is your ability to control your own
feelings and emotions and thoughts.

1.5.5 Emotions and Feelings are Broad Thoughts
Any emotion or feeling can be broken down into the sensations and real events that caused it.
And you can think about any of those things (with thoughts).
A thought is thinking about something in specic. You can have a thought about an entire paragraph,
but it is going to be just a thought, it is going to be about one thing, and that one thing might be a summary
of the paragraph - but it is still a thought. So what we think of as thought is really just a short period of
thinking - one unit of thinking that lasts for a short period of time. An essay is composed of many thoughts,
but just one thought would be I went to the store. [So you can think about the paragraph, that might also
be a thought even though you might not be thinking in sentences. You could have just read the paragraph
and be visualizing what happened in it, or thinking deeply about it without using words.]
Then again, I went to the store, and Jason followed me might be considered one thought as well. So
how long exactly is a thought?

If it is longer than I went to the store, and Jason followed me then it

is probably going to be considered multiple thoughts. Thus humans use the word thought as just a short
period of time in thinking. [A thought could also be a group of similar things that go together, or multiple
things that are dierent, if either ts into the short period of time of thinking you could call both just one
thought.]
Thoughts are in general talked about as being verbal, people rarely think of emotions and feelings as
thoughts. But emotions and feelings are thoughts if you think about that emotion and feeling. The short
period of time in which you think about the emotion or feeling is a thought.

So thoughts can be about

emotions and feelings. They are just harder to identify because they aren't verbal. [The question is, when
someone is thinking about a feeling or a thought, do they really know what they are doing? Do you know
what the feeling is, what caused it, how strong it is, if there are other feelings involved? Feelings and emotions
are obscure.]
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The reason that verbal things are easier to identify is because they are distinct sounds (that we have
denitions for). Distinct sounds, dierent sounds, are easy to separate. It is easy to identify one sound from
another sound, and that is all words are, dierent sounds. So it could be that someone is talking and you
don't have any thoughts about them talking, or you are not thinking about them talking. In that case you
just aren't listening to them, or you are not paying attention to the sounds they are making. [If words are
just sounds, then what are thoughts? You identify a thought by "feeling" the thought, so thoughts are really
just feelings. They are going to be more specic than a feeling, however, since you probably are going to
know what the thought is about.]
So thought then is really just any short period of high attention. And thinking is long or short periods
of high attention. So if you are thinking for more than a few seconds, then you are probably going to be
thinking about several thoughts. Since you can think about emotions and feelings too, however, you can
think about your emotions or feelings for long periods of time. [So if you have a strong emotion for a while,
you could say that you were thinking about that emotion for a while, since you were just paying a lot of
attention to it since it was strong, and a thought is when you pay attention to something.]
Just as thinking is made up of individual components of thought, feeling, or emotion, each of those
components is made up of their own further components.

In fact, when you think about an emotion or

feeling you intensify that feeling or emotion a lot. Each emotion, however, is made up of experiences in the
real world. The real world can include thoughts and feelings in your head as well. [So you could be emotional
about a string of things you were thinking, or feeling, not just be emotional about real things.]
So emotions, feelings and thoughts are made up of real experiences. A thought isn't just a thing in your
head, but it is something that has components that are real in the world. Those things might be sounds
(when you think about someone speaking, you make that sound in your head).

A sound in your head is

just like a sound in reality, you are mimicking the emotion that the sound in reality is causing in your head
by yourself, without having the real sound be there.

Just try it and think about any sound, it produces

the same emotions as when the sound itself occurred outside your head.

[So even though emotion and

thought is made up of real experiences, all of these experiences are processed in your mind. That makes the
experience a matter of perception and your personal view, in other words, you are going to feel some way
about everything. Nothing is just "reality" but it is "what you felt about reality".]
So a thought in the end boils down to you thinking about sensations, any sensation, taste, touch, sound,
smell, feeling, or emotion. How can a thought be of emotion? Aren't thoughts supposed to be specic and
quantiable? Well a thought about an emotion is basically a summary of that emotion. If you played Frisbee
and you get an emotion from playing Frisbee, then that emotion is a summary of the things in which you
remember about playing Frisbee.

The same goes with feelings.

The feeling you have about something is

really all the feelings that that thing causes in you, and when you focus on dierent aspects of that feeling,
you are focusing on dierent aspects of the real experience which caused the feeling. [So an emotion of an
experience is what you got out of that experience, if you only get an emotion from part of the experience,
when you think about the entire experience you are probably going to focus more on the emotional part.]
So when you think about an emotion you are intensifying the feeling of those real experiences. You have
no conscious idea of which parts of the feeling you are thinking about, however. Maybe if you think about
directly dierent parts of the real experience you can link it up to dierent parts of its emotion. [If you think
about a part of the experience it might generate an emotion, but that might not be the same emotion as
the emotion that stayed with you about that experience, the feelings you have about the experience in real
time might be dierent from how you feel about it later on.]
Thus any emotion or feeling can be broken down into the sensations and real events that caused it. And
you can think about any of those things (with thoughts). You can also think about those things as individual
thoughts. A thought isn't just a short period of your attention, but it is a short period of your attention
during which you are trying to think about something (at least it feels like you are trying, you could not be
trying and have a thought). Your natural attention span varies, but if you think about something you can
boost that attention, you are trying to boost that attention on something specic or something broad (like
an emotion). [If thought is attention to something, then people are really thinking all the time, since they
are always paying attention to something.]
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Emotions and feelings are so intense, however, that it is like you are trying to focus your attention on
them. So emotions, feelings, and thoughts are all periods of focused attention. A thought is just more focused
attention than a feeling or emotion (unless it is a thought about a feeling or an emotion, in which case it is
going to be even more attention than the feeling or thought or emotion by itself since it is a combination).
[So you could make an experience very intense by having intense thought, and intense emotion involved.]
So emotions, feelings, and thoughts are all related, they are all things that you pay more attention to.
And since emotion and feelings are made up of stu which occurs in the real world, you could label each one
of those things which occurs in the real world a thought, and say that emotions are made up of thoughts, or
are broad thoughts. That is, you pay attention to your thoughts, and you pay attention to your emotions,
so you could say that emotions are just a bunch of individual thoughts squished into one thing.
What then is the dierence between a thought and an emotion?

Emotions are usually more intense

and therefore last longer in your brain when you think about them, or bring them up. You usually can
only bring them up by thinking about them, however. Other things might bring up an emotion, like other
emotions or other feelings, consciously or unconsciously. The same with feelings and thoughts. [So you have
less control over emotions then you do over thoughts. If you bring up an emotion it might linger for a while.
Sometimes it is hard to have control over thoughts, however.]
People "bring up" emotions, feelings and thoughts in various ways.

One way to bring up an emotion

would be using thought, such as thinking "I like my dog" would bring up the emotion of the dog. You could
also think directly about the emotion of the dog without using the verbal discourse, however. This could also
be described as just "feeling", "feeling out" or "being emotional about" your dog. A feeling could also bring
up a thought (and all the other combinations of "bringing up" between thoughts, feelings and emotions).
They might also be concurrent, that is, when you have one emotion there is an associated feeling with it
(and the other combinations of that with feelings, thoughts and emotions). Don't forget that one of those
combinations is that thoughts can also bring up or be concurrent with other thoughts (as with feelings and
emotions).
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

Since emotions are made up of many parts which are real, then intelligence is ultimately just your
ability to manipulate real things, and therefore your emotions are going to determine what it is is in
your mind, and give a larger pool of things for your intellect to explore.

1.5.6 Emotion vs. Logic
What is the dierence between logic and emotion?
emotions do they mean?

When someone says that they are emotional which

I guess they mean that they experience all emotions more.

They could specify

further, however, and say which emotions they experience more, which emotions they are more prone to.
If someone is emotional does that mean that they enjoy life more? What if someone was emotional, but
only experienced positive emotions more than most people, and didn't experience negative emotions. Then
that person would be happier I guess.

Unless they separated out the emotions joy and sadness and just

talked about those. Can you be an emotional person and just have excess amounts of the emotion happy?
So anyone just happy is therefore being emotional. You'd probably be a lot more emotional if you were
happy and sad at the same time however (the mix of the two would drive someone mad most likely, however).
[If you look at it that way, theoretically everyone is emotional, since everyone experiences emotion. So being
emotional then might mean that you experience emotions a lot. Is it a big dierence in life between someone
who experiences emotions most of the time versus someone who experiences little? Theoretically someone
doesn't need emotions to live (they could just act like they have emotions, and respond in a similar way, but
necessarily have them) so then I guess it doesn't matter if someone is non-emotional.]
Happy and sad seem to be the two strongest emotions.
disgust, acceptance, and curiosity.
sad) very emotional.

They are stronger than fear, anger, surprise,

That would make anyone bipolar (experiencing swings from happy to

Does the swing mean that someone is more emotional than just experiencing one

at a time? The emotional change is hard I think and that is more of an experience than just being very
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happy all the time, so the change from happy to sad is what adds the emotion in.

That is, your body

goes through changes as it experiences major emotional changes. [Generating emotion from just your own
emotions changing doesn't seem like a "real" source of emotion. It seems like that is just causing unnecessary
stress. What then is "real" emotion? (probably emotion that has a real source) Does emotion even need to
be real? Wouldn't then all excessive emotions (like in ghts) be considered to be non-real since they are just
ramping up their own tempers/emotions?]
There are two degrees of change in emotion however; one is a major change from depression to mania
(which is what bipolar is). Another is just your ordinary change from sad to happy, which can occur many
times in a day. So if someone is manic or depressed are they being more emotional than someone who is just
happy or just sad? [Emotional in a dierent way.]
Symptoms of mania ("The highs"):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excessive happiness, hopefulness, and excitement
Sudden changes from being joyful to being irritable, angry, and hostile
Restlessness
Rapid speech and poor concentration
Increased energy and less need for sleep
High sex drive
Tendency to make grand and unattainable plans
Tendency to show poor judgment, such as deciding to quit a job
Drug and alcohol abuse
Increased impulsivity

The symptoms of bipolar depression are the same as those of major depression and include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sadness
Loss of energy
Feelings of hopelessness or worthlessness
Loss of enjoyment from things that were once pleasurable
Diculty concentrating
Uncontrollable crying
Diculty making decisions
Irritability
Increased need for sleep
Insomnia or excessive sleep
A change in appetite causing weight loss or gain
Thoughts of death or suicide
Attempting suicide

I don't think that people with the two extremes of mania and depression are any more emotional than people
who are just happy or sad. That is because being too happy or too sad shuts o the other emotions people
would experience like anger, fear, disgust, surprise, acceptance, and curiosity. Why does it? Because with
all the other symptoms of mania and depression, there isn't really any room left for emotions other than
happy and sad, a person's system can only handle so much emotion. If you are crying all the time (like you
would if you were severely depressed) there isn't any more room for you to experience other emotions. Or if
you are as happy as you can be, you're probably too out of it (in your happy land) to think about anything
else. [That ties into previously discussed how you can only feel a few feelings at once, pay attention to a few
things at once, and not think a lot and feel a lot at the same time.]
A person could be happy or sad and be less emotional than someone with mania or depression, however.
But a person (if they were experiencing the other emotions other than happy and sad) could be just as
emotional as someone with mania or depression. Although those people may be crying or have expressions
of extreme glee on their faces, happy and sad are not the only emotions someone can experience and therefore
they may not be as emotional.

[Someone is so happy when they are manic, that it might not be like an
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emotion entirely, but more like a thought/emotion because you are so focused on the happiness that it is
like you are thinking about it (remember we dened thought as a period of high attention).]
Emotion means that you are feeling something; if you are feeling emotions other than happy and sad,
then wouldn't the other emotions (if they were positive) increase the happy emotion and you then have a
happy emotion that is larger than the other positive emotions you are experiencing? I guess that would be
happy, but it would probably lead to overload. That is why it makes sense that people who are emotional
experience a range of emotions from happy to sad ones, so that if they just experienced happy ones it would
lead to too much happiness causing overload. [Remember there isn't just the few basic emotions, but there is
a variation of each emotion based on the circumstance. In each circumstance there is going to be a dierent
emotion because something happened that was dierent. The emotion is based o of the real experience, if
you are worried in one situation, that worry is going to be dierent in another situation (but both are still
the emotion worry). That shows how you can be very emotional without the emotions happy and sad.]
Why would emotions be balanced, why not just have only positive emotions? Because if you are curious,
your curiosity is going to backre when there is a failure (you'd be curious in a failure). Or if you are overly
surprised, you would be just as surprised at a bad thing happening as you would as a good thing happening,
leading to being happy and sad. Or if you got angry at something, you are then likely to become pleased by
the opposite thing happening, so the emotions tend to balance out.
So is it really that the positive and negative emotions balance out?

It is probably too hard for your

mind to wait to become emotional at things that are only going to lead it to become happy. That is, you
would have to consciously say to each thing, ah that is a positive emotion, I can have that emotion now.
It seems more natural that when something bad happens, you get more upset, and when something good
happens, you get happier. So you don't have to calculate and spend time to assess if you should feel in
those instances. [Someone might be emotional and respond better to happy emotions, but then they would
get more upset when something bad happened.]
That is a good way to size people up, assess how happy they get from what things, and how sad they
get from other things. Why is it that happy and sad are the two strongest emotions (or at least the most
important)?

It seems that way because all the other emotions follow suit with them.

When someone is

happier they are likely to be more curious, or more accepting. When someone is sad it also makes him or
her less reactive to things (the surprise emotion).
The other emotions don't occur as much as well. You can easily be happy or sad all the time, no matter
what you are doing, but the other emotions need to t into what you are doing. Like the emotion curiosity
needs something to be curious in, and the emotion disgust needs something to be disgusted by. When you
are doing nothing the emotion you are going to feel most of the time is just plain happy or sad, thus those
two emotions are also our idling emotions (when we are idle we have them). [So every object even might
have its own emotion that you can't really label as one of the general emotions. Even those emotions, every
emotion, is going to make you feel happy, sad, or neither. It is like being happy is a conscious conclusion
based on thought that the object is good, or that things are going well for you.

It isn't like people are

excessively happy all the time, they are probably experiencing other emotions most of the time, and since
these are emotions good "think" they are happy.]
If the other emotions don't occur as much, then why would someone be happy or sad in the rst place?
Are the emotions happy and sad simply the result of other emotions in your body? If that is the case, how
is it possible for someone to become manic or depressed? Mania and depression are such extremes of happy
and sad that other emotions can't be experienced as well. What then is the source of that extreme happiness
or sadness? [Like I said before, it seems as if they are over-inating the emotion (probably with thought,
since thought is more under their control than emotion alone).]
Either it seems like life has enough in it to justify being manic or depressed or it doesn't. If it doesn't
then the mania and depression would arise from people just being unstable and fragile creatures, easily upset
and disturbed. If it does then by a logic process one should be able to gure out the cause of their mania or
depression is and solve it.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

It could be viewed that emotion is entirely driven by intellect, that everything that you feel you feel
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because you are who you are, and who you are is determined by your thoughts and your own intelligence.
Or it could be rephrased the opposite way, that intelligence is entirely driven by emotion for the same
reasons, those viewpoints are obvious when you take emotional highs where it seems like you are acting
out of control - because then you realize why it is you are having those emotions, and you are having
them because of something you did (which was driven by your intellect) or something you were feeling
(which is driven by your emotions). Your intellect determined how you felt the emotion, because you
are your intellect, and that (you) would then determine how you feel about something that happens.
Someone's emotional template (who they are, how they respond to the world) could be viewed as being
an intellectual template because intellect is understanding real things, and your emotions determine
what it is that you process and how you process them.

1.5.7 Laws of Emotion
There is a uniform way in which emotions behave, whereby in similar instances they always respond in a
similar fashion.

For instance, people respond negatively to pain.

Respond negatively means that pain

makes them feel bad. It could be that someone enjoys pain, but if they do, the enjoyment would only come
after the pain itself (and the bad feeling the pain generates) so they are still responding negatively to pain
because the pain made them feel bad, they are just enjoying it later on. This enjoyment of the pain must
come from thoughts, not emotions, since it occurs after the real stimulus, which was some type of physical
occurrence that generated pain. By thoughts I don't mean you have to think something verbal, I just mean
that something about the pain meant something to you in a good way, which made you feel good. Thoughts
generate emotions which are more removed from real stimulus because real stimulation is more tangible, and
therefore usually generates a lot more emotion. For instance, if someone gets in a verbal ght, although the
ght is verbal, they are still seeing someone else's expression, which is probably going to be drastic, and it
would be accompanied by loud sounds. It isn't really possible to get that riled up in a debate with yourself.
Seeing the real world and any of the physical sensations is going to generate tangible emotion. If you just
think about the real world that would generate less emotion then actually doing that thought in the world.
This doesn't mean that people aren't feeling most of the time if they aren't doing intense activity, because
even just sitting around you are still taking in lots of sensory data about the real world.
In the chapter How Emotion is Processed, I discuss how people are more open to positive emotional
experiences than negative ones.

But what does that mean exactly?

What is the mental signicance if

someone is more open to positive emotions? Since the mind only has three components of emotion, feeling
and thought, the only signicance it could have is either on emotion, feeling or thought. Therefore if people
are more open to positive experiences, they are going to have better thoughts because of a positive experience.
These better thoughts might lead to better emotions, so it would cycle, positive experience  positive emotion
 positive thought  even more positive emotion because of positive thought. That might make a positive
experience more drawn out then a negative one because you are playing it up in your head. People would
naturally want to shut out negative things since negative things cause pain. In this way, very strong emotions
are probably only positive, since it would take thought to make the emotion very strong. Not necessarily
verbal thought, but it could just be a process of recognizing the initial emotion from the stimulus, then
saying to yourself (not verbally) ok, that is a good emotion and then you would feel better about that.
So it is like you get a good emotion, then you feel good about that good emotion, which prolongs the good
feeling and deepens it.
That is very signicant, because it means that events in real life can have a signicance larger than that
which they would immediately seem to have. Some event might have a certain immediate emotional impact,
but that emotional impact might in turn have a cognitive impact on your thoughts, which would make
you realize how signicant that emotional event was, which might make you feel touchy-feely about it, or
whatnot. It might even change what the initial emotional reaction is. That is, maybe it is these thought
processes which determine what the immediate emotional response is to begin with. Like if someone picks
on you you would feel bad, but why? It is because you think something bad is happening to you. Even if
you don't consciously think that, you unconsciously probably would, and therefore it is going to make you
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feel bad. But that immediate response isn't as under our control as the longer emotional response, which is
the response right after the immediate one, which you could really change because of your attitude. If your
attitude is that you like being picked on, you would probably feel even worse when made fun of then if you
didn't like it. That is because if you didn't like it you would mentally shut o  the negative stimulus and
it wouldn't hang around as much. But then again, maybe if your attitude was strong enough that you liked
being picked on, you wouldn't feel bad if you were picked on in the rst place. So it is all a matter of how
you really feel about something that is going to determine your emotional response to it.
Pain is a little dierent from that, however, because your attitude isn't going to have as big an impact on
how much pain you are going to feel. The examples still show that feeling bad when picked on is a learned
response, that is, it is because of your understanding that being picked on is a bad thing that makes you feel
bad. That makes sense, since being picked on is a complicated emotional experience, so it would have to be
processed cognitively and with thoughts (by thoughts there I just mean a thought structure in your brain,
not necessarily you actually thinking). So there are things in life which can please you on a thought level,
which could determine your emotional response, and other things in life that are more immediately emotional
(which would mean less related to thought and complicated emotions, which are going to be more related
to thought since the thought would make them more complicated). So this might mean that someone could
like someone but it doesn't make sense (to an outside observer) that they like them because they respond
dierently in all other circumstances.

But it could be that that person is satisfying a part of the other

person's thought structures, like a trick in the system whereby that person makes the other person think
that they should generate positive emotion in them, and since they think that they should make them feel
good, actually would. If anyone believes sincerely enough that something is going to be good for them, then
that thing probably is going to generate positive emotion.
But there are limitations, because thought can only do so much. You still need to take in the reality of
life, and what actually generates real emotion in order feel things that are real, not created by thought. So
the title of this section rules of emotion is misleading, because these rules can be bend and changed just
based on your attitude, how you feel, and your thoughts.
The next question is, what then generates real emotion, especially since your own thought process can
make you feel dierent things in dierent ways.

The answer to that is that your thought process works

along with reality, so although your thought process can change how you feel emotions, it ultimately itself
is going to be based in reality. Reality would be things like, physical pain causes emotional pain. That is
logical, if something causes physical pain you should feel bad emotionally about it. There might be a person
out there who feels good about physical pain, but then the source of that good feeling would generate from
that person's philosophy of life, or attitude towards life. That is because they would be thinking at some
level that pain is a good thing, and that would be generating the positive emotion. Why would someone
think that pain is a good thing, however? Maybe for them, when they feel pain, people in the world respond
more positively to them. So maybe they got positive reinforcement somehow from pain. They are not going
to be able to change the immediate painful response when they feel something, and that is because that type
of feeling is too fundamental to who they are. You can't change something that as that fast of a reaction,
because it doesn't seem to be a mental thing that is related to thought, it just seems to be a fact of life.
Or beautiful things cause good emotions is something else that seems to be a fact of life. It is these facts
of life that your thoughts determine what is good and what is bad, so that is why you are usually going to
think that pain is a bad thing, because in reality it is bad. But if you get enough positive stimulus from
pain in the real world, then maybe that could override the idea of the pain being bad for you. But the point
is, all your thoughts are going to be tied into reality in the rst place. Like when people pick on you you
understand that is bad because that would cause you to think bad things about yourself, which makes you
feel bad because then you image yourself in situations where you are a failure. Maybe that then makes you
think about not getting food, starving, since in life if you are a failure you might wind up starving. There
are chains of thought you cannot change based on your attitude either, and if one of those thoughts is a
thing that is more tied into reality that you can't change no matter your attitude, then you are going to
have to base how you feel and therefore the rest of your thoughts o of that reality.

Reality is going to

determine your thoughts (or your thought structures which determine how good or bad something is for
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you), which in turn is going to determine how you feel. You can only change so much from reality.
So how do you know what you are feeling is real, if your thoughts and what you believe about the stimulus
can change the feeling so much? Your thoughts are probably going to be accurate, however, and thus they
are going to enhance a certain truth about the stimulus. An example of them not being accurate would be a
delusion in a romantic relationship, someone thinking their mate is good at something signicant, and that
might raise their appreciation for that person. It might be that that only changes their view a little, that
at the unconscious level you respond to how that person really is because your feelings know if that other
person actually has skill. That is why it is important to identify if the feeling you are feeling is really real,
if you can really feel it. Things that aren't as related to reality aren't going to be as signicant as more
important details. For instance, someone being a fast runner might not be as important as them being a
good person. You should try to identify what qualities cause which emotions in you, and if that person really
"radiates" those qualities or they aren't present at all. Like the fast runner might have a dierent physical
presence, or they might not. Emotions should be accurate and true.
A way to test that would be to say, "what feelings does this cause me directly, not what feelings happen
when I think about that thing". You can compare the feeling you get in the presence of the stimulus to the
feeling you get when you think about it. When you think about it your thoughts are going to have a greater
inuence because you are thinking. You could also test and say, "If I thought this, what feelings would this
generate in me, versus thinking that or (even better) nothing". You can say to yourself, "I am open-minded,
I am going to accept the feeling this causes in me, I'm not going to let my thoughts control what the reality
this is presenting is". Also, asking yourself if you really care about the stimulus might have an eect. That
would be you inuencing your feelings to feel less about somehing that might have otherwise generated a
lot of emotion. Some things might seem exciting, but not be exciting in reality, so at rst you might get
into it and feel a lot of false shallow feelings, but you could recognize that those feelings aren't deep or real,
you can choose to not care about them and they might go away. Remember that caring about a feeling or
emotion intensies it (that probably happens becuase you are changing how much attention you are paying
to that feeling, remember thought is a period of high attention on something).

1.5.8 Life Occurs In Sharp Spikes
Life occurs during the brief periods of time when people are actually paying attention, in
spikes.
People need to pay attention to things in order to keep their minds alive and active. They need to pay
attention to little things all the time. That is why spikes occur, when people refocus their attention on little
things over and over it occurs as a spike, because the new object needs to be processed as a whole and this
processing takes energy in the form of a spike. [The key thing there is that the object needs to be processed
as a whole. You pay attention to lots of little things all the time, but you only pay attention to complete
things infrequently, so infrequently that when you actually do pay attention, it occurs as a spike.]
Humans cannot pay attention to everything, and the things they do pay attention to they need to spike
their attention initially to get that object into their attention and focus. It is possible to not use spikes of
attention, but if you did that then life would be boring. In order for life to be interesting people naturally
spike their attention on certain things every so often (once a minute or so) to make life more exciting. Life
would be boring if you never paid sharp attention to anything. Spikes of attention keep life crisp. [You
could rephrase that as, if you never pay attention to anything, you are never going to be interested in
anything. And if you actually pay attention to something, you would need to direct your attention to it at
some point, putting in maximum attention so you grab it into focus, that is the spike.]
If life occurs in sharp spikes, why then doesn't it feel like life occurs in sharp spikes? It seems pretty
smooth to me. If it seems this way, then you aren't realizing or paying attention to the complicated emotional
and cognitive processes that are going on in your mind, life is not all smooth but there are changes in
attention going on all the time. Each little thing you pay attention to (actually pay attention to that is, not
just absorb) actually occurs as a spike in attention. This is because most of the time your attention isn't
extremely directed, but you need to make it extremely directed sometimes (once a minute or so) in order to
properly stay awake. It is also because you don't absorb every little thing, you only absorb a few things once
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in a while, and these things that you do absorb are the spikes. They are spikes because they are relative to
most of your activity which isn't absorbing things intently or deeply. Every minute or so you need to absorb
something. That thing is the spike. [People think all the time, and since thinking is an intense activity (we
dened it as a period of high attention), it needs to be supported by intense activities, and a spike is one
of these activities. So you could spike your attention on a thought, or use a thought to pay attention to a
vision, etc.]
When you pay attention to your attention (or what you are paying attention to) how does life feel to you?
Does it feel smooth or rough? Life seems rough if you pay attention to it like that, with occasional spikes
of interest in things. It is rough because there are many little uctuations of interest in various things, but
intensity is needed somewhere. This intensity comes from the spikes, otherwise life would just be rough and
there wouldn't be anything smooth. The top of the spike is smooth, however because it is clear and it lasts
a little while (a few seconds or a few dozen seconds). Paying sharp attention to things allows you to have a
clear mind for the time you are giving that sharper attention. It separates out all the other things and you
focus more on what it is you processed. This clears your mind because you just received a lot of stimulation.
In this way spikes can make life be smooth. Without spikes life would always be rough because of all the
little things. But if you use a spike then life is smooth afterwards because you are satised. [So emotional
stimulation could come from the spikes, since they are signicant since you are paying a lot of attention they
might generate more emotion. This emotion helps you to focus on the thing you are trying to pay attention
to because you're more interested in it. Since you're paying attention to something now, you don't need to
pay attention to other things, so life is smooth because you are being occupied. (not rough by lots of little
things you're not really paying attention to) - that applies to various strengths of spikes, whether it is just
focusing on something small or a signicant amount of emotion or focus generated from something large]
Life is many small variations in attention over time. There are periods of focused attention and periods
of non-focused attention. The periods of focused attention are the spikes. This is very complicated if you try
to follow your own spikes because there are so many things you are spiking and paying sharp attention to
all the time. There are three groups of things, things you pay sharp attention to, things you pay attention
to, and things you don't pay attention to. You pay sharp attention to things much less often than the other
two categories, and that is why the sharp attention is a spike, because it is uncommon and doesn't last as
long as the other things, so it looks more like a spike when compared with the other two categories than
a leveled plain. [You might have little spikes then, things you pay a little attention to. Most of the time
you're not paying attention to things, or paying attention in a steady form. But when that attention starts
it is grabbed because it is something new, and if it is something new that you're not going to be paying
attention to much after processing it, then it might just be a small spike because you stop paying attention
to it before your interest can grow.]
Also, people's emotions change all the time. The change probably occurs both gradually and like a series
of steps. There are so many emotions in a person's head that some of them are going to interact with each
other suddenly, causing a sudden sharp change in emotion, and others are going to interact more slowly,
causing gradual changes in emotion. [So some changes might even be spikes.]
It might be that the changes are just sharp, however. You could look at the mind as a system that only
changes when it gets a trigger, and that would probably mean that it only has sharp changes of emotion.
However those changes wouldn't just be sharp changes. Large, sharp changes of emotion don't just happen
by themselves, but deep emotional experiences are often followed by similar emotions that are less intense.
That is, if you experience emotion A, emotion A is going to linger in your system. [That is, you would need
a spike to produce a major change, but a minor change might be induced by a smaller spike (but still a spike
relative to the emotion after the change) so emotional spikes would work like attentional spikes, starting
with a spike because there is an initial period of interest.]
That excludes the staircase model, but there still could be something like a staircase, only instead of
steps at a 90 degree angle they would be something like an 100 degree angle. With 10/360 percent being
the emotions that hang around after an initiating event. That would be just emotion changes resulting from
large events, however. Either a large event within your own system (something like a thought or a feeling,
or a mix of thoughts and feelings), or a large external event (like something happening outside your body).
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[So an attentional spike might result in an emotional spike, or vice versa.] That's because your mind needs
to understand, ok now I am sad. As intellectual, thinking beings all major emotional events that occur in
the mind need to processed intellectually (unless you're sleeping). So in other words if you just get sadder
and sadder and are not aware of it you are not going to get nearly as sad as when you realize that you are
getting sadder. The points when you realize (at some level) that you are getting sadder are going to be when
you start feeling a lot sadder (the steps on the downward staircase of sadness and depression).
There must be other stu going on in the mind, however.

While a clash or mix of two feelings or

emotions or thoughts could be gured out, and that would probably result in a noticeable emotional change
(the staircase or spike model). There are probably other things going on in your conscious or unconscious
mind. That is, some things that happen to people take a long time to recover from. But the main point is,
everything, whether or not is a slow, gradual change or a sudden, quick change, resulted from some mix of
emotions and feelings and thoughts and external events happening.
Furthermore, any mix of those things, when they interact, is going to be a large change. That is because
it is a large change relative to your normal state, which is most of the time feeling nothing, because nothing
is going on most of the time. People experience events in life and things in life and they occur in individual
units.
Thoughts, emotions, and feelings are the three main components of the brain. Everything isn't stimulating enough to cause sharp spikes. There is vision, that is, you see things all the time, but your emotion
doesn't go up or down a lot when you close or open your eyes. Unless you are looking at something that is
causing a feeling, of course. But even then that feeling is only going to last a few seconds before it dies o.
Therefore vision clearly functions with the sharp spikes pattern.
The same with hearing, if you hear something interesting, there is a sharp spike of initial interest, and
then it dies down to almost normal. That must mean that feelings and emotions are probably a combination
of thoughts, feelings, and emotions.

That you almost think about the event that is occurring, and that

when you think about it there is a large spike upwards. That the combination of feeling and emotion with
thought results in large spikes, which form our best and common regular life experiences. [So in other words,
the spikes are like thoughts because they are a period of high attention (which we dened thought as) even
though they might be mostly emotional, they can still be like thoughts as well.]
That is, you can't really tell you are thinking about it because it isn't verbal. But it feels like you are
thinking about it during that brief time.

That means that your attention is going to be focused on it,

basically. Sometimes when someone is in a depression these spikes can be very large because that person
is very upset. A large spike would result in emotional damage, furthering the depression, thereby causing
the depression to go down like a staircase. It is easy to do emotional damage, but it can't be repaired in
a series of spikes, as it would go up gradually (still small compared to the spikes however). [So if you are
going through a hard time, what makes that time hard might not just be a higher level of sadness, but there
might be more complicated traumatic feelings which are intense mixed in (like spikes).]
Just think of it as fabric; damage needs to be mended, and mending takes time. It is easy to do damage
to the fabric, you can only mend it slowly. No one just snaps out of a depression. Furthermore it is easy
to stimulate the fabric, just poke it. That poke would be similar to a life experience, the poke has ripples,
but the main event was the poking. [So spikes are signicant beyond just the spike, they can help you to
pay attention to what you spiked, or cause damage if it was a negative spike.]
The sharp spike occurrences show just how short of attention span humans have. That for brief periods
we are capable of almost perfect attention, and during those periods is the height of the spikes. These spikes
actually look more like lumps since they go up gradually and cause a stay in attention for a few seconds, but
they are so fast that they are best called spikes. Say looking at an attractive girl/guy causes a feeling. The
rst few seconds you look at her/him, you are going to have perfect attention, but then it is going to die
o. Everything else in life is somewhat like that, whether you are looking at your pencil, or your computer,
or whatever. The item you are looking at needs to be initially processed, and your attention needs to be
directed to it rst o.
Everything in life needs to be processed before it enters your system, and that process is going to be a
sharp spike of emotion, feeling, and thought. After you process looking at the computer you can move along
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to just wandering your eyes throughout the room. If you pause at any one of the things you are wandering
your eyes around, you will experience a sharp spike of emotion/thought/feeling. That is, looking at things
also causes emotion as well as the thought needed to direct your attention to it, if you are paying more
attention to something which causes emotion, then logically you are going to feel more emotion from it.
This doesn't mean that you aren't thinking/feeling when you don't pause or stop. You could say that
people are thinking, feeling, and are having emotion all of the time just in amounts so small it is hard for them
to detect. That these amounts only go up in sharp spikes when they actually pay attention to something
either in their mind or outside it. This paying attention doesn't have to be conscious or deliberate. If two
feelings interact within your mind it could cause you to pay conscious or unconscious attention to them.
Something like, your girlfriend meeting your ex girlfriend would cause a clash of feelings for your new
girlfriend, with feelings for your old girlfriend (possibly).

But that clash of feelings wouldn't occur in a

thought spike, it would occur in an emotional spike. It would also be a slight rise of tension in the feeling
between which one you like more. Also, the rise in that feeling wouldn't be signicant compared to if you
thought about that feeling at the same time. When you think about the feeling it would result in a sharp
spike, and that spike would last a few seconds, then die away. That is because that feeling was a potential
explosive one, one that exploded when you thought about it, resulting in a spike.

Also, thought about

anything else, a feeling, a vision, whatever, results in lesser spikes of thoughts/feelings/emotions.

That

anything and everything, when thought about, is interesting for the rst few seconds, but then that interest
dies o. It is the same principal when you pinch yourself. When you pinch yourself the rst time, it hurts
the most. That is because the rst time you are thinking about it a lot more, after that your interest in it
dies o. Amazing how much our attention can uctuate to cause life to occur in short, sharp spikes. [So
some experiences and emotions can produce spikes easier than others. Though an emotional spike like in
that example isn't a "fast" one that just grabs attention, but is one that stays around as high attention for a
while. There are minor spikes when you grab your attention to something or have an emotional change, and
there are longer ones where you stayed "grabbed" for a while.] The girlfriend example is dierent than spikes
that occur more frequently all the time, when you pay attention to little things. The girlfriend example was
an example of when a spike can happen, but that is a spike that you are going to notice a lot more then
something like, you just refocusing on what you are typing. It is spikes like that which happen all the time
so you stay focused.
Although there are spikes of emotion and feeling, spikes of thought are needed to direct attention. Not
thought in the verbal sense, but thought in the sense that it is under your control and feels more similar
to thoughts. Thought occurs as basically a bunch of spikes, and since people think all the time and about
everything, life occurs in those spikes.

They don't feel intense because it is just thought.

But basically

whenever something new comes into your vision or your attention there is an initial sharp spike of interest.
And if you are going to be doing the same thing for a long period of time, then it is going to take additional
sharp spikes every couple of seconds or every minute to keep your attention. It is easy to test that, try and
read something with the same bland expression as when you start reading it (but after your initial interest
at the beginning when you notice the piece) and you just can't do it.

To maintain attention your mind

needs to snap back to what it is paying attention to. Feelings and emotions are going to follow the thought,
however (that is emotions and feelings are imbedded in thoughts). That is why people need to think all the
time, to maintain a healthy level of mental activity, it is a part of life. Emotions and feelings can also be
described as thoughts, however, so those spikes continue even after you stop thinking, just in the form of
emotion-feeling-thoughts (they are still more similar to thoughts however since they are short and spiky).
[So a "thought" is required to direct attention. That is because to direct attention you need to pay sharp
attention, and any thought is something which you are paying attention to.

Something could grab your

attention unconsciously, and it could be more like an unconscious thought that pulls you in. That shows
that there is going to be degrees of consciousness to which your attention is grabbed, sometimes you do it
deliberately, and sometimes you spike your attention without thinking about it at all.]
Basically your attention needs to be initially grabbed for anything that you are going to pay attention
to. That grabbing is the initial period of paying attention to it. During that rst period of paying attention
to something is where the spike is because you are processing the item/object. You need a spike to grab your
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mind and attention, otherwise you wouldn't be paying attention to anything. You can still process most of
life without the spikes, but that is only because spikes had brought you back to reality in the rst place in
order for that attention to be grabbed. Furthermore it is going to be easier to process new things based on
what the spike was about, that is, it is going to be easier to process similar things more related to the spike
then to other things in the area. If you focus on a school bus, then you are going to be more attentive to
the other school buses you see for the next few seconds or minutes because you were just paying attention
to one school bus, and your mind is wired to notice school buses. [That is because you are probably going
to have a higher emotional interest in the school bus, making you more aware of it. Even if the thing you
saw generated a negative emotion, you still would pay more attention to it (unconsciously) because you are
alerted to it. It is in your mind, so when you see it you can process it better.]
Furthermore there is a similar way in which your mind processes each spike. For spikes that are under your
control, rst the spike would be a period of thought about something, say a school bus or a coee machine.
Then what you just saw or thought about becomes an emotion, or an unconscious series of thoughts. That
is you are less focused consciously on what it is you are seeing or whatever but your mind is still processing
it. Next, after your mind processes the unconscious thoughts it becomes a feeling, you then feel something
about what it is you were focusing on. So it isn't when you look at something you immediately get a feeling,
that doesn't make any sense. First you think about it, then you feel it in a general way (an emotion) then
after you understand what that feeling is, you feel it (but that basically happens instantaneously so in a way
you do feel it right away - also, that same process can happen over a longer period of time). That is because
you know what it is, you know where it is, and you know what to focus your attention on. An example of
unconsciously processing something you see is when you look at match you then think about re. Then after
you think about the re you can almost feel the re, following the pattern of thought to emotion to feeling
(you think about the match, then something happens unconsciously (this unconscious thought process is
emotion (remember emotion is unconscious thought) which then causes you to feel the re  a feeling). [Not
everyone is going to feel re when they look at a match, and for the people that do, that feeling is probably
going to be unconscious. That was just an example of how things can be thought about more than just what
they are, and since they are going to be thought about, they are going to go from thought to emotion to
feeling (emotion more similar to thought than feeling). Since it is a spike of thought that directs attention,
the spike dies o, so it goes from thought to emotion, since the emotion is less intense than the thought,
after the thought period (or the spike period) you don't need to think about it anymore since you already
processed it consciously, you simply then think about it further unconsciously - that thinking unconsciously
is the nal part where it is a just a small feeling (so it goes from thought to emotion to feeling (with some
overlap). Emotion is more like almost consciously thinking about something compared to feeling. Feeling is
the nal part because feelings are shallow and small, when you touch something you get a feeling, it is not
a deep experience that involves thought, it is just like a trickle and emotion is like a stream.]
It could be that a few minutes passes before a conscious spike occurs (that is a spike that is under your
control). A spike is basically just anything that you are going to start paying attention to. During those rst
few seconds of when you are going to pay attention to something there is a sharp spike upwards. Without
these periods of attention humans/animals would never pay attention to anything. Basically once every few
minutes or so you need to pay attention to something or your brain is going to be too inactive. After you
pay attention to one thing, however, your general attention is grabbed and you don't need to have another
spike for at least a few minutes.
Everything that is processed, not just spikes, follows the sequence of thought to emotion to feeling. That
is because thoughts are clearer than emotions and feelings, and emotions are more similar to thoughts than
feelings are (discussed previously) so when you see something or hear something or whatnot for the rst
time, it is clearer in your mind. Then it becomes less clear and you think about it unconsciously. You think
about it unconsciously because it takes further processing in order to isolate the feeling that that things gives
you. Some things are just too complicated to feel them right away. Other things, however, can be felt right
away, say if you are touching something the feeling arises right away. That is because the physical stimulus
is more immediate than emotional stimulus. [Emotion is very complicated, so the emotions something gives
you you aren't going to understand well (for instance a feeling of depression is very complicated but the
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feeling of sadness that comes from it isn't that emotion lead to a more simple feeling). That also shows how
this thought-emotion-feeling pattern occurs quickly, and is just based o of the thought period "dying o"
and becoming less and less like a thought, and more and more like a feeling. You could think about it later
and spike it again, and then the series would repeat. This doesn't mean that everything occurs as thought
to emotion to feeling, only when you have a thought the thought is going to be brief, and when it goes away
a feeling is left. Feelings and emotions last longer than thoughts (in fact, you're feeling all the time, but only
thinking specic things some of the time).]
Emotional things, however, are simply to complicated to feel them right away, they need to be processed
rst. That is logical, just take looking at anything, say a book. In order to feel the feelings that the book
causes in you, you are going to have to at least unconsciously think about it rst (that is, after you start
paying attention to it, which you do by starting to think about it or just see it and notice it more than you
usually notice things in the area). Since you don't need to think about physical stimulus since it is just a
physical stimulus, (not something like vision) you don't really unconsciously process it.
Spikes are dramatic rises in attention. They can be assisted by load noises or something dramatic visually,
but they don't need to be. In other words they can be internal or external. You can pay sharp attention to
something in the real world or something in your own head. If there is a load sound in the environment, it
is most likely that your spike in attention is going to occur during that period. It doesn't have to, you could
pay attention to something else in spike form, but the main point is that you have to have about one sharp
spike in attention a minute at least. That is, you have to pay attention to something in your environment
or something in your head, sharp attention in the form of a spike (lasting a second or a few seconds) every
minute or so.
Otherwise the world would just go by you and you'd be completely out of it. You don't just need to pay
attention to things, you occasionally need to pay sharp attention to things. Furthermore this attention in
the form of a spike can't be dissipated and spread out, it is always going to occur in a spike. If, in between
the spikes, you are trying to get the highest attention you can in an attempt to spread the spike out, (that
is, if you are trying to spread out your attention instead of having spikes) the normal spike would still be
a spike relative to even the extra attention you gave to the non spike period, because that attention would
still be too low, so you couldn't give it that high of an attention level, as it would be very low compared to
the spike still. Spikes of emotion and feeling also need to occur every few minutes or so. The human system
needs to be shocked into reality because you need to pay attention to life.
Say it is time for another sharp increase in attention (that is you waited too long without focusing on
anything) and something occurs like a dog barking. Then you are going to focus on that dog barking intently
in the form of a spike. So if the dog continues to bark for the next few seconds or minutes, your attention
will be on that more because you paid attention to it initially more so than other things in your environment.
This is very important because if someone doesn't use their spikes say to someone they are talking to, they
could be talking to that person and not be paying attention at all. You could hear what they are saying
but not really be interested in it nearly as much as you would in a normal conversation (if you choose not
to think about the person talking to you  remember if you do think about the person talking to you then
naturally you are going have a thought spike because that is how thought initiates when thinking about new
objects, the new object needs to be grabbed and processed rst).
If you direct your attention spikes away from the things you don't want to hear (say if there is a loud
noise in the background, just don't pay sharp attention to it) then most of your attention will follow along
suit.

If attention was uniform then people wouldn't be able to direct their attention easily.

In order to

ignore the other things in your environment and just focus on one thing, the only way to get just that one
thing into your focus would be to use a spike in attention. After that spike the thing you spiked would
be in your attention at a low level, but the other things around you would be at an even lower level. The
spike is necessary to dierentiate what you are paying attention to, to dierentiate the new thing which you
are paying attention to from everything else. You can't just go to a slightly higher rise in attention for one
thing (you can pay attention to something new, but you wouldn't be paying more attention to it than other
things in the environment already, you'd just be isolating that thing, it wouldn't be a rise in attention, or
an insignicant one), because people can only focus on one thing at a time for this reason. Because of the
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spikes in attention, people can isolate (focus intently on) one or a few things.
That limitation (of only being able to focus intently on a few things) happens because each spike eliminates
the other things which they were paying attention to previously. You can spread out one spike to dierent
things, however (if you do it at the same time), that is how your attention can be spread. You can't do a
series of smaller spikes because that confuses your mind, it is like saying, pay attention to this, then pay
attention to that, and then pay attention to that. It is too confusing. It is easier to say at once, pay attention
to this that and that, and then you can do it.
That explanation also explains why spikes occur at all  because it is much easier to pay a lot of attention
in a short period of time then to keep jolting yourself over and over at each thing that you want to pay
attention to. That way is too jarring and much less smooth. You don't notice the spike when it occurs because
it is more like a refocusing than a spike. People basically need to be focused on little things continuously,
and this focus is directed by short periods of refocusing labeled here as spikes.

One way in which these

spikes occur is that when something is rst presented it takes more energy and brain power to process it at
rst because it is new. It is easier to try and comprehend the entire thing at once than to comprehend it in
pieces, as the latter just doesn't make any sense. People comprehend things as wholes not as parts added
up over time. The other reason these spikes occur is to initially catch your attention and hold it at a high
level on something. That is, in order to go from a state of inactivity to a state of activity, you cannot just
go up to the level of activity, but you need to motivate yourself to get there by having a spike (this spike is
also the initial processing of the new object/event and occurs because of that as well).
In order to get someone's attention they can't just lazily look at you like they are looking at everything
else, but they need pay sharp attention to you for the rst instant (this is the initial grabbing talked about).
Otherwise people would be paying attention to anything and everything at the same time. There has to be
a way of separating out what it is that is in someone's attention eld. That method of separating is by the
use of the spikes.
Spikes work for emotional things and feeling as well as for thought. That is things that are emotional
occur in the same spike pattern, as well as things you feel (feelings). Another way to note this would be
that your attention is only focused on things that change (things that change, the change usually occurring
in spike form). It might be that something grabs your attention a little, and you only put a spike in after it
initially grabs your attention a little to then pay full attention to it. Lots of time something happens, like a
loud noise, that you only process after it occurred, or slightly after it occurred. So there might be a delay in
when you process it, or spike it, or you might not spike it at all. You might also not need to spike something
if a similar spike occurred with a similar thing previously.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

Someone's attention determines what they see and gure out about the world, if someone is paying
more attention then they are probably going to realize more things, or notice more things visually and
intellectually. Since attention varies based on emotion, your intellect is going to vary based on your
emotions. If you are emotionally interested in things then it might make you pay more attention to
them and then you might realize more about those things. If something causes more of an emotional
impact (or more of a spike) you might retain understanding it longer (memory is also a part of intellect)
or it could increase your emotional intelligence about that thing.

•

Everything that is processed follows the sequence of thought to emotion to feeling  that shows how
everything in the world is real, and these real things all cause feelings, you recognize what it is (a
thought) and then you feel that thought, your emotional processing of your thoughts is part of your
thoughts themselves  this is obvious with emotional spikes because when you feel something strongly
that strong feeling clearly aids in you understanding things about what it is you are feeling.

•

People also only comprehend things in their entirety, because if it isn't completely understood then you
cannot verbalize it and make a thought process of it, therefore things that aren't completely understood
or verbal are going to be emotional and you are going to feel them, not think them.
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1.5.9 Angry, Upset, and Depressed?
Angry and upset feelings often accompany sad feelings, as it is natural to be upset and angry
that you are sad (or became sad).
If someone is sad or depressed, it is natural that they are going to be upset that they are that way.
Therefore it is probable that all depression or sadness has feelings of anger and agitation mixed in. In fact it
is easy to see a combination of those three feelings as when something bad happens to someone their reaction
is an intense feeling of sadness/anger/agitation. Like if you punch someone in the face, or shoot him or her,
they aren't going to be just sad, they are going to sad, angry, and upset.
After the event occurs (such as getting punched in the face) the sad/angry/upset feeling only lasts a few
seconds on that persons face, to various degrees of visibility to other people. What happens after that is
more interesting however.

After the rst few seconds of sad/upset/angry their mind loses focus on what

happened and it no longer is a single emotion. They are focused on the event and that is why it shows up
on their face, after they lose focus, however, the emotions become unconscious.
In their unconscious form the emotions are like a depression.
someone's mood, his or her entire system.

A depression is something that aects

When the angry/sad/upset emotions go into the unconscious,

they start aecting the other emotions around them, and your entire system becomes sad, angry, and upset.
This might not be visible on your face because it isn't as intense, you didn't just get punched, or something
bad didn't just happen to you, but it has left a mark.
It seems like the angry and upset emotions are more temporary, and the sad feeling is retained longer.
That is because you forget why you are sad, you forget the event that caused the sadness, but your emotions
remember the impact of the upset and anger, and that impact was to make you sadder. The emotion sad
is simply easier to remember. It is marked in your mind for vengeance, you associate the sad emotion with
being bad for you, but the anger and the agitation are more hormonal, temporary emotions.
That is, it is hard to be angry if you don't know why you should be angry.

You need to be able to

logically justify your own feelings. It is more common that sadness occurs for a long period of time than
anger.

There are still elements of anger and agitation remaining mixed in however, just less so than the

sadness. So after an initiating event there are the three emotions equally present for a few seconds, and after
that mostly the sadness remains, still with elements of the other two emotions.
It is hard to be angry or upset when you don't remember what it is you are angry at. It is easy to be
sad because you don't need to remember anything to be sad at something, the sad feeling simply stays in
your system because you are used to sad feelings and you don't need to justify them like you would an angry
feeling. Or it could be that being angry and upset takes up more energy than being sad does, being sad
lowers how energetic you are because it brings you down. When you are angry and upset you are much more
energetic and agitated.
So it is like, ok that really pissed me o, but I am too tired to be pissed, I can be sad though.

The

sadness in your system isn't even an individual emotion after the rst few seconds from the initiating event,
however.

It becomes mixed in with the other emotions and feelings in your body because you no longer

remember what caused the sadness. So it is like a depression because it aects your entire system and mood
like a depression does.
So there is really a dierence between being sad, and being upset. You might even call that period after
the few seconds for that person the person being upset instead of them being sad. That is how much the
upset and agitation emotions are mixed in, that after someone is punched you could say either they are
upset, or they are sad, or they are agitated, it depends on the person and the circumstance. That is a lot of
proof to show that all three are often mixed in together.
You might say that they are upset, but they are probably going to be more sad, however, because if
you are upset and angry then you are going to be sad about that, just like you are going to be upset and
angry that you are sad. But I think the sad is going to dominate because no one has enough energy to be
upset and angry for very long. When you are upset and angry your tone is louder, you are moving faster
and more agitated like, you are more aggressive and looking for retribution.

Anger and agitation almost

need something to take vengeance on, while sadness you don't attribute to someone else causing it. You do
attribute anger and agitation to something external, however.
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How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

If it is hard to have emotions if you don't remember something, then that shows how your emotions are
based o of your intellect as well. What your memory (which is a function of intellect) remembers is
going to bring up emotions, which are then in turn going to determine (to some extent) your emotional
intelligence.

1.5.10 Emotion is a Combination of Feeling and Thought
Emotion is such a strong feeling that it must be the combination of thoughts and feelings.

If you think

about it, if you combine positive thoughts and positive feelings, you're going to have a general overall greater
experience, (if the thoughts and feelings are on the same idea or the same thing, you are going to have a
greater positive single emotion about that thing). Just take the strongest emotion you can experience, it
would have to be a combination of all the positive things in your mind, and people can control their thoughts
to a large extent.
By a combination of feeling and thought I mean a combination of what it feels like to have a thought,
with the feeling of what it feels like to have a feeling  I don't mean the combination of actual verbal thoughts
with feelings, but non-verbal thoughts which are like verbal thoughts in that they are about something, you
just can't identify what it is all the time because it is non-verbal.
Since thoughts are conscious and unconscious, emotion could be redened as the combination of feeling
and thought - that you only have emotion when you are thinking about something, and feeling something at
the same time, and the combination of the two results in individual emotions. There is evidence for this from
the facts that you can only experience one strong emotion at a time, and you can also only think about one
strong emotion at a time. That shows how emotions are pulled up by thoughts, or controlled and generated
by them. It might be that this only applies to strong emotions, but it depends on each individuals denition
of emotion (it might vary), but I don't think anyone can experience two strong emotions simultaneously.
You can feel it for yourself, try and feel any combination of the following emotions (strongly) at the same
time - anger, fear, sadness, disgust, surprise, curiosity, acceptance, or joy.

You just can't do it.

A slight

feeling of curiosity is exactly that, a feeling and not an emotion. Emotions are stronger than feelings, and
stronger than thoughts, but what are they made of ? The only logical conclusion is that they are made up
of thoughts and feelings.
The type of thought that makes up emotions isn't just words or sentences or verbal ideas in your head,
but basically any period of thinking.

It doesn't have to be intense thinking, in fact, if you are intensely

thinking there probably isn't enough room left to process a strong emotion, but rather emotion arises from
periods of very low intense thinking, and less intense feelings (you still have to be trying to be thinking,
that is why negative emotions don't exist, because people just don't try to think about them). During those
periods of low intense thinking (from which part of emotion arises) you don't have to even understand what
you are thinking about, just understand that to some degree you are more thoughtful than usual. Feelings
are generally considered to be shallower than emotions, and thought is considered a deep experience, so
in order to have the strong, deep feeling of emotion, it must be made up of the part of your brain that
experiences deep things, (the thought part) (remember feelings feel like feelings from sensory stimulation,
which isn't deep at all).
Furthermore, emotion isn't just a strong feeling, a strong feeling can give rise to an emotion, just like a
strong idea can give rise to an emotion, but an emotion is the combination of a lesser feeling and a lesser idea
or thought process (this thought process might be unconscious, leading the person having it to just know
that they are thoughtful during the experience). You can't have a strong feeling and a strong emotion at
the same time because there just isn't enough room or processing power in your mind to do that (it's easy
to feel that in your mind just by testing it).
Is a thought sensory input? No it isn't, you can think about sensory input, and that would give rise to
a feeling of the sensation itself, but a thought is much faster in the brain. A thought is like a fast ring
of neurons while a feeling or a sensation is an experience that actually takes some amount of time longer
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than it takes for a neuron to re, which (it feels like anyway) is the length of a short thought. So basically,
emotions must be the result of feelings and thoughts in your brain because there isn't anything else left that
they could be made up of. All that is in your brain is feelings and thoughts. It is obvious how you can turn
o a thought automatically, but you can also do that to some feelings. This is so because feelings are in
large part triggered by thoughts. That's because feelings are experiences of sensory stimulation. If you are
feeling something that you don't want to feel, however, because that sensory stimulation is present in your
environment, there is nothing you can do. But if it results from a memory or something in your mind, you
are going to shut it o automatically. This way feelings and thoughts work together; you have your present
experience of the sensation, and your mental direction of thinking about that sensation. The latter part you
can turn on if you want to make that natural, environmental feeling a strong one. It is hard to experience a
strong feeling just by bringing the feeling up in your head, to have a strong feeling you need to have some
type of direct sensory input and be thinking about that sensory input at the same time.
So a strong feeling is just like a strong emotion, only you need direct sensory input and thoughts to
feel it, while with emotions you just need a feeling (which can result from the memory of a sensation) and
some thoughts. So, very simply, everything in the brain is either a feeling or a thought. And emotions are
combinations of feelings and thoughts.
Thinking about things generates feeling because you are simulating the emotions of that thing in your
head. Although you are not experiencing the stimulation in real life, you still understand what it feels like to
be in that situation, and this memory of that stimulation you can feel almost like being in the real situation
itself.
If you have emotion about something then you are feeling that thing. Thus you are directing thought
about that object, and directing thought is what thought is. Thought is just directed to something specic,
while feeling is more generalized, you have only a few feelings for many many things, and thought is only a
way of categorizing those feelings. For example, you can simulate many feelings by thinking, I am going to
go to the store then I am going to come home. Instead of feeling store which you feel in the store, you
are adding the feeling of traveling to the store and being home. Those feelings are less intense than actually
traveling to the store and actually being home, but they are still there and present in the thoughts. So when
you have a thought about the store, you feel the store because you are simulating the idea of being in the
store in your head.
Emotion always precedes thought; thought is always just going to be an explanation of emotion. Everything in the end turns out to be an emotion in your system, so therefore everything is really an emotion.
When you say I want to leave the feeling of you wanting to leave is always going to precede the thought.
Actually rst you quickly understand what it is that you are feeling when you realize what it is you are
feeling as an unconscious thought process, then you have a more regular feeling about it, and then you are
able to verbalize that feeling into a thought. Unless something is said to you instead of you thinking it, in
which case the process is reversed. First it is a thought because it is expressed that way, then it is a feeling,
and then it is a quick unconscious thought process to think about what was said.
When the thing is said or thought of verbally it is most clear what the meaning is. In this way words
assist understanding. This is probably because the combination of adding the stimulation of sound to the
stimulation of the visual (or other sense) of the object/idea enhances understanding and forces you to think
deeper about it because sound is an enhancing mechanism for thought.
Feelings are fast, you don't pause and think about them. Emotion you could say, since it is deeper, that
you almost think about it.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

Thoughts also contribute to what it is you are going to feel, and what you feel and how you feel it is
then going to determine your emotional intelligence, and over the long run would help determine other
aspects of your intelligence as well.
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1.5.11 Intentions
When someone has an intention, or does anything such as thinking something or doing something without
thought, what is the exact mental process that lies behind that action?

What combination of emotions,

feelings and thoughts makes that happen? Here is what is at the bottom of the "Emotion is a Combination
of Feeling and Thought" chapter:
"Emotion always precedes thought; thought is always just going to be an explanation of emotion. Everything in the end turns out to be an emotion in your system, so therefore everything is really an emotion.
When you say "I want to leave" the feeling of you wanting to leave is always going to precede the thought.
Actually rst you quickly understand what it is that you are feeling when you realize what it is you are
feeling as an unconscious thought process, then you have a more regular feeling about it, and then you are
able to verbalize that feeling into a thought. Unless something is said to you instead of you thinking it, in
which case the process is reversed. First it is a thought because it is expressed that way, then it is a feeling,
and then it is a quick unconscious thought process to think about what was said."
So there is an unconscious thought process before everything you think/do, however there are also patterns
of feelings which are also there. The feelings described are an important part of it, when you do something
there isn't an unconscious thought right before you do it. You rst have the unconscious thought when you
have the original feeling that caused you to want to do that thing - you rst have a feeling that you want
to do something, then you understand what that feeling means as an unconscious thought, and then that
is translated back into a feeling which remains there until you do the action. So the unconscious thought
is not right before you do the thing, the feeling is there before you do it because feelings are faster than
thoughts, so your mind has the feeling ready at hand to act on the unconscious thought process. That is
because once you realize what it is you are going to do as a thought process, you don't need to spend the
time to think the entire thing through again, but it is stored in the instinctual part of your brain where
your feelings are. Remember from the instinctual frog example that feelings are faster than thoughts, and
feelings are also unconscious thoughts so they can also store information to do. This is the frog example in
the chapter Thoughts:
"The denition of intellect and thoughts is almost understanding (those concrete things).
feeling, completely separate from facts or information.

Emotion is

All facts and information are going to be about

things that cause feeling, however, since all things that happen cause feelings and all facts and information
are about things that happen.

So facts and information are just feelings organized in a logical manner.

Intellect and thought also generates feelings when those thoughts are processed in your mind. Since thought
is really only about feelings, it is logical that thought actually has root in feelings. For example, all events
are really feelings in the mind, so thoughts are actually just comparing feelings. You take two feelings and
can arrive at one thought. Take the feeling of a frog moving and the feeling of a threat of danger. The two
feelings combined equal the idea or thought that the frog needs to move when there is danger - the thought
is actually just understanding how feelings interact. All thought is is the understanding of how feelings and
real events interact with themselves. Feeling is what provides the motivation to arrive at the answer (the
thought). If you just had the facts, there is a threat, and the frog can jump, you aren't going to arrive at the
conclusion that the frog should jump away. You need to take the feeling that there is a threat and the feeling
that the frog can jump and then combine the two sensory images in your head to arrive at the answer.
That shows how all intellect is powered and motivated by emotion. It also shows that frogs have thoughts;
the frog has to have the thought to jump away when it sees a threat, as a thought is just the combination
of two feelings resulting in the resulting feeling of wanting to move away. That process of feelings is like
a thought process. Thoughts are a little dierent for humans, however, because humans have such a large
memory that they are able to compare this experience to all the other experiences in their life while the frog
only remembers the current situation and is programmed (brain wiring) to jump away. The frog doesn't have
a large enough memory to learn from new information and change its behavior. That shows how humans
are very similar to frogs in how they process data (in one way at least), and that one thing that separates
a human from a frog is a larger memory which can store lots of useful information and potential behavioral
patterns."
It would be too slow for you to just do something based on an unconscious thought process, you would
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have to wait to have this unconscious thought right before you do the thing, instead of having the thought
at one point in time and storing it, and then doing the thing later on. If it is just an instinctual reaction,
however, it is just a feeling that you are responding to because it is too fast to have an unconscious thought
process. It is just a manner of the denition of what an unconscious thought is - that it is going to be more
like a thought than a feeling - which is also an unconscious thought, so it depends how you view it.
If it is an instinctual, immediate reaction, say if you slam a door on your hand then you are going to say
"ouch" - that is a thought that resulted from two feelings, the feeling of pain and the feeling that you need
to express that pain. The thought is so fast you might consider it unconscious, that is also like in the frog
example.
It gets even more complicated than that - this is in the "Life Occurs in Sharp Spikes" chapter of the
book:
"Everything that is processed, not just spikes, follows the sequence of thought to emotion to feeling.
That is because thoughts are clearer than emotions and feelings, and emotions are more similar to thoughts
than feelings are (discussed previously) so when you see something or hear something or whatnot for the rst
time, it is clearer in your mind. Then it becomes less clear and you think about it unconsciously. You think
about it unconsciously because it takes further processing in order to isolate the feeling that that things gives
you. Some things are just too complicated to feel them right away. Other things, however, can be felt right
away, say if you are touching something the feeling arises right away. That is because the physical stimulus
is more immediate than emotional stimulus.
Emotional things, however, are simply to complicated to "feel" them right away, they need to be processed
rst. That is logical, just take looking at anything, say a book. In order to feel the feelings that the book
causes in you, you are going to have to at least unconsciously think about it rst (that is, after you start
paying attention to it, which you do by starting to think about it or just see it and notice it more than you
usually notice things in the area). Since you don't need to think about physical stimulus since it is just a
physical stimulus, (not something like vision) you don't really unconsciously process it."
That shows that it is really all mixed in - thoughts, emotions and feelings - that there isn't just an
unconscious thought process but you could also just say that feelings or thoughts are rst - this is because
when you process something you might think about it rst, and it certainly feels this way because when you
are processing something it is a very intellectual experience, it is clear in your mind and it feels like you are
thinking about the thing so clearly that you must be using thoughts instead of emotions. I say that things
are rst clear in your mind when you rst see it or whatnot, - that would be the "thought" but then it is an
emotion, and you do that (make it into an emotion) to isolate the feeling the thing causes in you, so then
you feel it (after you isolate the feeling) - thought to emotion to feeling.
So when you have an intention to do something could it be that rst it is an unconscious thought and
then you just do it? First you are going to have an unconscious thought about it, then you are going to have
a conscious thought about it (because it is an intention) and then you are going to do it. Your conscious
thought about it may or may not be verbal, you don't have to think about everything verbally in order to
do it.

You do have a conscious thought about it because that is almost the denition of intention, your

intent. If you don't have a conscious thought about it then it is more instinctual, or it could be a mix of the
two. Everything someone does is going to be on the spectrum somewhere between complete intention and
completely instinctual.
Intentions and instincts (or things you do) aren't just thoughts, but feelings and emotions are often
involved as well, where do they t in? First an emotion could start an intention, and then it would be an
unconscious thought process, and then it might become another emotion because you can feel everything
(you are going to feel the thought, or have a feeling about it) and feelings are very fast so this feeling can t
into the time after you think about it and before you do the action, or after the initiating event and before
the unconscious or conscious thought process. When you do think it is very fast, in fact your thinking might
be slow, but there is one point in time where your thinking leads to a conclusion and that is culmination is
considered to be when you had the thought because it is a conscious thought that your mind understands,
but leading up to that conscious thought (which could be verbal or not verbal) was unconscious thoughts
(or thinking) because it is hard to reach dicult conclusions instantly. This thought is then held in your
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mind until you do the action, it prepares your mind for the action, and during that time that thought might
generate a certain feeling  maybe fear or a lack of condence. This feeling is then used when you do the
intention, because when you do something you do it so fast that you don't "think" about it right before you
do it, but you use the feeling that is storing the thought. You might not have feelings about it and your
action might not be swayed by feeling, but if it is then your thoughts might be under the inuence of your
feelings. Your feelings might cause you to stop doing the thing if you are too afraid, for example.
So there is an unconscious thought before every intention, that is what thought is, it is guring out what
you are going to do, and you are going to have to gure out what it is that you are going to do rst before
you do it. Unless it is like the frog example where you just feel it at the same time that you do it, but in
that case the feelings are mixed in with the thoughts, so then it is a matter of how you dene "thought".
Thought is really a conclusion (not a partial thought, which could be an emotion), so you take two feelings
and come at a conclusion, which is the thought, then you do the thing, and that means that you do have an
unconscious thought right before the intention, the feeling really is a thought, it is just so fast that it is a
feeling and a thought. So right before you do something there can be a feeling - which is also a thought, that
causes you to do it nally. So is it a thought or is it a feeling? The feeling is the drive behind the thought (or
thinking), which builds up along with the feeling. The feeling is powering the thought (or thinking) because
it is so instinctual.

So things that are more instinctual are going to be faster and involve more feelings,

feelings can speed up thoughts (this is obvious with the instinctual example, where instinct then is really
just powerful feelings causing you to think very fast).
So if you do anything there is going to be unconscious thoughts before you do it, because thoughts are
just understanding real things. That includes if you have intentions, only intentions (since they are more
conscious) are going to involve conscious thoughts as well as unconscious ones, unless it is an intention you
intended to do unconsciously.

The reason intentions involve unconscious thoughts as well is because you

need to think to arrive at the conclusion, and most thinking isn't completely consciously understood. How
many people can think without using words, yet understand what it is that they are thinking?

You can

understand that you are going to do a certain thing without using words, but you can't think for a long
period of time without using words and still follow your thought process. Complicated non-verbal thought
processes are unconscious. And almost all thoughts and everything you do is going to be complicated - and
therefore they are going to involve long unconscious thinking about them (by long I just mean longer than
instantaneous, which would be what you would do if it was instinctual).
So right before you do something there is going to be something in your mind that understands what
it is you are going to do, this is a thought because it is real (versus feelings which are things which you
just feel). You might even "feel" the thought really. That is what happens right before you do something.
However, leading up to that nal thought/feeling it is going to be like described before; rst you might have
a feeling. If humans were computers I would say that rst it starts with its programming and then it has the
thought, but for humans feelings are their programming  so humans rst have feelings and then we have
thoughts. Feelings can originate from thoughts however, so it is then a which came rst, the chicken or the
egg debate. But if the original feeling started because of a thought, the thought was more further away in
time from the feeling -by a few seconds at least  that is because conscious thoughts (verbal ones) have space
of time around them, if you think, I am going to shoot you don't shoot as quickly as you would if you just
understood that you were going to shoot, the conscious verbal thought slows you down. So when you have
an intention or when you are going to think something (which is what thoughts are - they cam be verbal
because you can express anything verbally almost, including all intentions) then that follows the process
of feeling to unconscious thought to feeling again to store it. I said before a feeling, then an unconscious
thought process, then a more general feeling.
I said that because the rst feeling is just the real feeling of the intention you are going to have - which
you could say is an unconscious thought because as discussed previously all feelings are unconscious thoughts
- and it is clear they are when you realize it is an intention, which is going to be doing something real, and
intellect is understanding things that are real.

So the rst feelings/thoughts are when you rst feel that

you want to do something, then you need to unconsciously think about it to realize what it is you want to
do exactly (this is not a conscious non-verbal thought, but an unconscious one), and then you have a more
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specic or general feeling about it (by general there I really mean larger or more clear) to store that clear
thought, the general feeling then is going to be more clear because you now unconsciously understand what
it is that you are going to do, and then it is a real conscious thought and then you could translate that
conscious thought to a verbal thought or an action.
So to explain the statement, "rst it is a feeling, then it is an unconscous thought process, and then it is
a more general feeling and then you are able to make that feeling into a conscious thought (or do an action
which would stem from that clear thought)" - that was originally said in the book at the end of the "Emotion
is a Combination of Feeling and Thought" chapter in this form - "actually rst you quickly understand what
it is that you are feeling when you realize what it is you are feeling as an unconscious thought process, then
you have a more regular feeling about it, and then you are able to verbalize that feeling into a thought".
Whether someone's state before they have that thought is one that started with an emotion or without an
emotion, that state must have originated from a previous state, or from some other previous stimulus. In
terms of someone's rst feelings, their rst feelings probably came from physical feelings before the brain
was developed in the womb. First people would have just physical feelings, not deep emotional ones because
all there is in the beginning is sensory stimulation - mostly feeling your own body and your surroundings.
So the rst thoughts/feelings originated from physical stimulus, like, "ouch that hurts". Or "that looks
cool".

After the human develops they can have thoughts and feelings that can originate from sensory

stimulation, physical stimulation, or other thoughts and feelings. But that doesn't explain what happens
right before someone thinks something or does something. It explains that originally there are those things
which would cause the intention, but not how the intention is formed. Since humans have strong emotions,
many intentions are going to be formed from emotion. Intentions are also going to be formed from conscious
/ unconscious thinking.

Feelings are also going to have elements of thoughts, however (so it isn't either

feeling or thought that originated the intention, it might be both at the same time).

Say if you want to

switch a switch - it is going to be a progression of feeling/thought. That is, it is going to take time for you
to realize what it is you want to do, so it could be feeling and thinking all along, and at some point in that
feeling/thinking you are going to realize fully what you want to do, and then you could call it a thought
because it is completely formed (this thought might be conscious or it might remain unconscious and only
later become conscious). When you realize you want to switch a switch it isn't instantaneous, but it takes
time. But when you do switch the switch instantaneously, are you acting o of the thought or the feeling?
You are probably acting o of the feeling, the thought was a period in time a while ago, but that thought
started the feeling of you wanting to do it, which lead to you switching the switch o of the feeling instead
of the thought. Unless you happen to do the thing right after you nally gure out what it is you want to
do, then you could say that the thought made you do it.
That reveals that you are always going to have some feeling about what it is you are going to do right
before you do it, because then you think or feel what it is you are going to do. It isn't going to be as
strong in terms of thought as when you rst thought of what it was you were going to do, because you
don't need to think as much to realize what it is you are going to do. You are probably going to be feeling
more than thinking right before you do it because you are going to be excited about doing something, you
already realized what you were going to do which was the thought part, now it is time for the feeling part.
The thought is still there of course otherwise you wouldn't know what to do, however right before you do it
feeling is probably going to dominate.
Right before you do something your mind needs to get ready to do it, and you need to remind yourself
what it is you need to do and that you need to do it. So that means your mind probably feels something
based on what it is you are going to do. This feeling can be simulated if you read a book and then later reect
on how you feel about the book. Reading the book in this instance would be the original thought process,
and reecting on it later would be simulating the feeling right before you do something. You don't need to
think about everything in the book to understand the feeling that the book causes you. You don't need to
think as hard to understand the same things because it was already understood at one point. The second
time it is easier. That is like when you rst have an unconscious thought process to understand what you
are going to, when you are going to do it later you already understand what you are going to do, you simply
then feel what it is you are going to do because it is more clearly understood, it is understood emotionally
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now (more instinctual) so you don't need to think as much as you did before. Emotion replaces thought
because emotion is easier than thought.

Someone isn't going to think unless they have to, you basically

have already done the hard part, so the second time you bring it up the thought would be reduced and the
emotion would remain. The further excitement of being about to do the thing would raise the emotion even
more. But here learned is another thing, if you think about something once the next times you bring it up
(especially if you bring it up right after you gure it out) it is going to be much easier to understand so
thought is going to be reduced and feeling raised relatively.
So in other words, before the thought or your understanding of what it is you are going to do is complete,
you are going or are not going to be having emotions that are encouraging this thought process or aecting
this thought process. Emotion and intelligence are intertwined. That is why rst comes the emotion, then
the complete thought, and then you might have an emotion about that thought itself as well, - in other
words the state of the emotion you are feeling is probably going to evolve as the thought does. This reveals
that while emotion is unconscious thought, not all unconscious thought is emotion.
Humans don't just say things without thinking about them rst, so everything is going to be unconscious
rst. Speech is much much slower than your thoughts are, and unless you start saying something and don't
know the complete sentence before you say it, you are going to have the entire thing thought out rst. So
technically everything starts with an unconscious thought. However this thought has levels of understanding,
there are levels to which you understand the thought, that is why you can't just say everything all at once,
you usually have to think about it for a bit rst. When people think, it takes time to think, and they don't
think unconsciously in sentences. They think unconsciously with emotions, thoughts, visualizations, anything
your mind can simulate. When they think unconsciously with emotions you could be taking large emotional
experiences and trying to analyze them, or little ones, you could be combining dierent experiences, or
combining emotion with thought or emotion with visualization (etc.). Your mind doesn't just use sentences
to gure out what it wants to do, that would take too long. Sentences are actually just sounds that represent
things, you don't need to simulate a sound in your head in order to think. It might be that you simulate
tiny sounds, or however it is your neurons re to organize the thoughts, the point is the thoughts are not
fully formed instantly.

It isn't the ring of one neuron once that makes a complete sentence.

There is a

progression of thought. This is obvious because when you are doing a problem, say a math problem, you
often can reach the answer without having to say anything.

What is happening is that you are thinking

about things unconsciously, maybe you are visualizing the number of things you need to visualize to nd
the answer (say adding 1 to 1 you have to visualize the separate objects, and then visualize the two objects
together).

1.5.12 An Overly Optimistic Attitude towards Life Leads to a Dulling of Emotion
When you go into a situation or an event the attitude you have is going to impact your emotional experience.
If you think something is going to be fun, when in reality it isn't, and you continue to think that that thing
was fun afterwards, it is going to make you feel worse than if you had the right understanding of how much
fun the event was. This is because an overly optimistic attitude causes you to consciously focus on things
which you enjoy more, but your conscious mind can only recognize a tiny amount of things which you enjoy.
So you are amplifying a disproportionate amount of emotion in your own mind.

That throws things o

balance in your head and you start to wonder (consciously and unconsciously) why you are enjoying some
things more than others, and it throws o your responses to natural, ordinary events. In other words, your
mind compares the positive things which you are amplifying to the things you aren't amplifying (like how
it compares how you work during the day to how you rest at night  that is your mind compares the work
during the day to resting at night and therefore you feel more rested because your mind is comparing those
things to if you didn't work during the day). Furthermore ordinary events start to become duller because
you are amplifying a few events you just think are fun, when in reality all of life is fun if you give it an equal
chance.
What those people fail to realize is that basically everything can be viewed as fun, they don't need to
grab onto a few things with their overly optimistic attitude. Emotions are fun, and life is so full of emotions
that any scene or event in life can be broken down into its many emotional parts. Emotion just means how
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something makes you feel, and that in turn means what kind of reaction things make you have. In fact, each
individual object in life gives an emotion, and makes you react in a certain way.
If you have an optimistic attitude towards life, or an overly optimistic attitude, then most of the emotion
that you get is going to be undercut (undermined, etc, because it is going to be outweighed by the few things
which you are praising, or have an optimistic attitude for) and therefore overall be leading to a dulling of
emotion. That is because this overly optimistic attitude is a conscious thing that only enhances a few of the
events in life and doesn't understand that everything in life can be viewed as being fun (if you take the same
attitude and just twist it that is).
You're not still being optimistic because you're dismissing the verbal discourse whereby you rate some
things in life as higher than other things. You are still being optimistic in a way but now you understand
that you shouldn't be over inating some things more than others. It is like saying, wow that duck tape is
really really cool. But then you are missing all the other things in the room which are also cool, maybe a
lot less cool than the duck tape but they can still be viewed as being cool. So instead you'd say, hey that
duck tape is cool, to keep it more in line with how cool the other things are. This doesn't mean that you
are less optimistic towards life, it just means you are more aware and considering of the whole.
Similarly, an overly negative attitude can bring down how cool an object is. You can basically manufacture
false emotions about things. While you might feel a temporary sensation of elation (if you're being optimistic)
or a temporary down feeling (if you're being pessimistic) afterwards you are going to feel bad because you
basically insulted all the other feelings in your mind as being weak compared to it. Either that or you feel
bad because you inserted an emotion that was too hard to deal with in your mind because it was so strong,
and you feel bad afterwards because that strong emotion lingers in your mind and takes up room that it
shouldn't, in addition to throwing your system o balance.
That is what an overly optimistic attitude does, it takes all the things in your mind that you might
verbally over inate, and inates them.

That creates a tension in your brain because then most of the

ordinary things which you should also be enjoying seem dull. The reverse is true with an overly negative
attitude, which is also bad.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

Your attitude is determined by your thoughts, and your thoughts are going to be determined by your
intellect because your intellect is who you are, and you decide what it is that you are going to think.
Your attitude is going to lead you to have dierent emotions, and these emotions are then also going
to change how it is you understand the world emotionally, or your emotional intelligence.

1.5.13 Smaller Emotions Follow Brief, Intense Emotions
Extremely deep feelings and emotions, like sadness or anger, usually only last a few seconds.

However,

those deep feelings often trigger lesser feelings of sadness and anger for the period afterwards. This intense,
brief period of emotion can trigger a long array of smaller, similar emotions afterwards.

Say if the deep

emotion was you being sad, the following emotions that person is going to experience would be lesser sad
emotions. These emotions aren't just by themselves, but are often accompanied by thoughts, behaviors, or
environmental stimulus.
If you have a brief period of being extremely happy it is more likely to be followed by extremely optimistic
thinking, like thinking, I am great, I am amazing, and wow I really did a good job. A brief period of extreme
sadness is likely to be followed by pessimistic thinking because that is how your brain is wired. Your brain
is programmed to associate sad with failure, and success (or happy) with optimism.
Why do intense emotions only last a few seconds? They do because emotions work in accordance with
thoughts. Thoughts only last a few seconds, and therefore it is logical that the most intense emotions you
experience are going to be periods of intense thought and intense emotion at the same time. These periods
are so intense that they are probably capable of being noticed by the person experiencing them.
Such an intense emotional experience is going to leave a mark, however. That is why those brief periods
of intense emotion are going to be followed by lesser, similar emotions. Say if you were extremely happy for
a few seconds, then you'd be slightly happy for a while afterwards.
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Why does the brief period only last a few seconds? Can't it be longer? If life were great, I guess the
positive intense emotional experiences would last longer, and the short negative emotional experiences not
even exist. But the attention span of the average human/animal is actually very short, and they can only
handle so much intense emotion in a certain period of time.
That leads to another phenomenon called overload. A person or animal can only experience so many
intense periods of emotion in a certain amount of time. Say you made someone laugh really hard, and then
would tell an equally funny joke right after, that person wouldn't laugh as hard because the laugh brain
circuitry is already exhausted. It is like being jaded, only in the short term. This theory is easy to test, just
pinch yourself, then pinch yourself again, and you'll realize that it hurts a lot more the rst time. That is
because pain is an emotional experience as well, and that rst pinch is exactly similar to the brief periods
of intense emotion mentioned before. Furthermore, the pinch is followed by lesser amounts of pain. When
all that residual pain is gone you can pinch yourself again and it will hurt just as much as the rst time.
In other words, the brief, intense emotion was so intense that it leaves an aftereect of lesser amounts
of that same emotion.

I could also just change the word emotion with thought.

If you think something

strongly, then similar thoughts are likely to follow, only less intense. The intensity of the emotion/thought
goes downhill after the main event solely because your mind is exhausted by the intensity of the intense
experience of emotion or thought.

Humans/animals simply don't have the capacity for a more intense

experience then an intense emotional or intellectual experience.
People just don't have very, very, very intense emotional or intellectual experiences. The mind just can't
handle it.

People can have very, very, very intense physical experiences, however.

That is only because

evolutionarily humans and animals evolved going through very intense physical experiences, but there just
isn't any need or purpose to go through intense intellectual/emotional experiences. It would even be boring
after the rst few seconds. That's because most emotion and intellect is originally from sensory stimulation,
which is found in the real world and not in your head.
There are many examples of the intensity of intellectual and emotional experiences dying o. It is simply
because something repeated over and over in your head becomes less and less interesting as its newness dies
o. You could take any idea and repeat it to yourself over and over and you'll notice how doing that becomes
less and less interesting.
In fact, sometimes it is better to not initiate thinking about something that would lead to you to continue
to repeat it (or similar ideas or emotions) because it is unhealthy to repeat things (or experience emotions
that last too long) because the intensity of the experience dies o and you are stuck in a pattern of thinking
about something, or feeling something, that you don't want to be thinking or feeling because it isn't providing
enough stimulation. But you are still stuck feeling/thinking it because for whatever reason your mind doesn't
let go of it easily.
It is healthier to not be so interested in the thing in the rst place so your mind doesn't over inate it and
you wind up going through a period of over-excitement, which you don't really enjoy, followed by a period
of under-excitement, which you don't really enjoy. It is like an addiction to emotion that would lead to this
behavior.

Or an overly optimistic attitude towards life.

Someone that is overly aggressively approaching

life, trying to grab onto whatever positive emotions or thoughts they can. Or someone overly upset about
something and, just being persistent, doesn't realize that it becomes less and less interesting to be upset
about that thing, but continues to persist in thinking about it. They just need to move on.
In

fact,

you

could

view

this

two

dierent

ways,

thoughts/emotions and try to spread it out over time.

one

is

to

not

experience

the

more

intense

The other way to view it is the sharp emotional

spike is a good thing. It is probably only a good thing if you like hurting yourself, however. It is a bad thing
because it is so out of character with your everyday emotions/thoughts, which are much less intense. Such
a drastic change from the ordinary would cause a violent mood swing. Your mind is going to be upset that
things around it are changing so fast, and it would lead you to continuously try and gure out what is going
on (consciously or unconsciously). Your mind has in it an automatic thing which tries to gure out what is
happening to it, and that device is going to short circuit if you put in short, brief periods of intensity. It is
like the brief period of intensity jolts your entire system. Like a hot wire.
If you are going to go for the brief period of intensity then that is a way of looking at life, it is a philosophy
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that you need to grab on to anything that throws its way to you. Or if you are looking for the brief period
of negative intensity then that philosophy would be looking to grab onto (really anything, not just anything
positive) that comes your way.

Someone with those attitudes would think something like, ok there is a

positive experience, lets do it, I mean lets really go and do it that would be really really really fun. They
are so upset about life that when they see a positive thing, they cling onto it desperately. What they don't
realize is that clinging onto something positive (or negative) or any clinging, causes your mind to stop liking
it due to repetition and overload.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

When you have a strong emotion it just doesn't disappear, but it disappears gradually. This shows
how your emotions are going to determine your thoughts and therefore your intellect. It shows that
emotions cannot be completely controlled and therefore are going to change your thoughts and therefore
possibly the reliability of your intelligence.

1.5.14 Visual learning
Things that are easier to picture are easier to understand.
Things that are easier to picture are easier to understand. Take the dierence between understanding, we
are going to play with the Frisbee, and if you throw the Frisbee twice as fast, it will arrive at its destination
in half the time. It is clearly easier to understand what playing with the Frisbee is then it is to calculate
how soon it will get to the other person. That is because the emotional event of playing with the Frisbee is
large and distinct, and involves many things.
One thing was an emotional event; the other thing was a precise calculation.

You could also view

that backwards, that the calculation is actually an emotional event, and the emotional event is actually a
calculation. The emotional event of playing Frisbee is in fact a calculation; you are calculating everything
that there is involved with playing Frisbee. When someone says, let's play Frisbee you imagine and picture
in your head everything that playing Frisbee involves.
Thus for anything that is said you bring up a picture of it in your head. Even if it is a sound or a smell,
you always try to picture what is causing it. That is because the vision enhances the experience and makes
it more enjoyable to think about and therefore it is also going to be easier to remember. It is like vision is
tied in with everything, and that if something can't be visualized, it simply doesn't exist.
Empty space is the absence of vision. But when you think hard about just an empty space, you'd like to
imagine something there because you know that you would enjoy looking at that space more that way, that
it just isn't right for something to be empty like that. Even blind people visualize things because they can
feel in three dimensions with their bodies and hands.
That is also why harder mathematical problems are harder to do, because they are harder to visualize.
You have to memorize what 12 times 12 equals, but you can easily visualize what 1 times 2 is. Just one
group of 2, that equals 2, you can picture that object in your head easily but when you picture adding up
12 groups of 12 the image gets too large.
Even if you think about a smell that is an invisible gas, you are going to picture something in your
head like a gas outlet or a gas tank, or the air being lled with an invisible substance. Vision is in all of
our thoughts and emotions, the other senses aren't. Only some things smell, only some objects make noise,
but everything can be seen.

Everything exists somewhere physically, that is, and if it exists somewhere

physically, then even if it is invisible you are going to be trying to imagine the space in which it is in.
In that manner blind people can see. They have an image of the world similar to what we do (even if they
have never seen) solely from feeling objects and imagining where everything is. If someone asked you what
the properties of an invisible gas were, you'd be thinking about the empty space in which the gas was in.
How is it that people can visualize empty space? If there wasn't empty space there, then there wouldn't be
anything, just empty space. So when most people visualize empty space they probably think of something
like an empty room, or the corner of an empty room and just not focus on the walls, trying to look into the
empty space by having an unfocused look to their eye.
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It also seems that the easier it is to picture something, the easier it is to understand and remember. That
is because things that have a stronger visual presence cause more emotion to be invoked in a person, and it
is has a larger presence in that persons mind, and therefore is easier to remember. So the easier the vision
is to comprehend, the easier it is also going to be to remember.
Also, the more emotional the event, the easier it is to remember. (and all events and such things in life
are visual, as well). That is why dogs remember the words they care the most about like walk, Frisbee, food,
and their name. It isn't just easier to remember these larger things, but it is easier to understand them.
The smaller and more complicated it gets, the harder it is to understand. So easier physics problems would
be something like ball A hitting ball B, but harder ones would involve something like friction, which you
can't see as well. For example what is easier to understand, what is the force of friction on the ball, or what
is the force of my hand on the ball? Mathematically they would seem to take just as much physical work
to write down the mathematical solution, but emotionally it takes more work to do the friction part of the
problem. (because it is harder to visualize) That means, however, that it is going to be harder for you to do
the mathematical problem, or the friction part of the mathematical problem.
The easier something is to visualize, the less the strain on your mind processing that thing is going to
have. Things that are easier to picture are easier to understand as well.
There are also degrees to which you visualize something. Say you are doing a math problem that involves
distances. You can focus on those distances when you think about them to varying degrees. That is, when
you think of the word distance you have unconscious thoughts about something like, oh was that a very
long trip?

Or you think more or less clearly about how straight the line of the distance is because you

are thinking about trips now.

Or thinking about the force of friction on an object, you have to try and

visualize the tiny particles rubbing against each other. There are degrees of eort you can put into thinking
about each visualization. Fields like engineering and physics require a lot of visual intelligence. People who
can focus more and visualize things better would probably do better in those elds. Since vision relates to
everything, better visual ability could help in countless situations to varying degrees.
Is emotional intelligence visual? How does the statement, boys are aggressive so they would be more
likely to buy a book about aggresivity to encourage their own aggressiveness than if they weren't aggressive
relate to visual intelligence? You have to be able to imagine boys being aggressive and then you have to
think about the response (which is visual) to boys when they are encouraged to be aggressive. Emotional
intelligence is then just observing slight visual changes in aect. However to notice these slight changes in
aect it is important to point out or lead one to notice better certain visual things by more intellectual
observations, which are actually just visual observations themselves.
They are visual observations themselves because almost everything is a visual observation, the only things
that aren't visual observations are observations related to the other senses, but those other senses might play
a lesser role than visual since visual is the sense people are most in tune with since it occurs all the time.
Emotional intelligence, however, might also relate to understanding physical senses because you need to
understand how people physically feel in order to understand their emotional state, as the physical contributes
to emotion. You feel your own body all the time and the senses from your skin and muscles changes all the
time as well. Those feelings play an important part in how you feel, and serve as a baseline for emotions.
That is you can close your eyes and stop thinking, but you are still going to feel something. That thing you
are feeling then must be mostly physical since you aren't getting any other inputs (other than unconscious
emotional ones, but you can do things like focusing on your heart beat or breathing to eliminate more of
that focus and focus more on your body).
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

Emotional intelligence is sensory (or comes originally from sensory data), and your senses are directed
by your thoughts and emotions (or you  and you are your intellect). So it becomes clear then that
someone is their intellect, and their intellect then must comprise their emotions and their thoughts
(since someone is only emotions and thoughts just behaving in a certain pattern).
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1.5.15 Consciousness
Understanding the psychology of your feelings, emotions and thoughts is important because
it leads to increased consciousness.
Consciousness occurs when feeling and understanding meet, this is because consciousness is shown in the
ability to reect on your feelings. In other words, when you understand what it is that you are feeling you
are the most conscious. That is because during that time you are most aware of what is going on. This
awareness could be described as an understanding of life, not just general understanding. That is you could
be doing a math problem, but that math problem isn't going to increase how conscious you are, because
doing it isn't going to increase your understanding of how it is that you are feeling. It could be that doing
the problem makes you more awake, and as a side eect of that you understand how it is that you are feeling
better, but that is just a side eect. Understanding how you are feeling makes you more aware of yourself
because that increases how much you are thinking about yourself (or your feelings).
Since thoughts and emotions lead to feelings, the more you understand them as well the more conscious
you are going to be. So if you are doing a math problem, the more you understand that you are doing a
math problem, and the place the math problem has in your life, then the more conscious you are. That is, it
isn't doing the math problem that is making you more conscious, but it is understanding the place of what it
is you are doing and feeling (in this case a math problem) and where that ts into your life that determines
how conscious you are. It is your inner reection of how the math problem makes you feel as a whole that
separates humans being conscious from other animals. Consciousness basically means aware. This means
that the math problem actually does lead to increased consciousness, because you are becoming more aware
of the place of that math problem in your entire life as you do the math problem.
So consciousness basically means how aware someone is of themselves (it means other things as well).
The more aware of yourself you are the more conscious you are. In order to be aware of yourself you need to
understand where everything in your life ts in. It is this awareness, or commonsense, that is more important
to understanding who you are. In order to be aware of yourself, or have a concept of self, you have to have
a concept of how yourself interacts in the world as a whole, not just as individual parts.
Even though you might be sleeping, you are conscious because you still understand who you are. Then
again, during dreams you don't act in as rational a manner as when awake, as dreams tend to not make as
much sense as real life. Therefore you wouldn't be as conscious during a dream as you would when you are
awake. You are still conscious to some degree, however, since you are functioning in a somewhat reasonable
manner. But you still aren't clearly perfectly aware of yourself or your place in the world since in dreams
sometimes you do things and see things that don't make sense, but you apparently don't notice them. This
indicates further that consciousness is more a matter of commonsense and how well you know yourself than
just standard intellect like would be present say when doing a math problem.

Your ability to reect on

yourself might not be related to normal IQ, but might more likely be more highly related to emotional IQ.
In other words commonsense can be measured just as standard intellect can be.

But what leads to

commonsense is emotional intelligence not intelligence that is more related to memory or something built up
over time, like skill. The more commonsense someone has the more conscious they are because they know
what it is that they are doing. This is a dierent type of consciousness then the type that makes humans
human, this is the practical type of consciousness that makes someone aware of their environment and their
ability to function, versus a deeper human consciousness. In dreams people have very little commonsense, for
example, in a dream you might try to do the same thing over and over again even though it might be failing,
and you just randomly appear in scenes or scenarios with no background knowledge of how you got there or
where in the world you are. That suggests that during dreams you are solely emotional. So commonsense
isn't just emotional intelligence, but it is a general awareness that would result from understanding your
emotions, thoughts, and feelings all at the same time (and their place in the world). In order to understand
the proper place of emotions, thoughts and feelings just a large assortment of knowledge isn't going to
increase your understanding of who you are. What is going to increase your understanding of who you are
however is understanding how your emotions, thoughts and feelings t into the general assortment of facts
and information which makes up the world.
In review, commonsense and a general knowledge of where you are leads to consciousness. Those things
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both are clear facts separated from a bunch of haziness (the real world).

So something like a bee might

act like it understands its place in the world, but it doesn't consciously understand it because if you put
it in a glass cage it might just bat against the wall trying to get out over and over, not aware that it is
ever going to get anywhere.

The bee has no commonsense or knowledge.

Knowledge in that case would

mean understanding that it is in a glass cage, and commonsense would mean understanding that it is never
going to get out.

So to have commonsense you do need knowledge, but you need to take knowledge and

appropriately congure it in order to gain common sense, or consciousness.
You need some knowledge and standard intellect (like memory) to attain commonsense (or consciousness).
The more memory you have (random assortment of facts and information) the more information you have to
put together in an organized way. It could be that it is easier to put together small amounts of information
since it is less to process, leading to more commonsense than just being confused with a lot of memory.
However, if you have a lot of data (or memory) and are also capable of putting it together eectively (like
you wouldn't be doing in say a dream) then you would have more commonsense then if you had less data
and put it together just as eectively, because overall you'd have more data that is properly processed. So
commonsense (or consciousness) is your ability to organize the data in your head. This data is organized
relative to yourself, therefore giving you a greater understanding of where you are relative to the data.
Disorganized data doesn't count at all. A greater memory might increase your commonsense, but only if
you can put that extra data together eectively. The bee didn't understand the data that it was in a glass
cage, and it didn't understand that it wasn't getting anywhere by hitting against it over and over. If bees
had some commonsense they would y around a room trying to get out instead of trying to get out in the
same place over and over. They just have no idea what they are doing. But that is because it probably
doesn't remember what it just did. It might remember to some extent, but that memory might not be clear.
So it isn't the bees fault that it has no commonsense, because it didn't have a large enough memory to
collect enough facts to potentially use commonsense. A person with no commonsense in that example would
be someone constantly running into the door without using the handle. You know the person has a large
enough memory to remember that it just did that and it shouldn't do it again, but it is still doing it over
and over. That human is not conscious at all.
That human is showing no understanding of its actions. Understanding actions leads to commonsense
because it shows that you know your place in the world. That human apparently isn't aware of its current
place in the world, which is that it is never going to get out of the room with that strategy. So the more
sense someone has, the more likely they are going to understand their place in the world and what they are
doing, therefore being more conscious.
The better one understands the statement I am happy the more that person understands how they
are then relative to their condition at previous times.

That would lead to them understanding themself

better. The better someone understands themself, the more aware of themself they are, leading to increased
consciousness. That is an example of how understanding feelings leads to increased consciousness. That is
also dierent from what makes humans truly conscious, however. It is someone's own deep understanding
of who they are and how they are happy at that specic time relative to their life, and the meaning of that
which makes someone really aware.
So life is a bunch of data that needs to be sorted in some ways in order for a sense of self to be identied.
One way to sort the data would be to identify things similar to yourself. A data point in the center would
be you, the points closest to that would be the points most similar to you, and the points further out would
be more dierent. That type of sorting would lead to a long term understanding of sense of self. The other
type of sorting where the closest points are what is most relevant to you at the time would be a temporary
sense of self. Take the bee example, the bee doesn't understand that hitting the wall over and over isn't
getting it anywhere, so for it a temporary data point that it is missing that would increase its sense of self
awareness is that it isn't getting anywhere by doing that.
The other type of sense of self is a more long term one. Things like what you like and dislike, and what
emotions dierent things cause in you repeatedly would help you identify who you are. So consciousness
isn't just awareness of your environment, it is an understanding of yourself and who you are relative to your
environment. That means a deep psychological understanding of your emotions, thoughts and feelings, an
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understanding of how you perform both in individual and general instances, and what your ability is to
perform in those instances.
Putting together some data points doesn't increase self consciousness as much as if you put together
data points that relate to yourself. It is when you relate data point(s) to yourself that even more increased
consciousness occurs, because you are relating yourself to more information, increasing your interaction with
the world and therefore understanding yourself better relative to the world. So doing a math problem isn't
going to increase your understanding of yourself a lot, because those data points don't really relate to you.
It is going to increase your understanding of yourself a little because you understand what it is that you are
doing, which increases your understanding of yourself, but it doesn't increase how much you are thinking
about yourself, which would increase your awareness of yourself even more. If you are trying to leave a room
(the bee example) however, you linking your desire to leave the room and the fact that opening the door
allows you to do that is linking a point about you and a point about the door together, strengthening your
sense of self and how much you are thinking about yourself.
So basically any thought about oneself is going to increase ones sense of self.

You have a permanent

understanding of who you are that doesn't change, and that is your long term understanding of self, but
when you think about yourself, or you doing something (like trying to leave a room) your sense of self is
temporarily increased because you are thinking about yourself more.

So consciousness uctuates greatly

based on thought. It also increases greatly if you are having feelings or emotions about yourself as well. It
increases when you are thinking, feeling, or being emotional about yourself because during those times you
are more aware of yourself.
Commonsense increases someone's ability to put data points (facts) together, but the more those facts
(and resulting combinations of facts) relate to yourself the more that your consciousness is going to be
increased. This leads to the conclusion that consciousness is just the awareness of the experience of oneself,
and that experience includes ones actions, thoughts, feelings, and emotions (both long term and short term).
It could be rephrased that consciousness is awareness of someone's life experience, both short term and long
term. The more commonsense someone has the more aware of their life they are going to be because they
are going to be able to organize their life and their actions in an ecient, clear manner (both short term and
long term) by connecting facts to themselves (the more distant the fact, the less consciousness it leads to
because it is less related to yourself causing you to think about yourself less). The more someone is thinking
about themself (or experiencing feelings and emotions about themself ) the more they are going to be aware
of that life experience because their life is going to be temporarily elevated in their minds.
It is impossible to have a perfect understanding of self, or consciousness because to do that you would
have to be aware of the exact eect of each emotion, feeling and thought you have. To do that you'd have
to be aware of everything in your environment, and everything that you can remember all at the same time.
This means that your consciousness evolves based on your memory, that is if your memory changes, who you
are changes because you can't base yourself o the same things anymore. Who you are also changes based
on your environment, and how aware you are of your environment.
You are going to be more aware of your environment if you are thinking more about your environment,
or processing data about it (again this type of consciousness is more a functional one versus a deeper one).
Processing data about your immediate environment leads to a greater sense of self because who you are
is dependent on your immediate environment, because you automatically process what is going on in that
environment. You get a lot of sensory stimulation from the environment you are in. That can be proved
because when you think about your immediate environment your awareness of it increases much more than
if you think about an environment you are not in. If you think about being in an environment you are not
in your sense of self is going to decrease more than you would be if you weren't thinking about anything,
because your minds awareness is going to be divided between two places, so you'd have two senses of self.
That links into the idea that processing data that is more relevant to yourself leads to greater consciousness,
if the data is physically in your environment it is going to increase your self awareness because that is where
you are (so you'd be thinking more about yourself ).
While thinking about yourself being in another environment leads to less consciousness then just thinking
about nothing, thinking about another environment without yourself in it leads to even less self consciousness
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then either of the two. That is because you just aren't thinking about yourself at all. If you are processing
data in your environment it is like you are thinking about that environment, only less so, so processing
data in your environment would increase your sense of self more so than thinking about nothing in your
environment, but less so than thinking about your environment directly. By your environment I mean the
area directly around you, the closer it is to you the more related it is to you, so the more it is going to cause
you to think about yourself. If you look at trees in the far distance you aren't going to be as focused as
if you were looking at someone right in front of you because your attention is on something less related to
yourself.
In summary, when you think about your environment, or you being in an environment, your sense of
self changes, (listed from most positive to least positive amounts of change) a) if you think about you being
in your environment, b) if you are processing regular data in your environment c) if you are just in your
environment not thinking, d) if you think about yourself in another environment, and e) if you just think
about another environment (because you are removing you from yourself ). This thinking about oneself leads
to greater consciousness because that is what consciousness is, awareness of oneself which is going to increase
a lot when you think about yourself (or have feelings and emotions about yourself ).
Those rules apply unless the environment has data which is similar to yourself, say if there is a painting
of yourself far away that you are looking at, it would cause you to think more about yourself then if you
were just focusing on your immediate environment.

So if the environment is just environmental, sensory

stimulation those rules apply, but if there is something in the environments that causes you to think deeply
about something then you are going to be either even more removed from yourself (if you are thinking deeply
about something not related to yourself like a math problem or a person who is dierent from you) or even
more related to yourself (greater consciousness) if you are thinking about something deeply which is similar
to yourself (say a person similar to yourself, or an experience of yours was a personal experience about you).
That shows that if you think about consciousness as a short term thing, your consciousness changes all
the time and drastically. For instance, one might have barely any consciousness at all if they are completely
out of it (drunk, really unfocused, laughing really hard). During that time you simply have little or no short
term consciousness. There are multiple dierent time spans of awareness, however, one is of your life in the
long term (many years), the other is of your life in the short term (a few years), and another is of your
life in its immediate, current phase (days or so) (or any combination of time). People about over 50 might
have a consciousness for each 10 year or so span of their life, and they would constantly remember all 5.
People are aware of themselves and their lives at dierent periods. The only thing that is very consistent
that people have of themselves is their understanding of who they are, how they interact in the world, and
how their emotions, feelings, and thoughts respond in similar instances. Those are things which don't change
a lot based on the environment they are in, and that sense of self, or consciousness, is a more long term
one. So long term consciousness is based o of how well you understand the psychology of your emotions,
feelings, and thoughts, and also how those three interact as a whole to produce your long term psychological
state/condition.
So having a larger memory isn't going to necessarily increase your consciousness a lot because it isn't going
to lead to a greater understanding of yourself. What you remember of yourself changes your consciousness,
but it doesn't increase or decrease it a lot unless it is a dramatic amount of dierence in memory, like
the dierence in memory between a dog and a human. Unless the greater your memory the greater your
emotional experience and you'd need to constantly remember all prior experiences in order to maintain the
most advanced level of emotional experience you have. In that case a decrease in memory would decrease
your emotional experience, and the more advanced ones emotional experience the more likely it is they are
going to have a better understanding of themself.
That leads to the idea that certain emotional experiences lead to a greater sense of self more so than other
emotional experiences. If someone was in a war they would have the emotional experience of understanding
how they respond in combat, and their sense of self would then forever (or as long as they can remember)
be a more action oriented one. So the deeper the emotional experience, the more it contributes to your self
consciousness. The more individual the emotional experience, that is, the more related the experience is to
yourself, the more the experience is going to increase your self consciousness. That means that there isn't
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just self consciousness, but people can be conscious about the world around them and other people, and that
there is an overlap between self consciousness and world consciousness.
That is, if you have an experience with another person, you then become more aware of that person as
well as more aware of yourself. So you'd have more consciousness of that person, and more self consciousness.
The same idea goes if you have an emotional experience with an object, or group of objects (in the case of
a war it might be something like guns). Going to war might increase someone's consciousness of weapons
or danger. Consciousness therefore means awareness in general, not just self awareness. If you are aware of
something, then you are conscious of it.
Most dictionary denitions of consciousness just list it as being the things people are most aware of. There
are things to be aware of that aren't major things, things which you aren't most aware of. Awareness just
happens to center around the self. That is a selsh view of the world. Someone could be only most aware of
wrongdoing, more aware of wrongdoing than they are of themself, that is possible. If that were true for most
people then consciousness would be dened as wrongdoing, not someone's interest, or awareness in themself.
So the best denition of consciousness is therefore everything that someone is aware of .

People are

aware of things in both the short term and the long term. A y is probably only aware of things in the short
term, since it has almost no memory compared to a human. A human's consciousness can change drastically,
however (their consciousness, or what it is that they are aware of in total). Conscious just means, Are you
aware in general, but consciousness means, what are you aware of exactly.
The next question is, what are people usually most aware of ?

Most dictionary denitions have as

denitions for consciousness things like awareness of ones surroundings, ones feelings, ones identity, things
that people are usually most aware of. Those denitions are people's long term sense of consciousness. Over
the long run, most of the things you are going to be aware of are going to be related to yourself somehow;
therefore most of consciousness is based on the self. However, you can think about things that aren't related
to yourself, and your thought changes drastically, so during periods of thought about things that aren't
related to oneself that person is almost completely not focused on themself. It is impossible to be completely
not focused on oneself because you are experiencing physical sensations from your body all the time (which
are going to be about yourself ), not just mental ones.
So someone can have consciousness about something, the question what is consciousness is like asking
what is awareness. Awareness is when you focus on certain things and therefore think about them and/or
have more feelings and emotions about them. In review, consciousness means awareness, everything that
someone is aware of , everything that someone is aware of currently, or everything that someone is aware of
currently or during a certain period of time (say their life). So you could ask, what was your consciousness
over the last 5 years. That would mean, over the last 5 years, what have you been aware of. The response
could be wrongdoing, myself , or a large list of things. A more specic version of that would be to ask,
what are you aware of, and when are you aware of it, or over the last ve years what were you aware of,
and when were you aware of it. If someone wants to know someone else's life time consciousness they could
ask, what were you aware of throughout your life. If someone wanted to know if someone was conscious
about something (or what their consciousness was of something) they could ask, what is your awareness of
that thing, or what is your consciousness of that (for example, what is your consciousness of war). You
could also say, what does it truly mean to be human that could also mean what is consciousness.
How This Chapter shows how Intelligence is intertwined with Emotion:

•

Explaining the denition of consciousness shows how intelligence isn't just random thoughts and emotions, but some parts of intelligence are directed thoughts and directed emotions, and that direction is
what makes someone conscious.

1.5.16 Curing Depression
Depression arises from any negative emotion. Therefore, to eliminate depression, negative
emotions need to be eliminated.
Depression arises from wanting things that you can't have. You basically need to be satised with your
current state/condition. Even thinking that although things are bad now, but there is hope for them to get
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better means you're satised with your current condition. If someone wants something that they can't have,
they get depressed. Therefore that is the logical cause of depression.
That works on the small scale too in addition to the large, if you are unhappy with yourself in general,
that is probably going to result in a larger depression than if you can't go to the store right away. If you
want to go to the store right now, but can't, then it might make you sad, but that isn't as large an issue as
if you are dissatised with something like your personal life or who you are in general.
What if there is something that will make you happy but you don't know about it? That is ok because
thankfully there are only a few general causes of depression. The human condition can be studied and similar
things that people want arise in each instance. Just go through everything that you might want but can't
have and say in each instance, it's ok that I don't have that, I don't need everything.
Wouldn't ignoring something that you want but can't have be imposing blocks on yourself, that if you
want something, you should let your emotions run free and let the desire go? Well if you do that, you're
going to be upset. You basically somehow need to justify that your current condition is the best thing.
The best way to do this is to realize that each person is an individual and unique, and that a dierence
should be viewed as an asset. That if you are dierent in some way, that that way is positive, not negative.
That other people appreciate you for who you are. You need to have condence in who you are and the
state your life is in.
Is having too much condence in yourself arrogant? Yes it is slightly arrogant, but it also means that
you have what you want. If someone has what they want, they are going to be condent. That won't be bad
however, because people like people that are condent in themselves because they are easier to be around.
Lower self condence would cause someone to act dierently. This is because they would be unsure that
each thing they are going to do is going to be ok, so they are going to be hesitant and unsure, causing them
to act dierent and more uncertain. Therefore condence is the most important thing for someone to have
in order to combat depression.
Condence also eliminates fear. When you aren't condent you are afraid that life is failing you, you are
afraid that there is something out there that you want but can't have. It is very important to not be afraid
of anything. What if there is something you're afraid of but you don't know what it is? You need to go
through everything that you might be afraid of, and eliminate that you are afraid of them.
What if you're afraid of ghting a lion?

Something like that would be a test of how fearful you are

in general. Once you pull up the fear emotion by doing something fearful, if you are more afraid than you
should be then something is wrong. That was just a test. You shouldn't have a lot of fear in life for anything.
You should have a lot of self condence. So you shouldn't be too afraid to do something like ght a lion,
you should, however, realize that it is probably going to cause you to die.
How is it possible to not be afraid of death? Surely everyone is afraid to die. Well it is perfectly possible.
Think about the situation if you were not afraid of death. What would you be, and how would you be acting,
if you weren't afraid to die. If you can imagine that, then you know that it is possible. If you can't imagine
that then go up step by step. Take something you are just a little afraid of, and imagine doing that without
fear. Then keep going up. Eventually you won't be too afraid of anything, including death.
Fear isn't necessary. Part of logic is the understanding of facts. So if you logically understand that you
are going to die, that is ok.

If you get a weird feeling when you think about death (aka fear) then you

should realize that you don't really need that feeling. The feeling of fear is almost completely unnecessary.
You don't need strong feelings of fear to remind yourself that you are going to die if you ght a lion, or to
motivate you to run away. Maybe the emotion fear can't be eliminated completely, but the more that is
eliminated, the more self-condence you are going to have.
In fact, logically, eliminating any negative emotions is going to help eliminate depression. That is the
denition of negative after all, bad and likely to cause sadness and therefore depression. Just go through
the negative emotions of anger, fear, sadness, disgust and surprise. Try to go through anything that might
cause those feelings and eliminate them. Also you can do the test like we did with the death test for fear. If
you have a larger amount of that emotion than you should for an extreme example, (like death) then that
is indicative that there is too much of that emotion in your system, that you are too afraid in general and
need to reduce how much of the emotion fear is in your system.
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Logically only positive emotions are good, and all negative emotions should be eliminated. They basically
don't do any good. The only reason to have minor amounts of them in your system would be to cause a
small, healthy amount of anxiety to keep you on edge, but the key word there is still small.
Wanting things that you can't have counts as a negative emotion which is called dissatisfaction. Also
a lack of self condence is a negative emotion because that is more likely to cause fear. If you have 100%
condence when ghting a lion you aren't going to be afraid.
Basically psychology doesn't need to be complicated.

If psychology is complicated, then things like

depressions can arise easily because there are complicated factors going on. Psychology, however, is actually
simpler than it seems. Just imagine a person standing anywhere. This person is not doing anything; there are
no inputs in and no outputs. If there are no inputs in and therefore no outputs, then there is no possibility
for error (or a depression). Life doesn't get much more complicated than just standing around and doing
nothing, so where could a depression arise from?
It is logical then that something like a slight condence boost (say imaging having enough condence to
ght a lion) should raise someone out of a depression and into feeling normal, like how they would in the
situation where they were just standing around, getting no inputs in and therefore no outputs (output like
a depression).
In fact, if you imagine yourself just standing around doing nothing, not only are there no outputs, but
you probably feel good about yourself too. There is a simple pleasure in just absorbing the surroundings.
That means that humans are like cars, when in idle they are set to go at a minimum speed. They don't stop
when you put them in drive but the engine keeps running at a slow pace. From where can a depression arise
if our natural state is a happy one?

1.5.17 Concentration and Emotions are Important Factors in Intelligence
People can concentrate in various ways, and one of these ways is imbedded in how a person's brain functions
(their emotions, feelings and thoughts all contribute to a certain brain structure which would enable some
people to concentrate more than others). All things which are harder to do and require a higher intelligence
really require more concentration. Concentration is best understood when it is compared to a person's emotional mind; that is, emotion and concentration are contrary to each other because as emotional development
and temporary emotion increase, concentration decreases. As adults age their emotional development grows
and how emotional they are increases as they learn to separate out the things they enjoy from the things
they don't, (as this is a sign of good emotional development) but their intelligence decreases.

This must

mean that something (probably emotion and emotional development) replaces the decline in intelligence that
occurs as adults age. Emotion replaces it because that is the natural thing to happen. As animals use less
and less of their conscious mind, they become more and more unconscious. For an animal with as large a
brain as a human's being more emotional would mean that they could be very emotional. The larger brain
size increases emotional capacity. Since brain size doesn't decrease over age the emotional capacity becomes
used more as intellect goes down. When people are less intelligent, they tend to be more emotional because
they have a more direct connection (they don't have to go through or think through their intellect) to
their emotions.
A good example of how concentration can have a large impact on intelligence is seen through the example
of some people who cannot read and comprehend complicated sentences, but are capable of hearing and
comprehending these sentences in real life (Durell, 1969).

It may mean they just aren't concentrating

enough when they read as when they are listening. Listening leads to them being more interested in what
is being said so they can focus on it deeper. The sound and/or social factors wakes them up and focuses
their attention naturally. That means that solely because they were motivated their intelligence increased;
that shows how emotion can inuence intelligence.
Concentration is relative to emotion, which is unconscious thinking about something. Concentration is
also another word for consciously or unconsciously thinking about something, usually when it is normally
hard to think about that thing. That is, you need to concentrate more if you are being emotional or not
focused in order to stay in focus, so concentration might then be better dened as thinking under pressure,
or thinking in the absence of emotion. That is, someone very emotional would concentrate and that would
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be thinking under pressure, the pressure coming from the emotion, and someone non-emotional might just
concentrate without having to battle wild emotions or distractions.
While concentration means thinking against the perils of disruptions and emotion, you can also concentrate when you're not being disrupted. So any higher-level thinking can be viewed as concentration. This
means that when you're not concentrating, you're doing more simple things, since those things wouldn't be
higher-level intellect. People can't think about several emotions at once, so therefore emotional things are
simpler than intellectual ones (so simple that you can't think about them consciously easily  too simple).
That is, as emotion increases, conscious thinking decreases, therefore the number of things you recognize
yourself as doing also decreases. This happens because people can only think of a few things at a time, and
if one of the things you are thinking about is emotion (which you would do just by being emotional) then
you wouldn't be capable of thinking as much consciously (remember emotion is unconscious thought) and
that this lower thought capacity would be reected in a lower intelligence. That is, unconscious emotional
processes can replace the higher level functioning used in intelligence as your brain ages and physical factors
in your mind decrease your intelligence you might accommodate that change by spending time and energy
you'd otherwise spend remembering things and guring things out by putting your mind into emotion. In
the absence of thought you retreat into feelings because they are all your mind can physically handle. As
people age their minds physically change to accommodate emotion more than intellect, which decreases. It
could be that you understand how your brain is changing, and your emotional mind understands that as
well, so you emotionally develop to accommodate your changing mental wiring. That is, as you get dumber
(in certain ways) you learn to relax more because you don't have to think as much. You retreat to become
more embedded in your feelings and more sensitive to them because the intellect that was covering them
up (partially blocking them) is gone. Younger adults might be wilder than older adults, but this does not
make them more emotional because emotional means being aected by your emotions, so the younger adults
might have a lot of emotion but their intellect isn't aected by it, therefore they are less emotional.
That is, it could be that your emotional development happens to correspond with the physical changes in
your brain. That is demonstrated by imagining an adult in a child's mind (say around 3) it simply wouldn't
work because the mental wiring is so dierent.

The child is simply too interested in the world and this

greater interest is mirrored by faster learning connections in the brain. That is tting because if you are
interested in something, you want to learn about it. As you get older you want to learn less and your ability
to learn mirrors your desire to learn. This coincidence is likely a product of good evolution. Learning uses
higher level functioning because you need to draw conclusions based on data for the rst time, and it is
going to be harder to come to conclusions the rst time you learn something then when you implement that
learning later on. Using what you learned requires much less brain functioning because you aren't getting
used to new material which may require a dierent way to think about that material (it would probably
require a new way since by denition you are learning).
Emotion is really any disturbance from concentration, which can be seen as higher-level intellect. So as
emotion increases, your conscious concentration goes down, and therefore your conscious intellect goes down
(that is when emotion increases a lot such that your willpower cannot overcome it, say during any highly
emotional time like crying).

But what then is unconscious intellect?

It seems that unconscious intellect

would be things like emotional intelligence, that is emotional intelligence would be processed unconsciously,
since it is emotional. You can think about how cool something is but you don't have a conscious thought
process about it, you have an unconscious emotional one about it so therefore it is emotional intelligence
and having more of that type of intellect might make you more emotional (because you are thinking and
processing more things unconsciously, which means you are processing them with emotion).

That means

that emotional intellect is really just an understanding of things that make you feel, and therefore when you
use this intellect you are having feelings so large you can usually identify that you are feeling something,
like in the example where you identify how cool something is you probably are experiencing an emotion
of enjoyment if the object is very cool.

If the object is neutral (not cool or uncool) then you would still

feel your emotions as your mind delves into the emotional part of your brain in order to gure out if you
like it or not. You can test that for yourself; just think of a neutral object and ask, How cool is that 
you become slightly more emotional when you ask the question because you have to think deeply in order
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to gure out the answer. If you ask the question of how cool is that to something cool then it makes you
feel good because it is a cool object (this happens because it causes you to think deeply about how cool the
object is, and think deeply means thinking more about how cool the object is, and since the object is cool
you are going to enjoy thinking about it).
If you think about it emotion is really just things that distract you. Emotion and conscious concentration
are completely contrary to each other; they are opposites. If something happens to you that is a disruption
(like emotion) then you simply cannot concentrate as well, because you were disrupted.

As in the cool

example, when you think about how cool something is you start to have feelings about it, and this distracts
you from other things that you might be thinking for that time period. That is, it feels like emotion disrupts
you because it is unconscious, so it disrupts your consciousness because it causes you to feel which disrupts
your conscious mind and you recognize your sense of self fundamentally as being a conscious being, not an
unconscious one. In this way it is tting that emotion would replace higher level intellect (as adults age),
because it is clearly separated from it.

That is, thinking about how cool the object is thought just like

regular thinking is thought, you can feel that in your mind  this indicates that since emotion and thinking
take up the same space they cannot exist concurrently.
Emotion feels like it is disruptions and unconscious thought (that is, because it is not logical so it disrupts
your sense of logic and the rational continuity of life). When I say rational continuity of life I mean that
you need to be logical in order to function in a way that would continue your life.

You need to have

a basic understanding of who you are and where you are and what you are doing (which having higher
order brain processes as shown in a good learning ability helps).

That understanding is often absent in

dreams, where you are mostly emotional and you clearly don't know what you are doing because if you did,
you'd be aware that the dream you are in doesn't make sense (as most dreams make little sense). Emotion
doesn't just disrupt people in that way (less logical continuity of life) but it would also cause someone's
mind to become more emotionally chaotic.

In other words, emotion is unconscious because it cannot be

understood. If emotion was understood, then it would be conscious and it wouldn't be emotion. That is
why emotion disrupts consciousness and clear thinking, because it by nature is unclear and not understood.
When something not understood such as emotion interacts with things that are understood (such as things
in regular thinking and intellect) then the clearer thinking becomes disrupted, because something that is not
clear and not understood in nature is only going to add components that don't make sense, instead of adding
logical information which does make sense. That means that when emotion is on, thinking is o. Thinking
and emotion cannot exist in the same space, because thinking by denition is something you understand,
and emotion is something you don't (you understand emotion to some degree, that is people can say, I like
that which shows understanding of their emotions, but emotion is less understood than non-emotion related
thoughts such as math, which is much more exact). To deal with this your mind must turn o emotion in
order to think, and thinking o in order to feel; thus your brain separates periods of thinking from periods
of emotion. The two components of intellect and emotion never exist together, they are by nature they are
separate (in terms of time and separate in terms of nature).
If you are disrupted, you think about what happened unconsciously, so emotions and disruptions are the
same (that is because disruptions cause people to become more emotional since they get so upset that they
got disrupted, which in turn causes them to think about the disruption unconsciously, which is why emotion
is unconscious thought - or an unconscious control process of conscious thought that is the mechanism by
which the disruption causes you to stop; but what drew your attention to the disruption in the rst place,
however, was something unconscious because it was so fast - this quick attention to the disruption is emotion,
and that is why emotion is thinking unconsciously). That further shows how emotion is dierent from higher
level, conscious intellect.
If you are more emotionally developed does that mean that you think more unconsciously and therefore
think less consciously? Emotion or unconscious thinking would replace your decreased intellect, and this is
tting because emotion also takes away from conscious thinking anyway because you only have so much space
in your mind (you can only think about so many things at once, and it is harder to think about more things
than less). That is, it is tting that emotion would replace intellect because you are still capable of thinking
of the same number of things, so you'd need to replace brain power used for intellect with something in order
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to maintain the same mental activity overall. That is, your brain still has the same power (which could be
thought of as your number of neurons) but they are just used dierently. That could also be thought of as
when you age the number of activities you do remains the same, so you still need to use just as much brain
power. When viewed that way humans can be compared highly with other animals, that is, most of life is
really just doing simple, animal like actions. Someone could do something intellectual, but this isn't going
to result in a signicant amount of more brain activity than non-human animals. Just because non-human
animals don't think in words doesn't mean that they don't feel similar emotions and feelings as humans. If
one animal likes another they have a feeling about that. A human's ability to put that feeling into words
doesn't necessarily add that much emotion or feeling. Most of the feelings people have come from external
sensory stimulation, not internal (such as thinking) so therefore most emotions humans have are going to be
similar to other animals (dogs, cats, etc). Therefore it becomes obvious that humans maintain a similar level
of activity when they age as when they are younger. And a human's intellect can be seen as just a mental
blocking of their emotions; especially when compared with other animals in the world. Most emotions come
from real sensory stimulation, not just sensory stimulation that you think of in your head say when reading
a book. Doing the actions of the book in real life would generate more emotion than reading about them,
for sure. So as people age they still get about the same stimulation, and this stimulation either needs to be
felt or blocked out.
A good example of blocking emotional stimulation can be seen when certain behaviors of dogs are
compared with that of humans. When a submissive (possibly younger) dog meets a more aggressive older
dog (say the meeting between an American bull dog and a regular dog) the younger dog can show his/her
submission by nipping the dominant dog's snout. That is because the emotional interaction is so intense
(due to the dominant dogs aggresivity and potential to harm the younger dog, who it views as annoying)
that the submissive dog would be viewed as ignoring the dominant dog if it didn't engage in a very friendly
social interaction such as a nipping on the mouth. The nipping relieves the enormous tension between the
two dogs, it is a way of saying, it is ok we are friends. The need for such a nipping comes from too much
emotion between the two animals.

If humans were in the dogs' skins such an interaction wouldn't occur

because the emotional intensity wouldn't occur in the rst place.

The humans' intellect would block the

emotional interaction, they simply wouldn't be aware of it because they aren't as aware of their emotions,
the dog is more impulsive and responds directly to his/her emotions. The human might be intellectually
aware that one dog is dominant and that this might be a problem, but they ignore it. Ignoring it would
cause anxiety for the human in the dog's body and the human wouldn't know why. The human cannot give
into their emotions and accept that there is a problem, and that it needs to be resolved.
This problem (the problem is there is a dominant dog and a submissive dog, and the submissive dog
would be upset that there is a dog more dominant than it, and the dominant dog would be preoccupied by
how annoying the non-dominant dog is, because it is so inferior to it that it is annoying, also there is a need
to establish dominance) of dominance can be seen with other animals as well. If there are two roosters and
too few hens the roosters are going to ght. If a human was in the rooster's body (but had the rooster's
emotions such as a desire for the hens) then it would have to ght it out with the other rooster in order to
relieve that anxiety of desire for dominance. The human is simply less in touch with its emotions than the
rooster. That is, the rooster is capable of such desire for the hens that it is going to ght over the hens each
time, humans on the other hand wouldn't have to have a ght over anything that is emotional, they simply
don't experience emotions as well because they have too much intellect. Even though the rooster's brain is
much smaller than a humans, it is capable of much more emotion because of the lack of intellect. Emotional
conicts that aren't solved then generate anxiety because they aren't solved, so sometimes a lack of emotion
leads to people being dumber instead of more intelligent. In fact more emotion means that animals would
spend more time dealing with emotional issues, thereby causing less anxiety. It doesn't appear that animals
other than humans have the same level of anxiety or depression as a human. How often do you see a dog
with a depression or long term anxiety? From those examples it is clear how intellect is a block of emotional
stimulation, so if intellect (or memory, which is a part of intellect) is removed the result would be that the
animal (including humans) would become more emotional.
Instead of intellect blocking emotions, it could be that intellect is simply changing the emotions to make
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them go away. That is like with the rooster example, a human might not be aware that there is a problem
because he/she isn't as in touch with its emotions (desire for the hens), or with the dog example he/she might
not be aware that one dog is dierent from it and this causes a social issue consciously, but unconsciously
he/she would be aware. So the tension still exists, only unconsciously, so the emotions related to the problem
still exist. It is only that the human is blocking them out because of his/her conscious mind, which is capable
of blocking the unconscious. He/she isn't aware of these unconscious emotions because he/she is thinking too
much (and thinking is a conscious process, so humans are conscious because they think, but this leads to a
blocking of emotion). That could be viewed as that humans think in a way fundamental to their psychology
and consciousness, so fundamental and important that it interferes with their emotions. That means that
intellect is intricately tied in with emotions. If something is tied in with something else then as one increases
ones awareness of the increase increases he/she is going to be aware directly proportionally of the larger
portion (that is rather obvious).

So as intellect decreases, the emotions that were always there from the

large amounts of sensory stimulation and social factors become uncovered.
Just as emotion takes away from intellect, intellect also takes away from emotion. That is, if you are
thinking about something you can't be feeling as many things, because you can only think about so many
things at the same time, and emotion is really just unconscious thought. If you have less conscious thinking
then your memory is going to be less because you are thinking less about stu.

That is, emotion uses

processes in the brain to think that relate to emotional things, like feelings, not intellectual, concrete things
which you would be capable of remembering. Emotional things are complicated things which involve feelings
and people have a very hard time thinking about them consciously (for this reason when people feel emotion
it is almost all unconscious, that is, you do not associate emotion with a sense of self ). Unconscious thinking
isn't as clear and dened as conscious thinking, so more unconscious thinking instead of conscious thinking
would reect less of an intellect (because it is less clear and dened, cloudy). What it might lead to is a
greater emotional understanding, however. That is, it doesn't help with concrete learning, like in school,
since its nature is not concrete, but it might help with emotional learning, since its nature is emotional.
That is, if you spend more time being emotional it might be that you have more insight into how it is that
you are feeling, and have a more direct connection to your feelings.
The reason that less intellect would lead to greater emotion is because emotion is by denition feeling.
And people don't feel their thoughts. That is, thought doesn't lead instantaneously to feelings. Thoughts
can lead to feelings, that is you can direct which feelings you are going to have by thinking about certain
things, but the thoughts themselves are not feelings. The thoughts are instantaneous; the feelings take time
and linger in your mind. That is why there is an almost endless source of feeling, because you feel them
and this feeling is more profound than something you don't feel. It could almost be said that thoughts are
just ideas, and feelings are real things. The ideas might generate feelings, but not directly. The reason that
feelings are such a source of emotion and feeling is because feelings are more similar to direct feelings which
you get from touching things, feeling things, smelling things, tasting things, hearing things and seeing things
(the 5 senses). Stimulation of any of the 5 senses leads directly to feeling. It would seem like there would be
an overabundance of such sensory stimulation if your intellect was taken away. That is why other animals'
minds are smaller than humans, because without the intellect if they had such a large mind to just process
sensory information it would lead to an overload of sensory data. That is why most of the human's mind is
used for intellectual endeavors, and the feeling part of the brain is very small. In fact, how much people feel
compared to how much they think is mirrored in the proportion of the size of the feeling part of the brain to
the thinking part. That makes a lot of sense. People think much more than they feel. Animals other than
humans tend to feel much more than they think. Just imagine you stopped thinking and just felt the world
around you, like if you were a dog. That when you encountered a situation when you needed to think you
instead just responded to feelings directly. If you did that then with the submissive/dominant dog example
you would respond to the dominant dog (if you were the submissive dog) like the submissive dog does. You
would feel the feeling scared when you encountered the dominant dog and feel that you would want to suck
up, you'd do that by kindly nipping the dominant dog's jaw. Instead people don't respond directly to their
feelings but they think about things. When they see the dominant dog they would think about the dog and
not realize as well that they are scared. This would cause a tension in the relationship between dominant
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and submissive dog because it would appear that the submissive dog isn't scared when it should be, and
is therefore threatening the dominant dog's dominance. That would cause both dogs anxiety and probably
lead to the dominant dog growling at the submissive dog and the submissive dog running away.
In review, intellect disrupts emotion just as much as emotion disrupts intellect. This is because too much
feeling or emotion can disturb an intellect because the intelligent mind is very powerful and can magnify
the sensations and feelings it receives from the emotional/sensory part of its mind. Intellect also disrupts
emotion because it blocks it out or minimizes it.

It is capable of doing this because it is so much larger

and more powerful than emotion. That is emotion is weak, but is capable of being large if allowed. It is
like a river, emotion has a wide stream but it is moving slowly and has a weak current. Intellect has just as
wide a stream but is moving much faster. Thus when intellect meets emotion, as it does in the mind, more
water from the intellect comes in. If the water from the intellect is reduced, however, there is plenty of
water from the emotion to take its place. The lake where the water from the emotion comes from is almost
innitely large, because people can feel anything, anytime. The lake behind the intellect however is more
limited, so when you have nothing to think about you resort to feelings. This may make some people feel
stagnant, (if they aren't thinking) because they otherwise wouldn't be moving around all the time. So for
optimum enjoyment/health people either move around all the time, or think all the time, or do one or the
other or both all the time. Before modern civilization people were hunter-gatherers and they moved around
all the time, and probably thought less. In modern civilization it is more common for people to think all
the time, and move around a lot less. That is a signicant change. People might be more emotional and
in touch with their feelings in pre-civilization time when they were exposed to more sensory and physical
stimulation. Physical stimulation is a feeling, you get direct feelings from physical stimulation just as you
get direct feelings from external sensory stimulation.
That is, either you are interacting with the world or you are thinking, and if you are interacting with the
world you are receiving direct sensory stimulation, which leads directly to feelings. Sometimes intellectual
topics lead to feelings, but they rarely lead to deep feelings (things like extremely intense arguments might
generate deep feelings, and no one can handle those arguments all the time). Intellect leads to fewer feelings
than real sensory input because intellect only leads to thought. How many thoughts can you think of that
are more intense than doing the actual thought in real life? I cannot think of any. Real feelings in the brain
mostly come from sensory stimulation and emotion, or unconscious thought. If a male sees an attractive
female he might feel things and therefore get emotional, but he doesn't have to think anything consciously
to feel those things. So even though there are complicated thought processes (unconsciously) going on about
the female, it was still sensory stimulation which triggered the emotion. That is, the sensory stimulation
lead to no conscious thought that would be related to having a higher intellect. So that same person could
feel all those things even if they had a lower intellect or consciousness (conscious mind) because the thoughts
generated from seeing the female in that instance were unconscious. You can only think of a few conscious
thoughts when the female is seen because you can only think so fast consciously, but you can think much
faster unconsciously, and if it occurs unconsciously it is going to lead to emotion, because that is what
emotion is, unconscious thought. Emotion is unconscious thought because if it occurs unconsciously it is
something you are going to feel instead of think.
This emotional nature of emotion (separate from higher order thinking or learning ability) is best demonstrated during dreaming, where a person is entirely unconscious and therefore one can see how emotions
(which are unconscious thoughts) function. Dreams are random, chaotic and rarely make sense  that is a
reection of the nature of emotion itself. During a dream you rarely know who you are and things occur
which often reect that you really don't know where you are. There isn't a strong sense of self in dreams
because you can't think clearly about yourself. Thinking is something which doesn't really occur in dreams,
because if you were thinking you'd realize that you were dreaming, and your mind would switch from its
unconscious thinking which consists of making up an elaborate story for a dream to conscious thinking where
you wouldn't do that, or be capable of making up such a complex story and complex visual data that quickly.
Emotion can really be dened then just as complicated confusion, such as exists in dreams, which are almost
entirely emotional.
Dreams are so out of the ordinary in order to generate more feeling and emotion.
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ordinariness in dreams, however, also makes them less logical and make less sense. This means that in order
for something to be emotional, it needs to not make sense; if it made sense, then it would be conscious
thought not emotion, and that emotion therefore could be dened simply as stu that doesn't make sense
that you think about, not just as unconscious thought. And stu that doesn't make sense isn't going to
be remembered because it isn't stu that you can think about consciously because it doesn't make sense.
Dreams still make sense to some degree, since there are events in them which are at least somewhat real. So
while emotions make some sense, they still make less sense than conscious thought. That is, if you are feeling
a lot then are you emotional, and if you are emotional then a lot of stu is going on in your brain. It could
be that emotional development causes people to focus more on things they enjoy as they get older and block
out the things which they don't like (this makes sense as it would be good emotional development) and that
therefore they get to be more emotional and experience emotions better. That is, maybe people can separate
themselves from the things they don't enjoy and attach themselves to the things they do. Adults might even
seem to be asking the question, how does that relate to my emotions? (Since they learn to separate out
things they like from things they don't like better, they'd have to relate everything to their emotions more.)
This might mean that adults are capable of being both more distant and more close than teens/younger
adults because of their emotional development, they simply don't treat things as equal anymore and possibly
as a result gain more feeling. The down side of getting older on the other hand is that the things you enjoyed
before are now older and you potentially don't enjoy them as much because of that (they are less fresh).
More unconscious thinking (emotion) probably also helps to maintain a more emotionally developed mind, as
emotionally developed minds would need to think more about their emotions since they have more of them.
This means that as people get older they would get more unconscious, but more intelligent emotionally.
Evidence for the idea that adults learn to separate out emotional events from ordinary ones and emphasize
the emotional more comes from studies in autobiographical memory retrieval. In a study done by Dijkstra
and Kaup (2005) younger and older adults were tested for autobiographical memory retrieval. Older adults
were more likely to selectively retain memories with distinctive characteristics, such as being self-relevant
and emotionally intense, particularly when remote memories were involved.
In another study by Charles, Mather and Carstensen (2003) the forgettable nature of negative images for
older adults was tested. Young, middle-aged and older adults were shown images on a computer screen and
after given a distraction task, were asked rst to recall as many as they could and then to identify previously
shown images from a set of old and new ones. The relative number of negative images compared with positive
and neutral images recalled decreased with each successively older age group. Since it is clear people don't
want to remember negative images as much, the study shows how age and emotional development cause
people to select what they like more. This would cause people to relax more. That is, as adults get older
and their intellect decreases, this lack of intellect enables them to be more in touch with their emotions and
be more capable of selecting the more positive images.
Memory tests (R.t. Zacks, G Radvasky, and L. Hasher (1996)) show that young adults perform better
than older adults when told to remember and forget data. The older adults remembered less than the younger
adults when told to remember, and when told to forget data they remembered more than the younger adults.
The results show that younger adults have better control over their minds than older adults. A greater
emotional makeup of the older adults is likely a consequence of this. Emotions would lead to less mental
willpower which would enable younger adults to direct their thinking and to forget when told to forget, and
remember when told to remember.
A paper by Einstein and Mcdaniel (1990) investigated the ability of old versus younger people to remember
to carry out some action in a future time (known as prospective memory or PM). They suggested that dierent
patterns might emerge between situations in which the PM target is triggered by some event (e.g. when you
meet John, please give him this message), and those that are time based (e.g., remember to phone your
friend in half an hour). Their work showed age-related decrements in time-based but not event-based tasks
(Einstein, Mcdaniel, Richardson, Guyn & Cunfer, 1995).

In my view that would indicate that the event

based tasks were more emotional than the time based ones. That is, old people are programmed to work
based o of emotional events that occur in real life, not based o something unemotional like time, which
occurs all the time and isn't associated with emotional events. Since they forgot more on the time based
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tasks but not on the event based ones, it suggests that older adults are cued into emotional events more than
the younger adults because there wouldn't be a discrepancy between the two. It is clear that the event based
task is more emotional than the non-event based task because the non-event based task doesn't occur along
with an event. That is, the event is a trigger for the old adult to remember the task. Even if the older adult
is more motivated to remember the event in the beginning, they still aren't going to remember it later on
unless this motivation is triggered again. That is, it is something unconscious (motivation, emotion) which
helps them to remember the event. The motivation can be triggered better by the event based task because
the motivation comes from the task itself, so they attribute a greater amount of emotion to the recipient(s)
of the task. Events are simply more emotional than non-events.
You think of yourself as primarily conscious, therefore anything unconscious would take away from your
consciousness because you can only think about so many things at the same time. If one of those things
is unconscious that you are thinking about (and thinking about emotion is going to be dicult at best)
then it would make you more confused because you would lose more of your conscious, clear, dened sense
of self. That is, your sense of self is a clear and focused one (dierent from emotion, which is not clear).
Your sense of self can't be an emotional one, because emotion doesn't really make any sense (already shown
as in dreams) so you can't really think about emotion consciously, because it dees conscious thinking or
logic. So since your sense of self is what you think about consciously, you are not going to think of yourself
as emotional, you are going to think of yourself as more logical than emotional and if you do call yourself
emotional that just means emotional relative to other people. That shows that emotion is clearly dierent
in nature from higher order logical processes. And that therefore as intellect goes down as people age as
adults it is possible and easy for emotion to go up, because it is clearly separate from intellect. The idea
you have of yourself is as a functional being, not an un-functional and chaotic emotional one (that is, if you
were solely emotional, not logical, you wouldn't be able to do anything, you'd just feel and not think  like
a frog).
In review, as people age they learn to separate out what they like from what they don't like, and this
ability causes them to gain more emotion, and emotion, being chaotic and unclear in nature, clearly works
dierently in the brain than intellect does.

Emotions are chaotic; they permeate all your thoughts and

have an aect on them, like a cloud. When someone is emotional it certainly seems like your entire mind
is aected.

Some emotions even have physical eects.

More evidence that emotion doesn't use the same

brain processes as memory and learning ability can be seen during very emotional times, like during sex or
crying, where ones concentration is less. Concentration is needed to maintain intellect, and emotion is clearly
dierent from concentration (as when you are very emotional during sex or crying you cannot concentrate).
You can't memorize multiplication tables (which to do you'd need to concentrate) during sex or crying.
If an adult is intelligent at the same time that he/she is emotional then he/she is relatively less emotional
because the intellect balances the emotion. So older adults would be considered to be more emotional because
their intellect (or learning ability) is less (if older adults have more emotional intelligence then that wouldn't
make them less emotional because to use emotional intelligence you don't think to gure out the answer
but you feel. Emotional intelligence is therefore a sophisticated way of being emotional that animals other
than humans might or might not have). That is, younger adults are wild and they are smart. They would
still be considered to be less emotional though since a greater portion of their brain is intellect. Animals
(other than humans) would be considered to be even more emotional than humans because they have almost
no intellect. Emotional is acting instead of thinking, and all animals do is act, not think. Younger adults
could then be viewed as acting and thinking at the same time with a higher proportion of intellect than
older adults, if you don't think that older adults have a greater emotional intelligence than younger, that is.
The statement people and their intellect are based on emotions is a complicated one. They are based
o of their higher emotions and their lower emotions. There is really no such thing as no emotion because
people they are always thinking, consciously or unconsciously, and that is what emotion is. Sometimes it
appears as if they have no emotion, but they are still thinking about things, they still have a memory and
they are still using it, processing data and sensory inputs.

Those things all cause thought and therefore

emotion.
How then could someone be called non-emotional? It must be that they are feeling less, that is if they
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are concentrating deeply for a very long period of time then they might be a deep thinker that isn't really
wavering in their feelings, just simply thinking about things and not really doing anything interesting that
would invoke a lot of emotion, or unconscious thought.
Many older adults complain about being too occupied, both emotionally and physically. That is better
seen in very old people whose brains are decaying, for whom even tiny mental tasks can wear out their mind.
It isn't that their mind is being worn out; it is that they already lost most of their intellect but the pauses
are lled with emotion. That is what animals are like, the experience you get from animals is an emotional
one, not an intellectual one. Therefore animals spend more time being emotional. Emotional in that context
means feeling, animals spend more time using unconscious thought and feeling the world around them.
That is good evidence that as intellect, learning ability and memory decrease it is replaced with emotion.
That is because emotion doesn't need to increase, it simply needs the block of intellect to be removed. People
were already thinking about enough things consciously and unconsciously. That is, someone's unconscious
mind is really being partly blocked at least as a younger adult, but when intellect is removed the unconscious
becomes unveiled (like how animals are unconscious) and the person becomes more emotional as a result.
Evidence for the connection between higher amounts of emotion and a lower intellect can be found in test
studies done on people with a depressed mood. In a meta-analysis done by Vreeswijk and De Wilde (2004)
a conrmation of the connection between overgenerality and depression was done. The depressed patients
were less specic in recalling their memory than the non-depressed.
Since being emotional is rated by how much proportionally larger the emotional part of your mind is
than the intellectual part, older people do get more emotional since intelligence decreases over age. However
they don't necessarily get more emotion as they age, they simply get more of it relative to their intellect.
The lowering of the intellect, however, would make them more in touch with their emotions and capable of
greater emotional regulation (as evidenced by the study where successively older age groups remembered
more and more of the positive images).

They aren't likely to get signicantly more emotional, however

because the amount of sensory stimulation they are receiving is going to be similar to what they received
when they were younger. The only thing that would go down is internal stimulation or thinking which goes
down from a lowering of intellect.
As adults age from 20-74 their IQ (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale) declines steadily (Kaufman,
Reynolds and Mclean (1989). The verbal IQ actually stays about the same but it is performance IQ that
decreases. From the postulates in this paper the conclusion would therefore be that verbal IQ is somehow
related to emotions. Performance IQ is clearly not related to emotions because it tests mostly visual abilities.
Verbal isn't likely to go down because the things it tests have to do with emotion and emotional control of
attention. You cannot control how eective you are doing visual stu, however because it requires concentration to visualize objects because there is less motivation to visualize then there is to just think. Thinking
is easier than visualizing because people are used to thinking about anything, however they usually only
visualize things they want to visualize, not things that are going to be tested on the IQ exam. That is, you
can use emotion to control thought but you cannot use emotion to control your basic intelligence as would
be reected in visual ability tests (performance IQ).
The willpower of adults won't decrease as adults age. The willpower can direct a mind for under 20
second periods, and under 20 seconds is the time that it takes to do most intellectual tasks. Like a math
problem. They could repeat the focus they put in every 20 seconds, spike their mind every 20 seconds or
so to maintain this intelligence. The things on the performance test don't require that much focus, either
you know them or you don't. Note that three of the verbal tests test mention attention or concentration
specically (which relate to willpower which relates to emotion as already stated). And the other parts of
the verbal test measure things which are also going to relate to emotion such as information acquired from
culture (you are emotionally interested in your culture) and ability to deal with abstract social conventions,
rules and expressions (you are emotionally interested in social events) and verbal reasoning (tests things
that occur in everyday life which you are emotionally attached to). The performance test on the other hand
doesn't test things that are likely to go down because of increased emotion.

The performance test tests

things that are more intellect related than emotion related, that is visual things require a more intellectual,
exible mind to move objects around in your head. While the verbal subtests just require some motivation
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to perform (only one component of verbal tests working memory (which isn't that emotional and wouldn't
be subject to changes in concentration) - one component wouldn't have a signicant impact on the result).
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Verbal Subtests
Information
Degree of general information acquired from culture (e.g. Who is the premier of Victoria?)
Comprehension
Ability to deal with abstract social conventions, rules and expressions (e.g. What does - Kill 2 birds with
1 stone metaphorically mean?)
Arithmetic
Concentration while manipulating mental mathematical problems (e.g. How many 45c. stamps can you
buy for a dollar?)
Similarities
Abstract verbal reasoning (e.g. In what way are an apple and a pear alike?)
Vocabulary
The degree to which one has learned, been able to comprehend and verbally express vocabulary (e.g.
What is a guitar?)
Digit span
attention/concentration (e.g. Digits forward: 123, Digits backward 321.)
Letter-Number Sequencing
attention and working memory (e.g. Given Q1B3J2, place the numbers in numerical order and then the
letters in alphabetical order)
Performance Subtests
Picture Completion
Ability to quickly perceive visual details
Digit Symbol - Coding
Visual-motor coordination, motor and mental speed
Block Design
Spatial perception, visual abstract processing & problem solving
Matrix Reasoning
Nonverbal abstract problem solving, inductive reasoning, spatial reasoning
Picture Arrangement
Logical/sequential reasoning, social insight
Symbol Search
Visual perception, speed
Object Assembly
Visual analysis, synthesis, and construction
Optional post-tests include Digit Symbol - Incidental Learning and Digit Symbol - Free Recall.
There is more evidence that emotion plays a role in intelligence.

In a study done by Bartolic et al.

(1999) the inuence of negative and positive emotion on verbal working memory was tested.

Their data

showed signicantly improved verbal working memory performance for positive emotions and a signicant
deterioration in verbal working memory during negative emotion. That shows how emotion can manipulate
intelligence in the short term, as working memory is a short term ability.

Therefore, however, long term

intellect (like the rest of the verbal IQ test other than working memory) might be manipulated or under the
control of long term emotions. It seems like your ability to learn all the rest of the verbal IQ tests would go
up during the period of increased emotion as in this study, only it is hard to test for that. But that ability
over the long run would be reected in no decline in verbal IQ scores, and there isn't. That is, it isn't likely
that just verbal working memory would increase due to increased emotion; that was just the only thing that
they tested for. The subject probably became motivated overall and this motivation and good mood gave
him/her greater mental powers, not just a better verbal working memory.
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As adults age their explicit memory goes down Howard (1988) but their implicit memory stays about
the same. Howard describes implicit memory as the ability to successfully complete memory tasks that do
not require conscious recollection. Since emotion is unconscious, that lack of decline would provide further
evidence that emotional process don't decrease with age, but more intellectual ones do. That itself provides
evidence that the emotional part of the brain is separated from the intellectual. The emotional part of the
brain and the intellectual part still interact, however.
Emotion can enhance or detract from intellect, and intellect can enhance or detract from emotions. In
the long run intellect does not disrupt emotion, but in the short term intellect and emotions intermingle and
disrupt each other. It was shown how emotions are separate from intellect, and how therefore concentration
(which can be dened as thinking under the pressure of emotion [since to give undivided attention you
couldn't be disturbed by emotional factors]) is an important part of intelligence (such as memory). When
people's intellect is removed they become more emotional, as this is what is left.

The source of emotion

(sensory stimulation) is so large that it can never be ignored. Intellect, however can be ignored and emotion
would rise up in its place.

In the case of adults aging this ignoring of intellect happens as the mind

physically gets older and some of the intellect is removed. This reveals the idea that humans have the ability
to hold o emotion and do intellectual endeavors, or to indulge and bask in emotion if they want to (and
switch between the two) sometimes as fast as a split second, and they can switch from one to the other for
years.
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Chapter 2
Life Is Tragic

1

2.1 Everything in Life Is Boring
Just add, "Well, all you're doing there" before something anyone can do, and you'll realize that what they
are doing is actually boring, no matter what it happens to be. Say adding 1 to 1. "Well, all you're doing
there" is adding 1 to 1 to get 2. See? You can go through everything in life and eliminate it this way as
boring. It's a challenge; you won't be able to nd something not boring. That's proof that life is boring,
and it sucks. Or say you're walking, just add, well, all you're doing there is walking, and you realize how
it's actually boring.

2.2 If You're Not Doing Something Intense You're Doing Something
Boring
If you're not doing something intense, then you're doing something boring. Everything in this modern life
is boring because there is no real intensity. Just ask about any activity you're doing, is this intense? And
you'll realize that it isn't. The only real intense activities would happen if there was no human civilization,
and you were just out in the wild. Typing at a computer is incredibly not interesting and not a very active
activity. Watching a game involves you sitting there staring at a small eld for an incredibly long period of
time. Think harder, really everything you have ever done, no matter how small or how big, wasn't intense
at all. To understand how intense something you're doing is, just compare it to how intense your life would
be if you were in the wild trying to survive on your own. Everything really is boring now. Your mind really
needs to be woken up naturally in order for it to have maximum stimulation. When you're out in the wild
hunting all your senses are on the alert so you are very energized. When you have that energy you really
feel it coursing through your body. You can't have any relaxing factors to relax your mind, you have to
be trying your hardest, and the only way you are ever going to be trying your hardest is if you're going to
die from starvation if you don't succeed. That's a really terrible, slow death that will motivate you to be
at your most alert. Conditions like that simply don't exist in modern society anymore. In prehistoric times
you'd be doing stu like that all the time. Your entire life would be like that, all your memories and such,
so it would all add up. Even if you could do it now for a short period somehow it wouldn't be the same
because your mind would still be sedated by our modern society from its memories of it. You'd be more
aware of your surroundings and your physical senses would be absorbing the world around you all the time,
you'd feel fresh. People today are feel stale and not alert at all. It's like long term torture by not being in
a healthy state, you're basically just sleeping. That causes inner mental pain and trauma in slight amounts
that is there all the time.

1 This

You can feel that that pain from your slowness would go away if you were in
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a more natural environment, and go away even more if you were there your entire life. That energy just
doesn't exist anymore - emotional intensity will never equal physical alertness.

2.3 God Is Evil
Take all your dreams and aspirations and goals. Unless God gives them to you right away, then he is evil for
denying them to you. Unless you are as happy as you could possibly be, then something is being held back.
Don't have faith that God is doing the right thing if you want something and it is being denied. The only
conclusion to come to there is that god is evil. Everything should be yours. Unless that is true, evil exists in
the world. There isn't more modesty in a humble life, if you want something, that desire is real. Life sucks
because no one will ever get everything they want, and they have a right to get it. There is no reason to
deny a person happiness other than to be evil and cruel, and God must be playing the world like his own
cosmic joke, with all the enjoyment going to him.
Being content all the time isn't enough. Life should be thrilling and adventurous. How exactly is that
going to happen when literally nothing in life is thrilling or adventurous? How many things can you list that
make you glow. How many things in life really give you a thrill. I can bet that very very few things do.
The only way to be thrilled all the time would be if you were under constant pressure to live like humans
existed before civilization. Civilization just slowed everything down, took human's out of their natural state,
and domesticated them. Domesticated animals are tame, not erce. Without that ferocity there is nothing
fun to live for, you're basically just walking around bored. The sad realization is that the only way to really
have fun in life is if you are forced to have fun by being under threat. That wakes up your mind like it is
supposed to be woken up. Otherwise you're not awake, you're not alive and you're not living. No one
in modern society today is alive. They're all dead walking. They're limited by their tame and sophisticated
environment, appeased by gadgets and their domination of the natural world. That appeasement leads to
complacency, it's a fact that whenever you get happy you are more relaxed, or even emotional in any way
you let your guard down. In prehistoric times there wasn't time to be emotional. If you weren't emotional
all the time like we are today, you'd more awake and aware, more interested in things naturally because you
wouldn't be content to stay in your own mind. Unless you are under constant threat, your life just isn't worth
living. The only way to be happy is to go back to before humans became domesticated animals. It's hard
to accept that because your mind is trained into being content and its hard to reintroduce domesticated
animals into the wild. Imagine being slowly reintroduced into the wild and it is easier to understand then
why that would be better. The rest of this article outlines conditions which exist only in modern society, for
the domesticated human. And why those conditions are bad.

2.4 Life Sucks Big Time
There is nothing fun to do in life. This leaves a feeling of extreme depression. You just have to give in and
be a robot/sheep and do something that you're not going to enjoy doing because it will keep you from being
depressed. The expression, busy hands are happy hands is one out of desperation. If you're not busy then
you are desperate. Therefore you get busy so you are no longer desperate, but just because you are busy
doesn't mean that you are happy. In fact, no one gets happy in life because although there are some fun
things to do, these fun things don't take up enough time to do them all the time. In fact, it's not possible to
have too much fun or you'll get anxiety, so we're doomed to little fun. Pick your favorite activity in which
you have the most fun, and imagine doing it all day, I nd that it would get boring after a while, and I
can't nd anything else that exciting to replace it, I think this is true for other people as well. If you aren't
doing something fun, then you're doing something boring or not fun, and your life sucks. Since you can't do
something fun all the time because there just isn't that much fun to be had, life sucks.
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2.5 Why Life Has No Meaning
Life has no meaning because there is no reason to do anything. No one has an ultimate purpose in life.
Everything you do you do because you have to. Even when you are trying to have fun you do that only so
you can have fun. Why do you even want to be happy? If you think about it you don't need to be happy,
you just want to be happy. There is no ultimate purpose in you being happy. You're not going to achieve
anything other than your own happiness.

You're not going to be contributing anything to the world, or

making yourself look better. The sad truth is no one really cares that you're happy. Why doesn't anyone
care? Because the only reason someone else would want you to be happy is if it made them happy, and since
all happiness is irrelevant you making someone else happy is irrelevant. Though I don't know why anyone
would want anyone else to be happy unless it somehow t their own ends. Everyone is fundamentally selsh
so in the world each person is trying to beat everyone else.

That is, if they are smart they are going to

try to beat everyone else, and if they are stupid then they aren't going to be contributing anything to the
world because they are dumb. So it's a lose lose situation. Why would someone smart only be looking after
himself ? Because that's the best way to get happy, and for some reason everyone wants to get happy. We're
just robots that when we get sad, a chemical is sent to our brain to make us feel bad. None of us wants to
feel bad when we get sad, it just happens because we happened to have been programmed that way. If we
could program our self we would just make ourselves happy all the time. If we could design a human like
robot that's what we'd do. God must be an evil person for creating sadness. It serves no ultimate purpose.
It's just a reality of life. That's right, people get sad, and people get happy. In fact, you're never completely
happy or completely sad, it's always some mixture of the two. So the sadness is always going to be there.
Not only does it exist, but it's there all the time! There is no reason why humans couldn't be programmed to
never have sadness. The only reason we get sad is because god (or evolution) designed us so that we would.
It's just evolutions tool to get us to do stu we don't want to do. If you think about if you're sad, it's either
because you did some things you didn't want to do, or some things were done to you that you didn't want
to happen to you. So it's a lose lose situation. Either way you lost out, and there is nothing you or I can do
about it. The fact is everything in this world doesn't happen the way you want it to. You can't believe in
a god because if there was a god he would work for you, and everything would happen the way you wanted
it to. Therefore god can't exist. That is, a good god can't exist, an evil one surely does. That's just a fact,
unless everything in the world happens the way you want it to, you are losing, and god doesn't work for you.
It just means that god isn't working for you, but against you. That's not a big deal since it doesn't matter
that you get sad anyway why? Because when you get sad you just get hurt emotionally, and no one cares
that you get hurt emotionally because you weren't contributing anything to the world to begin with. Even
you don't care that you get hurt emotionally really, you just get an automatic response when you feel bad to
want to make yourself feel better, that isn't caring. If you say that people don't really care about anything,
including themselves, since their entire desire to want to care about themselves is based on a preprogrammed
emotional response that they don't want, then they are really just trapped in their own minds. They don't
care that they are trapped in their own minds, because they don't want to care about anything because
then they wouldn't be sad. If you never got sad you'd never have any desire to do anything, because there
would be no motivator, because one level of happy is only relevant relative to another level of happy. That
is when you're happier you're only happier relative to a sadder state. Therefore you have to feel sad
in order to feel happy. In fact by that logic, you'd have to be sad equally as much as you are happy, and
that everything that happens in life is a part of that perfect balance. In order to make you happy just as
much as you are sad the world would have to be designed so that events fall into place to make that occur,
so that is proof that god exists. And that god supports having emotions, both sad and happy ones. God
could have designed people to have no emotion, but then we wouldn't be doing anything or feeling anything.
And we wouldn't be doing anything because we would never feel sad or happy so we'd never have anything
to motivate our actions. Once again sad and happy are just emotions relative to each other, you can't feel
sad without once having felt happy because sad is just relative to happy. Happy is something you feel when
you are achieving victory over sadness, that is all happiness is. Happiness makes you feel good because it
makes you not feel sad. That's the only reason to be happy, is to not be sad. Because being sad is your only
motivator. That's the only thing that you HAVE to respond to, when you feel sad, you get the feeling that
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you have to do something about it, and that feeling is automatic and preprogrammed into your body/mind.
When you get happy, the feeling is just that you are a farther away from sadness. Our bodies are entirely
programmed. You can't be happy more than you're sad because happy exists only relative to sadness, so if
you were happy most of the time you would really just be happy half the time, and sad the other half of the
time, get it? And the only way that people would be happy half the time is if god made the world so that
events would fall into place that made people happy half the time, otherwise the equation wouldn't work
and the fabric of reality would fall apart. Also, what makes emotion real or meaningful? It is just emotion.
Whoever said emotion had meaning? It is just a biological response that makes you feel good. Who really
cares about feeling good anyway since they are just emotions? You are just an animal, and you only have
emotions.

2.6 Bad Things Exist
There are lots of bad things in the world which exist that make life worse, and there is no reason that they
need to be there. There are bad sights, bad tastes, bad smells, bad feelings, bad attitudes, bad noises, bad
emotions, bad situations, bad things, bad objects, bad toys. All those bad things don't have to exist, but
they do. That speaks for itself. It may seem like so far there is nothing insightful in this section, however
bad things are really the source of all evil. If something is evil then it is bad and harmful. Those words
contribute to sad feelings. There wouldn't be a good if there wasn't an evil however. If everything was good
you wouldn't know what the word good meant. Everything has to exist on a gradient from bad to good.
Nothing is exactly the same. So if everything was good I guess one good thing would be good relative to
something else, which is also good, but it would be bad relative to the good thing. But I mean a person is
more good than a tree doesn't make the tree bad. Only bad relative to the person. So if we eliminated all
things that were actually bad by themselves and left only stu that could be considered relatively bad, then
the world would be good. So the expression, there can't be good without evil is actually false. Bad things
exist. This refutes my previous happy sad argument and proves that god really is evil, because you can be
happy and have sad stu, the sad stu would be relative to the happy stu, but not have any real sad stu.
And it's the fact that real sad stu exists which proves that god is evil.

2.7 No One Is Happy All the Time
No one is happy all the time.
worried, and stressed.

In fact, when you realize that you're not happy all the time, you get sad,

If you're not happy all the time then during the times you aren't happy you're

experiencing some negative emotion. The key thing is that being happy the rest of the time doesn't cancel
out those periods of negative emotion, you're still going to be sad for certain periods, during those periods
you are indeed sad, it doesn't balance out. During those periods there is nothing you can do about your
sadness or discontent. Whenever you have to do something you don't want to do or feel something you don't
want to feel, there is nothing you can do to avoid that reality. It's there. You can't say to yourself, overall
I'm happy because I'm happy most of the time. That's not true, overall you're sad because the negatives
in life overshadow all the positives. And you have to admit, there is always going to be a negative. Life is
always going to be overshadowed and under the cover of evil. There is nothing any of us can do to eliminate
that evil. It's there. Whenever you're sad or down, the statement, it's ok because it is going to get better
is wrong, because its not ok, if you're suering, then you're suering, and no amount of hope you have is
going to change that. The mere fact that evil exists in the world is indicative that life sucks. It's obvious
that all evil is never going to be eliminated, and as long as a shred remains there is still going to be the
probability that you are going to run into it, or think about it, or somehow it is going to invade your life.
In fact, if there wasn't evil, you wouldn't even be able to comprehend what the word evil meant, because
it wouldn't make sense without evidence. So the mere fact that you can comprehend the word is evidence
that it exists.

Sadness and unhappiness are evils.

Pain, fear, rage, remorse, negativity, sorrow, shock,

terror, worry, loneliness, hate, horror, guilt, frustration, embarrassment, disappointment, discontentment,
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depression, boredom, bitterness, agitation, apathy, alarm all exist in large amounts in our world. In fact,
those emotions probably take up at least a signicant amount of each person's life. And there is no way
to justify their existence. They are there, they are going to stay, and there is nothing you can do about it.
There is an evil which exists which will always remain.

2.8 Life Sucks because It's Just Feelings
Everything in life boils down to a feeling. Anything you do, anything you say, or anything you think it's just
going to wind up making you feel some way about it. That's extremely pathetic, that means you have to
worry about emotional/feeling attachments to every single object in the world, how they make you feel, and
what they make you do. That's immensely complicated. Life sucks because it is way too complicated. There
must be a million dierent types of feelings, even for the same piece of food you could probably eat it in 50
dierent ways. And each time the feeling you get when you eat it is going to be dierent, no single feeling is
every exactly the same. That means you can never say, ah I did that before, that was fun instead each time
something happens you have to spend time and gure out if you actually like it, and if it was actually fun.
However, the work involved analyzing each feeling takes away any possible fun the actual feeling could cause,
if you know what I mean. Humans are burdened because they have to think about everything. Humans are
the only animals I have seen cry. It seems to me that the crying is much much worse than the happiness,
and the happiness doesn't balance it out. I mean when you see someone crying that's a much more intense
emotion then any happy feeling they could get. You give someone crying or very sad a more attention then
you'd give someone extremely happy. That's proof that the emotion is more intense. Have you ever seen
a duck cry? Nope. Ducks are happy all the time, they don't have huge emotional swings like humans do.
They don't have to deal with all the trauma and bull shit. I can tell you I would be much happier being a
duck. It gets even worse when there are extremely complicated negative feelings, that makes you feel like
you're being pressed in by a lot of evil.

2.9 Your Feelings Are At Best Robotic
Since most of your brain is neurons feelings don't really exist, and you're just a neurological robot, that
thinks. You think you have feelings, but what's really going on is just what condition your physical body
is in. If you've done something to make your physical brain happy and content its neurons, then you will
think that you are happy. But really all you've done is achieved a healthier state of neurological stimulus.
Or a dierent chemical balance in your brain. So you don't need to say I'm happy you can just say the
chemicals and neurons in my brain are in the state that I happen to call happy. I hope you don't seriously
think you're happy when really you're just chemically altered. The happiest you ever were was really just a
disgusting mess of guck in your brain acting dierently than it ever had before. I mean why does one mental
condition matter as being better than another? It's all biology. Your body is just a bunch of neurons in your
brain which are now not moving around versus moving around. Your neurons don't care if they are happy.
All they do is send o chemical signals in your brain.

In fact, your neurons are constantly rearranging

themselves, you are never the same person you change all the time. One way you change is you forget most
of what happens to you, if your eyes were a video camera they'd be a camera with a 5 second memory that's
perfect. You forget 99% of what you see. What's the point of living if you are going to forget 99% of what
happened in your environment in 5 seconds? What about 10 seconds? Can you remember everything that
was in your vision exactly 10 seconds ago? I doubt it. You can't even process what everything you are seeing
is at one time, you can only focus on one or a couple of things. You miss MOST of what is going on. You're
just a very limited biological animal, that can't remember in detail anything that was going on near them
after 10 seconds. How long does a happy feeling stay fresh in your mind? An hour or so, then it becomes
just a memory, most of which you forget in a day. If you are happy at 12:00 today you are probably not
going to remember you were happy then two days from now. 6 months from now you are going to forget
most minor things that made you happy. 1 year from now you're probably going to forget everything but a
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few things that made you happy in this month, if you can even identify why you're happy in the rst place.
What's the point of living if you don't remember almost all of what you live through? And you were never
really happy in the rst place, just neurologically satised. So most of the feelings that you are going
to forget, didn't even really exist in the rst place. Also, most of the feelings you have aren't even happy
ones. If you look back to a long time ago you probably only remember good memories, but that's because
that's all you remember. That's altering your perspective on how much you go through is actually fun.
Most of the feelings you have are not happy ones but mundane and ordinary. Most things in life aren't
fun and you can check that by seeing how your feelings are doing. You will realize that you're not even
happy a tiny portion of the time. What's the point of living if you only like living it 1% of the time? Are
you even happy 1 minute out of every 100? Can you say that you're happy most of the time? When you
typically say you're happy you are just looking at how happy you are relative to how happy you usually are,
or to how happy other people are, not how happy you really are, which is determined by looking minute by
minute how you feel. If you look at it that way, (in minutes), how many minutes of each day are you happy?
Probably less than 60, that's a tiny portion of your time that you happy, that means that you were never
actually happy in your entire life, since that one time you said you were happy it only actually lasted 60
minutes. When someone says they are happy they are just really looking at the little time they were happy
when they said it, everyone is actually overly optimist about how happy they are. Assuming you're in the
BEST mental state you can be in, then you'd be at best neither happy or sad most of the time, just going
through life mundanely, not really enjoying most of it, not really feeling anything. You're just unfeeling
and cold most of the time, since most of the time you're neither happy and sad. Therefore all feeling is at
best robotic. When someone says to you, hi how are you doing and you reply good by good you don't
mean happy most of the time, you mean, most of the time you don't feel anything at all! Because that's
your best, highest mental state, not feeling most of the time, rarely being happy, and at least being sad as
much as you were happy, that's the highest state you can ever achieve. Sorry

2.10 Life Sucks because There Aren't Feelings, Just Neurological
Stimulus
You should realize that humans don't really feel anything - Any feeling you have is a chemical in your
mind sending o "happy" or "sad". That beauty is just how pleasing the things you see are, there isn't a
delusional idea that people really "feel" or "love" Love is just a chemical in your brain.

Its not a "truly

moving, fascinating, deep, wonderful experience". Sorry to break it to you, but there isn't anything magical
going on. No need to be delusional. They're just neurons. You're just a practical person, trying to achieve
practical goals. One of those practical goals might be happiness, and love might be a way to get there, but
you're really just looking after your own neurons. This brings about the point that people are fundamentally
selsh, if the only thing that matters is taking care of their own mind, the only thing they care about
is themself. So how is the world exactly supposed to work out if each person only cares about themself ?
That's the only thing to care about, how happy your neurons are, love doesn't even exist. Sorry. Nothing
is meaningful if everyone is entirely selsh, because the only meaning you'd be seeking is for yourself. So
when you say, "ah, that was meaningful" add, "aha, that was meaningful to me, and to me only, and I only
really care about myself". A delusional view of life might be that the most meaning you can nd is from
another person/people. The truth is the most meaning people nd is from themselves. Since you're most
similar to yourself, you are never going to connect with anyone else more than you connect with yourself.
So you're always going to be your own best friend. It's easy to prove that people are selsh, because, unlike
in movies, in real life no one would actually give their own life for someone else.

There we go, proved.

That was surprisingly easy to prove. Either I am the rst to discover that proof, or everyone else was being
delusional in thinking that the world is better and nicer then it actually is, blocking out the fact that people
are actually fundamentally selsh, and that it was extremely easy to prove that they are. I mean when you
are talking to someone else do you think they actually care more about you then they do about themself ?
Nope. Even if it's a loved one they are still going to care more about themself. Sorry. There just isn't any
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real connection. There's an imaginary connection, because everyone is in such denial of the reality of life,
but there isn't a real one. Sorry again. This works for objects too. I mean, do you care more about yourself,
or your computer. Yourself. I would think that my computer is better than I am because it is so ecent
and sophisticated, but even though it doesn't make any sense, I am going to think that I am better than
my computer. Thats because humans are in denial that life sucks and that they are inferior to computers
and stu like that. When you walk up to the typical person and say, hey does life suck, they are going to
say no. It's not that they aren't capable of understanding that life sucks, it's just that they are permanently
delusional because they want to think that the world is a better place than it actually is so they can be
happy with the world and themselves. That's stupid. You can be wrong, but you are going to be stupid
and wrong. Just don't leave out the stupid when admitting that you're wrong. (if you are wrong that is) If
you respond "life is good" then you obviously don't care at all about the 155,000 people that die each day
in the world. You know why you wouldn't care about them? Because a) people are fundamentally selsh
and b) you only run into a few thousand or so people yourself in your lifetime, almost all of which you meet
only briey. You may think your life is exciting and you meet and get to know tons of new people all the
time, but it's actually the opposite, by "a lot of people you run into" you do see a ton of people probably
in your life, that adds some excitement, but you only talk to much less. However, since you want to think
your life is exciting people are just going to delusionally think that they get to know Endless numbers of
people in short periods of time, that they aren't worthless and, given the number of people that know them
individually, are practically famous. That they have had the pleasure of getting to know a lot of people in
their life time. See even if you were famous, you still only talk to about the same number of people a non
famous person talks to. A lot fewer people actually "get to know" you. It takes years to really get to know
someone else. That means you can only have anything resembling a real connection with a very, very, very
tiny number of people, only a few or less. Everyone else is the world is really just blank unknowns to you.
And you know what I have found, even the people that know me most, barely know me at all. So basically
no one is ever going to know someone else. I nd that only I know myself, and even there I only know myself
a little.

It's a cold, empty world.

Maybe if I was super smart (way smarter than any existing human) I

could know everyone perfectly, but people are extremely stupid (more on stupidity in the next paragraph).
That ts in with what I said before, that a delusional view of life is that the most meaning you can nd is
from another person/people. The truth is you can't nd any meaning from life, anywhere. Seriously how
many things can you say you've "found meaning" in? Probably none. And I mean nding actual meaning,
obviously not found in "little things".
If you can't decide if life sucks or not, that just means that you're not smart enough to ponder the nature
of your own existence. Dogs can't decide if life sucks for them or not. Humans should be intelligent and
be capable of pondering the nature of their world. But they're stupid. You can't come up with a denitive
scale 1-10 of how much life sucks for who and for what reasons. Most people cannot denitively say that
life is good, or that they feel good most of the time. I mean, you should be able to rate 1-10 how good you
feel at any moment, but you can't. If people really understood life, they'd be able to say, "ah that day was
a 9 for me" and you'd be hearing things like that all the time. But you don't, people are stupid. They are
not capable of pondering their own existence, since they are not capable of deciding if life sucks or not. Let
alone proving it. If they could prove it they'd say something like "oh I'd rate my life a 9 out of ten". They
can't do a day by day rating or a lifetime rating, or monthly rating or whatever. They only have general
opinions of some individual things or events, they can't rate everything exactly or see how everything works
together. So as you can see I can easily prove that human's are too stupid to prove that life sucks or doesn't
suck, but since they're that dumb, we'll just go with the life sucks argument :).

2.11 Clarication
We need to be clear. Since people have little feelings most of the time, and they aren't happy most of the
time, and at best they are happy as much as they are sad, then people really are robots. That would explain
why everyone doesn't kill themselves since all their lives suck, it's because they don't feel anything to begin
with to want to kill themselves. That makes sense. People not feeling also ts in with people being selsh, if
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someone is selsh, they wouldn't have any feelings, because if they did, they would care about other people,
which they don't. Love doesn't need to exist if no one is going to feel it anyway. How many times a day
do you "get emotional" probably none. If you aren't being emotional then what are you being? The only
thing left is logical. If you're logical then you're being selsh, so the right thing to do then would be best
look after yourself. To be more clear, we've established now that the best thing to do is look after yourself,
which you do because you're selsh and unfeeling, and experience little emotion. If you had emotion you
might care about other people, but you don't. How many times a day do you feel a strong hate or anger or
love? None times, that's how many. You might feel slight amounts of that emotion, but if you do it would
be for only a very short period of time, during which you probably still have to deal with other people that
aren't experiencing those emotions at the same time. Sorry. It could be that there's just so little to do that
you can only nd things to do which produce emotion a tiny amount of the time, and that in spirit you want
to be emotional and happy all the time, but can't. That is just evidence that not only does life suck and
people aren't emotional, but you want life to not suck, and are just dealing with being unemotional most of
the time so you can live for the brief periods of life which exist in equal amounts of sadness and happiness.
Hmmm. That means "life" is really just those brief periods in which you're actually "living". That explains
why some people think they are happy, because they are just referring to those periods of time, not the null
void of nothingness which exists in between (during which they are sad some of the time at best as least as
much as they are happy). Or the sadness doesn't occur in the null void but occurs during the emotional
periods, in which case they consider being sad a happy experience solely because it is an emotional one! It's
ok because this makes sense, you want to have a balance in life, happy on one end and sad on the other, in
the middle a large null void during which you are logical, unfeeling, and only looking after yourself. How can
you be happy if you are only experiencing emotion a tiny portion of the time? Take a closer look at your life
and when you say "I'm happy" or whatnot. You probably say you're happy because there isn't a word for
"I'm unemotional". You're really "logical". So when someone asks you if you are happy just reply (if you're
in your best condition that is) "I'm logical". So everyone's just logical, and all their feelings are really just
neurons? Where is all the warmth and love? It doesn't exist. Sorry. How many "warm" feelings can you
remember experiencing this past week? Not many. How many "cold" feelings did you have? Probably a lot
more. This is the sad truth to reality.
Life is cold and uncaring, logical and cruel. God must be a mean, ruthless person. We should just go
on praying with no hope of salvation. That's what Jehovah did. Even though life sucks, we should continue
to hope that it will get better, even though it's never going to, because that's what Jehovah did. Perfect.
Brilliant. Very smart thing to do. Life isn't going to get better, it is always going to suck. And if you hope
that is going to get better, you're just being delusional.

2.12 Why School Sucks
All the subjects suck because they are boring. In math the problems are boring and take too much mental
eort, or if they are simple then they are just boring. History is irrelevant because people only care what is
going on in the world around them. On that topic the major issues seem to be crime and war, and I don't
know why people would want to hear about those bloody subjects. Companies are boring, they are in the
news. Politics is just all the boring school subjects wrapped into one, and as they apply in real life. You only
have to learn a foreign language because everyone doesn't speak the same one language, so while it might be
useful it still sucks that you have to learn it in the rst place. I mean what exactly is the point of being able
to say the same word two dierent ways? Studying your own language usually consists of reading endless
boring books your teachers consider intellectual but you don't. Blowing things up is fun but knowing the
chemistry and science behind it is boring. Things moving is also fun but understanding the physics behind
it is boring and tedious. Biology is disgusting.
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2.13 Why Work Sucks
Take any regular job, like working at a sandwich shop, that's just boring making sandwich after sandwich
after sandwich, etc. Most jobs are like that, doing the same thing over and over and over, its usual boring
and involves, well, work. That's why it's called work, its denition defeats it alone since the words eort,
exertion, labor, and toil are in it. I don't need to go through each job, because every job if you think about
it involves doing something tedious and boring. Unless your job was to do whatever you want, but no one
would consider that work, by denition. Work involves a structure and that structure is usually something
other than what you'd be doing by yourself. Being a doctor is bad because biology is gross and disgusting.
Working at a cash register just involves taking people's money from them, and that too is boring and tedious,
doing the same thing over and over. If a job a person has to do is mechanical, boring, machine-like (that
is, the person doing the job acting like a machine), repetitious (doing simple things over and over) or doing
hard things over and over. Intense intellectual activity is hard, intense physical labor is hard, simple physical
labor is boring, and simple intellectual activity is boring. You can't do a medium amount of physical labor
without starting and stopping. And you can only do a medium amount of intellectual activity for a short
time before that too becomes boring. Hard or simple intellectual activity is boring right away, (pick some
examples in your head to check all that). So too much or too little physical or mental activity sucks, and
right amount gets boring after a short period of time. The only things that are actually fun involve almost
no mental activity, like watching TV or just looking around you. (TV is limited itself because its only two
dimensional).

Just looking around is fun for a second but that gets boring quickly, so you have to nd

something else boring to do fast before just looking around gets extremely boring. So since we've decided
that mental activity in amounts any more than a little sucks, you now realize that there is almost nothing to
do that is fun which involves little mental activity. Intense physical activity can be fun but that only lasts
a short time. Medium physical activity is boring. And a tiny amount of physical activity (like walking) is
boring. So basically anything physical (unless its intense) is boring. So all we have left for fun things to do
is mental stu which requires little eort, but is still fun  good luck nding that. (sarcasm) Don't consider
walking around fun either that is just really looking around which we already decided gets boring fast.
Now how many fun, simple mental activities pop up in your head right now. None, that's how many. There
is just nothing fun to do in life, it all sucks.

2.14 Rating Activity
In the last section we started to rate certain activities we did in order to nd out if those activities were
boring or hard or whatnot. In life you can either be doing something mental, something physical, or some
combination of the two. A mental activity can be hard to a certain degree based on how much eort you're
putting into it. You can rate any mental activity you do on a scale of 1-10 for mental hardness, something
like putting a towel on a rack would be say a 1, and putting 5 towels on a rack in order of smallest to largest
might be a 3. The purpose of rating everything you do is that you will realize that since nothing requires 0
work, everything there is to do in life sucks, because for all of it you have to work. Unless you do so much
work that it overloads your body like if you got exhausted physically or mentally you might get some kind
of ecstasy or high or something, in that case you've done well, but that feeling usually only lasts a short
period of time, and you had to do a lot of work to get there (like exercise hard or something). You can also
rate any physical activity or a combination of physical and mental activities. Once again everything in life
involves work, or eort. The feelings resulting from the work and eort in life are rarely satisfying, because
in order to get a feeling powerful enough to make you feel good you have to do a lot of work making the
end result not worth it. Even something like watching TV involves work, just ask yourself (in order to gure
out how much work you're doing) what are you thinking about while you're watching the television. Even
having feelings counts as work, if you see something violent and get a bad or violent feeling, then how much
does that feeling disrupt you and how much work do you have to do to get back to how you were before you
had that feeling? For each activity that you do and rated their is a corresponding feeling for, when you do
work, it makes you feel bad, so really everything in life makes you feel bad because its going to be a change
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from how you normally are, and you have to "work" to get back to feeling normal again. Your mind has
to adjust to each new feeling and that feeling of adjustment you can identify in your own mind as work, or
eort. If we look closer at putting the towel on the towel rack example, the reason just putting one towel
up is easier is because it involves less mental and physical work, when you're only putting up one towel you
just have to think "ok put this towel on the towel rack" but when you're organizing then by size you need
to say "hmmm which towel is smallest, then you need to do more physical activities to get each towel up
on the rack, which have corresponding mental thoughts, put this on the rack this way and that way, slide
it right a little or whatnot". So just as everything thought has a corresponding feeling, every feeling has a
corresponding thought, you can't really feel anything without being able to put words to it if you try hard
enough, and everything you think causes you to feel something as well. Like doing anything physical causes
physical feelings, and the words you'd put to those feelings would be to describe what you did physically
to cause the feeling.

You have to "think" each time you do a physical action even though you don't say

the words in your head of what you are doing each time. This proves that all feelings actually take mental
eort, and therefore are bad for you. Thankfully most of the time you're just breathing and not thinking
or feeling, which requires little eort. It also means you're a robot, however (we've been over that a little).
Whenever you get a new feeling your mind does work to make room for that new feeling.

Like with the

watching violence on TV example, when you see that violence you get a huge feeling of repulsion or interest
or whatnot, and you can tell that your body had to work to feel that.

That's because you are thinking

about the violence, in order to stop that work (of thinking about the violence, that takes work the thinking
about the violence) just stop thinking about it. Your unconscious thoughts are what's causing the feelings
about violence. You can use that tool to analyze any feeling you get and try to change how it is making you
feel, just ask, "what am I thinking about when I get that feeling". Or you could ask "what other feelings
does that feeling bring up". And gure out your entire structure of feelings and thoughts. Of course things
happen in life that cause feelings that you can't change or do anything about - one more reason life sucks.
But you don't want to shut down completely; I mean you could view everything as just work or you could
ignore that.

2.15 There Are No Happy Feelings
I said before that you can look at any feeling and ask what other feelings it brings up. You can also break
down any feeling into its parts. Let's take the feeling you get of giving someone money. You feel bad that
you are losing money, that is one feeling. The other person feels bad for taking your money, which causes
you to feel worse because now you made them feel bad.

See any action in life actually has feelings and

emotions attached to it, just look at anything from all its angles to get all the feelings involved. Maybe the
other person isn't very nice and feels good that they are taking your money, maybe you have a lot of money
and don't care that you are losing a little. Etc. The main point is, for anything that happens in life, you
are going to feel someway about it. However, in order for you to process the action that is happening in life
you have to do work to convert that action into a feeling. This work means that there are no happy feelings,
because even if the end result is a happy feeling, it took work to get there, and the work outweighs the
happy feeling. I found this to be true looking at all feelings, don't just look at the happy feeling, but when
you look at the work involved you realize that you're actually sad. Let's look at computers, at rst look you
might say, sure a computer would cause good feelings, you have buttons you can press and little windows
that pop up, that's awesome! But you aren't looking at the fact that you have to press the buttons and
you have to think about the windows that pop up when they pop up, so both things which you perceived as
happy are actually sad. Everything in life works like that, each and every feeling requires work. That brings
about the point that everything is really physical, because when you think about the windows poping up
the thinking that you are doing is work that your brain (which is physical) is doing. So everything requires
physical work. So there aren't really any feelings anyway, just physical stu going on. And physical stu
requires work. Since everything is physical, and you are constantly moving and alive, you are constantly
doing work. You're never not doing work, you're always moving, unless you're dead. You're always doing
mental work as well. What makes it worse is that you can't do less work mentally because then you start
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feeling bad, (if you just sat there and did nothing without thinking about anything) so you have to do work
all the time. Life is work. Life is endless, nonstop work. That's all it is. This work comes in various shapes
and sizes. Doing a math problem is just the work of you analyzing numbers. Doing a chemistry problem
is you doing the work of analyzing chemicals. Doing a history problem is you doing the work of looking at
a certain place in time. You can't do the same thing over and over either or you'll get bored. That's why
a lot of jobs suck, because you have to do the same thing over and over, and it's boring. Look harder for
repetitions in life and you'll nd a lot. Take working at a cash register, although you may talk to people
and although the variety of items you're scanning may change, you are still scanning all day and standing in
the same spot. What happens to your feeling when you stand in the same place all day? It gets more and
more boring as time passes. Similarly doing any type of work (even if its easy) gets more and more boring as
time passes. In fact, you can get bored just reading the word more over and over  watch  more and more
and more and more and more and more boring. When you think about it most of life is just repeating stu
you've already done, just in very slightly dierent ways. Nothing is completely new. And when something is
new, you have to do work to gure out what it is exactly, which takes away the novelty of nding something
new. So since all the time you are doing work, and that work involves feelings and thought, all the time you
are feeling something and thinking about something!

2.16 Interaction Theory Shows That Although Life Seems Large, It's
Actually Rather Small (below)
Life is how everything in your life interacts. Interaction theory is really everything in your life, which are
interactions of things within everything. Confused? An example of an interaction of life would be a pot and
its handle, each is a thing individually, but the two interact in life, and form a pot and a handle. On a more
complicated level, a cave man might interact with a rock, and that interaction could produce a weapon,
which could cause another interaction, ghting. (ghting being the interaction between the two people, and
interaction between the rock and the man, you get the idea)
You can state how any multiple things in life interact (interaction theory). You can make a relationship
between any multiple things in life (relationship theory). You can rate the strength of those relationships
or interactions.

Everything in life (including ideas) is made up of multiple parts, that sometimes can

interact with themselves or other parts in other objects or ideas. Since everything in life interacts and forms
relationships (including ideas - an example of a relationship between two ideas would be the idea, let's move
to France, and the idea, let's not move to France, the relationship is that they are opposites), you can say
that everything in life connects. You can categorize anything in life, including ideas. Words can interact
with each other, sentences can interact with each other, paragraphs can interact with other. Any idea can be
broken down or translated in words/sentences/paragraphs. Any sensation can interact or form relationships
with any other sensation, or any object in the real world, or any idea. Anyone can have practically innite
ideas, about practically innite objects (or ideas or theories or whatnot).
Surely that last paragraph can be potential for an enormous number of discussion topics. If it isn't then
life really does suck. That paragraph should lead you to come up with endless numbers of interactions and
relationships. There should be a lot to talk about in life. If I ask someone what are possible discussion topics
they should be capable of eloquently responding to me and give a large list of things to talk about. Having
things to talk about is very good entertainment if you can nd those things. Since people can't nd a lot
of things to talk about, even after I give them a head start with a potential discussion topic, or say, any
discussion topic it doesn't have to be mine, then life sucks. Again, how many topics can you think of to talk
about? If you start listing in your head, you will realize that you can't come up with that many. That's
miserable. That means any conversation can only be so long and life is really limited to you. Life sucks.
If there are a very limited number of fun things to do in life, which there are, then life sucks. How many
things can you list of things to do? We've already listed that conversation is very limited itself, and there
is little else to do. Sure, you could come up with a list of a few hundred things, but that's IT. It is very
limited. All of life can be easily quantied and dened, and you will nd the list to be very short indeed. I
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mean seriously, what is there to do? Everyone one knows that school sucks. School is only the rst 16 or
MORE years of your life. Everyone knows that work sucks, which is the rest of your life. You can't play all
the time, because, believe it or not, there are only so many things or you can only play for so long. Do a list
or start one in your head now, you can only come up with a very limited number of fun things to do. VERY
limited. You can't do nothing, if you just stand or sit or lie in place you can only do that for so long without
thinking about anything or doing anything.

At best you could sit there and think about something, but

we've already been over how there are limited conversation topics, (if there are limited conversation topics,
there then is limited things to think about). Go on list them in your head, how many fun things are there to
think about? I gave one great example that would lead to all potential things to think about in the previous
paragraph, and people can't come up with many things to think about from even that. If you can't come
up with anything, then that's a lot worse then nding a very tiny limited number of fun things to do.
The conclusion reached thus far reveals that most advanced things in life suck, leaving the simple, natural
ones natural and true, things like eating and sleeping, do in fact help people and are in fact the only truly
enjoyable things there are to do (the simple things that is, like back before modern civilization. This paper
argues that all activities humans do in a post hunter-gatherer culture they don't really enjoy doing, and are
deceiving themselves that they like doing it do to societal pressure to conform.
In the cases where modern society brings peace, that peace is good and you like it, but you only like
it more than the alternative, war in a modern society.

These wars are enormous and involve systematic

organized attacks, in a hunter gatherer society there weren't anything around the size of today's nations or
even older tribes that formed for organization and cooperation in a war, so there were at most tiny battles.
That is much, much less scary then having to worry about dozens of people or hundreds forming together
to kill you. You basically could be alone and have a chance to defend yourself against any band of humans;
the packs they traveled in would be so small, deterring them from attacking any other band of humans,
because they were all basically the same size. When a war is fought in large numbers the basic humanity and
individuality is taken away, a leader can say, let's go to war, he says that because he can just hide behind
his men in case things go wrong. If he was in say a 10 man pack, he wouldn't say attack unless it was a
life and situation where he HAD to attack, because there wouldn't be any chance of getting away without
horses or cars to escape with. One of the greatest fears of modern society is going to war (the dooms day
clock, etc) in prehistoric times you wouldn't have to worry about that since there weren't any armies, and
the shear brutality of a human to human ght would deter most individualistic competitions. We sometimes
think everything sucks, because, sometimes, everything that is happening to you does!
People didn't evolve for this modern civilization they evolved to live in a hunter-gatherer society. It is
very hard to entertain people and get their attention. If you were living under conditions where you had to
do stu, like you had to hunt or you won't get food and you had to do lots of work just in order to survive,
you'd be under constant pressure, and your attention would always be there. You'd certainly always have
stu to do, and that stu would be entertaining because you'd be giving it your full attention, so it would
be fullling. Most of our lives is spent in buildings which are extremely boring, I mean what is in a building
other than a line of sight of 5 feet or less in each direction! A building is also a hard and cold object but
nature is much softer. For some reason I get the feeling that I would be happy just walking around outside
without modern civilization to comfort me. Test it out, try to imagine how that would feel. It feels much
better. The threat of your life being on edge gives you a healthy amount of threat that keeps you on edge
and healthy. There is also a lot less to think about so your mind is clear. I don't think people were supposed
to function having to think about 1000 things each day, it takes an emotional toll that people just weren't
designed to handle. If you only dealt with simple things you wouldn't have a toll on your mind. Of course, it
would suck to deal with the bugs and not having a bed, so that really isn't a good solution either, I was just
pointing out that this is a lose lose situation. That's why life sucks. You have to deal with endless amounts
of shit in modern society, and you would have to deal with endless amounts of life threatening shit in pre
modern society! But at least the life threatening stu would be fun and entertaining because your life would
be on the line, giving you a healthy amount of anxiety. In today's world everyone is relaxed and not really
interested in anything they do. I can prove that because you could see a glow in someone's eyes if their life
is threatened, unless we are at that level (that glow) then we're not really entertained. We're not free at all
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but burdened by boredom. In pre modern society you'd be free to do what you want, any old time. Now
we have the police, government, whatever structure your business or school imposes on you, your family
or friends impose on you, etc. If you don't have commitments and attachments, then you don't have your
emotions being played with and you don't have anything to lose. The problem with that is that you wouldn't
have any commitments or attachments, so that's another lose lose situation. Yoda said, train yourself to
let go of anything you fear to lose that's good advice, because it's eliminating emotional attachments and
clearing your mind, like you would in pre modern society. But you can't do that in modern society, and in
pre modern society you'd be worried about losing your life all the time! Life is just endless loss.

2.17 Modern Life Is Gay
Domesticated animals are a lot less tu then non domesticated animals, therefore all domesticated animals
are gay, especially relative to a non domesticated equivalent. This relates to life sucks because not only are
humans domesticated, but most of the animals they deal with are domesticated by the fact that they interact
with humans to some degree. Take wolves and dogs. A dog is a domesticated wolf, it is so domesticated that
its entire species evolved from wolf into dog because of its interaction with humans. So in other words, before
it was dependent on itself, and then it became dependent on humans. If you're not independent, you're gay.
That means you have to rely on something or someone other than yourself for your survival. Modern life is
entirely relying on massive amounts of other people and other stu for your survival. So it's entirely gay.
Encyclopedias are gay, they are just massive amounts of collections of information about nothing. Nothing
could be more boring and uninteresting then an encyclopedia, except maybe a dictionary. It's gay because
it isn't related to your survival, it's an accessory. Why is that gay? Because when you aren't thinking about
your survival you're relaxed and doing something relaxing and boring. That's gay because its not intense
and interesting. Humans should be dominant over their environment, not succumb to it. The typical view
is that humans have dominated nature when the opposite is true, if you put a modern human out in nature
they are much less likely to survive then a pre modern one. That makes all current humans gay. They are
defeated by nature itself. Gay means non intense. Things that aren't gay are intense. Nothing is more gay
than an encyclopedia, which is just massive amounts of the most boring things to think about you could
imagine. Things that aren't directly in your environment, and things that you have to think deeply about,
are gay because they aren't intense. Even sports are gay, mostly because you aren't trying to kill the other
players. You're engaged in this huge battle based on a series of pre agreed upon rules. Rules don't exist in
nature, only rules of life. Things that you have to think deeply about are gay because they don't grab your
attention naturally, so it just isn't possible to put as much interest in them as you could in something in
your immediate environment, say a rock or anything.

2.18 Humans are too Simple
The rest of a human can be easily understood and its entire mind gured out as well, as shown by how easily
it can be reprogrammed into a robot. (below) The fact that the fundamentals of life can be broken down so
easily shows just how simple and pathetic life really is.
Objective: to verbally explain how to create an articial human. One way to do this is to show all the
connections in the human mind and how they work. What is one connection to start. Your physical senses you
have physical sense. You have mental senses. But everything begins with a type of physical sense/sensation.
So what are all the physical sensations. There are the 5 senses taste, touch, sight, sound and smell. When you
walk into a room you experience all of those senses. What if you think about something, that is just thinking
about a physical sensation, anything you can think about is really just a physical sensation. Everything is
neurological. Including logical thinking structures, which relate in the end to physical sensations as well.
Now we need to verbally explain how the human mind works. So when you see things, you get sensations.
You get sensations and you get thoughts. Those sensations and thoughts cause feelings. That's it. Why do
you get those sensations and thoughts and feelings? Well a physical sensation is just neurological stimulation
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from a sense. If you touch something neurological signals are sent to your brain that you are having feeling
at that touch, that is a feeling, just touching something causes a feeling. Similarly smelling something causes
another feeling. As with the other senses. Thoughts can also cause feelings, you can think about something
happy or something sad. Why would one thing cause happiness? Some things stimulate your neurons while
other things don't stimulate them, so happiness would be the neurological stimulation.
Meaning is just neurological stimulation. How do some things stimulate your neurons and make you
happy while others don't? A girl might have a pretty face that when you look at makes you happy. So visually
you get pleased. When you think of the girl, you would get happy, and the reason would be it stimulates
your visual center of the brain. Why do pretty things stimulate the visual center of your brain?

Because

they are easier to think about. Why are they easier to think about? Because they stimulate your neurons.
Why do ugly things not stimulate your neurons? I think because something pretty puts you in a good mood.
Why would something like a pretty lake calm someone down? Its obvious why seeing violence would not
calm someone down, because it causes you to think about violence which is threatening to that person,
causing them to shut down with worry.

In that case the visual leads to thought.

Maybe something like

water or a large landscape leads to no thought because there is nothing to do in those environments, because
they are so peaceful and have nothing in them. And something pretty has fun things to do in it and fun
things to feel, like feelings jagged edges wouldn't be fun, but feeling smooth ones would be fun because it
doesn't disrupt your senses. So smooth things are prettier and jagged things are usually uglier. So the entire
visual sensation isn't really a sensation, it just causes you to think about more real sensations like touch
and touching things. Something jagged feels bad when you touch it so it's ugly. Why else would you take
pleasure from seeing something? Seriously. . . The pleasure has to derive from somewhere real. Smell is just
stimulating dierent neurons in your brain. Same with taste. How would I verbally describe smell/taste?
Maybe that's wrong and feeling is just what the physical object causes you to think about. Like if you had
a mechanic arm it would feel. . . mechanical. When you have a human arm is feels real and mushy, which
is what the arm causes you to think about, mushy stu like blood and muscles interacting. And if you get
shot you think about things getting destroyed, so you feel pain. So if you had a mechanical arm it would
feel exactly like that, a mechanical arm, you'd feel like a robot. So we can give our robot a mechanical body
and he'd feel it just by thinking about it. And a visual processor to process the lines and smoothness and
patterns he sees. Then when sees a pattern that is harmonious, he will think of harmony and that will make
him happy. We can tell him what to do get up and walk around. How would he understand that. He can
learn from his visual processor, getting up would just be his observation of other things and objects getting
up, when he sees a human get up they move their legs and torso in a certain way, etc. So he just copies that
with his body. Simple. So just give him lots of visual data to process. With descriptions of what everything
that is going on is. Then when he hears someone say that, he will understand and respond.

2.19 Either Mental or Physical
Life is empty because it is lled with objects not emotions. When you look around you now you see cold,
hard objects. When you touch those objects they are all cold and hard. How many soft warm things are
there? Skin isn't really soft its more rough and callus. So that leaves out animals. Even if you can come up
with a good conversation, then you're just stuck in your head thinking. You're not out and about, moving
around. You're really alone in your little head. And you don't move very fast, you're looking at the world
from the perspective of your head, and your body can only move so fast. Even if you're in a plane or a car
or a bike, your body isn't moving that much. If you're running you're focusing on putting in all that eort
moving and can't really look at the scenery. So you can never really feel like you're moving fast yourself.
Where is the fun in life if you can never move around without being jarred. If your body is being moved
instead of you moving like running then you're not really feeling anything because all the sensations your
body has aren't collecting sensations. Just visual isn't enough because the world is cold and hard like we
went over before. And you can't get enough physical sensation to please yourself. Mental sensations (like
thinking) are limited because they are just thinking. So all we have left to live in life is physical stu. But
you can only move around so fast. Visual can move quickly but when it does it just becomes too complicated.
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And admit it, most of the time you're not running around (which would be dizzying if you did) and exercising
(which would involve a lot of sweat) so you're just being cold and unmoving yourself. Humans are just little
pathetic creatures that think they are powerful when they are actually weak. All golf players can do with all
their strength is put a little tiny ball in a hole. Hockey players can only shoot around a puck smaller than
their hand. So clearly all physical activity sucks. And we eliminated mental activity as being bad because
it's too boring. That's all there is to do in life, either something mental or something physical.

2.20 Rejoicing Too Much In Negativity
People like pain too much. They like watching violence, and they laugh at "funny" violent cartoons where
the cartoon characters get hurt then spring right back up as if nothing happened. That is more evidence
that people enjoy pain. People also like hurting other people, as that causes pain which they can experience.
This all contributes the world being sick and life sucking. People enjoy pain as well as pleasure because both
in the end boil down to stimulating your neurons, it's a stimulus, and since there is nothing to do in life,
some stimulus is better than nothing, even if it happens to be pain. Pain might even be as fun as happy stu
because there is just as much happy stu as sad stu in the world, so for you to be happiest you'd have to
get half your stimulation from pain and half from pleasure. If you're watching something and it involves pain
and pleasure, and a person that enjoys both pain and pleasure is there he will enjoy it more then someone
that just experiences pleasure, so that person wins. Evolutionarily we evolved so that we'd enjoy both for
that reason. The reason you feel from both pain and pleasure is because of what the things cause you to
think about. When you see someone in action that action is fun, but if they suddenly get shot that is fun
too, I can prove it's fun because it happens in movies and stu that people love to watch, so they must like
seeing it. It's fun because it causes you to think more deeply about that person and their life, the fact that
they had to get shot for you to think more deeply about them is a minor detail, it just means it causes you
to think about that person, and how their life is ending. It's still a lot of stimulation so it's actually a lot of
fun. Life is incredibly sick. You may not be smiling as it happens (unless you're sadistic or something) but
it's still stimulation, which is a relief from boredom, which you are very happy to have.

2.21 Sad Vs Pain
When you're sad it's probably from a lack of stimulus, which would cause your neurons to re less giving
you less pleasure. Pain is fun because it causes you to have a reaction, so it's a stimulus. Too much pain
might not be fun however but the right amount could "wake you up" or something, you know what I mean.
Sad stu causes your mind to shut down, and when your mind is shut down it doesn't really have pain from
being shut down, so it's possible to be miserable and it not be a good thing like I said how right amounts
of pain could be good sometimes, just like right amounts of pleasure can be good as well. This emphasizes
the point that sometimes people do have depression, and are in fact actually sad, and their lives miserable.
Boredom however isn't going to cause sadness it's going to cause pain, so if an activity is boring you can still
do it because you'll still be getting stimulation from it. However that's sick because you are doing something
is causing you to feel pain and you enjoy it, so that should be minimized. The more pain you have the more
you hate other people and hate life because you're in pain. A healthy amount of pain is ok however because
it gives you the right amount of stimulus to give you a healthy edge and keep you alert, but too much will
cause you to be a hateful person. Most people are hateful people because of that, they do boring stu a lot
and it causes them to hate the world, and be in pain. In fact, since there isn't enough stu to do not boring
stu all the time or even a small amount of the time (which we've already concluded) everyone hates the
world and is bitter and mean. That makes sense, if most of the stu you do is boring, it's going to cause
you pain which is going to wake you up in terms of stimulus, which would make you not sad and appear
to be normal. That is what a normal person is in fact. People aren't smiling all the time. They all have
inner pain, which gives them strength. Of course there are some things people enjoy doing, but those things
are very few compared to how much gives them pain. This all goes to show just how easily someone can
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tolerate the idea of pain, so they can give pain to other people very easily and not feel anything because
they are driven by it. They even enjoy watching it like violent shows or movies. Fear causes pain as well,
that would be the genre "horror". How do I know it causes pain? You can tell because it causes that sharp,
fast reaction that wakes up your mind and gets your neurons ring. That's stimulus which comes from pain,
and the sickening feeling you get when you see it is the pain itself. So I guess just intense fear like in horror
causes pain, and small amounts of fear only cause small amounts of pain. So people actually like to terrify
other people and cause them pain, because it will cause their mind to think about those things, waking them
up neurologically and giving them stimulus causing them to be happy. Of course, if that kind of fear like in
horror movies happened to you it would be too much fear (if you were the person in the movie) but it's the
right amount of fear for you to watch a lot of fear in someone else. Because it causes you to think about
what is going on, which causes the right about of pain and fear. Like I said before the right amount of pain
and fear are good for people, but only in the right amount which usually isn't a lot of pain and fear. That
small amount of pain and fear keep you on edge and happy and stimulated. So when you watch that violence
and see someone else in pain or fear, you get happy because it causes you to have small amounts of pain or
fear yourself (because you have to think about what is going on, causing similar neurons to re in your mind
as the person you are watching, aka empathy). So in other words, people like causing, or watching massive
amounts of pain and fear in other people!
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